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NO LONGER BUSINESS AS USUAL 

1be second African Development Forum ....... ....... 
may have ended, but the process of 
fighting HIVI AIDS in Africa goes full 
steam ahead. We can rightly say that in 
bringing together a representative group 
of Africans and their development 
partners to focus on HIV / AIDS as the 
Greatest Leadership O!aJlenge, we took 
the fight against HIV / AIDS in Africa to 
a new level, building on previous 
conferences and gatherings, and adding 
significant value. For the fim time there 
was a focus on leadership at all levels. And 
for the first time these different levels of 
leadership - from )Quth to traditional chiefs to v,umen to policymalilen 
to Heads of State - shared the same space, engaged in a substantive 
and constructive dialogue, and spoke with one voice. All agreed that 
the HIV / AIDS pandemic has forced us to change the way we do 
business in Africa. With the survival of the continent at stake, it can no 
longer be business as usual. 

ADF 2000 ended with some concrete, practical and doable proposals. 
The Addis Ababa Consensus highlighted a number of commitments at 
personal, community, national, regional and international levels, while 
the Plan of Action spelled out the proposals in detail. Both the 
Consensus and the Plan are reproduced in this publication. Now we 
have the road map, the challenge is to ensure that the outcomes of the 
Forum are translated into concrete action that has a tangible and 
sustained impact in banishing HIV / AIDS from our continent. 

As we publish this Report six months after the Forum, a lot of follow
up activity is already underway: at least 29 countries have organized 
post-Forum v,urkshops to see how the consensus could be implemented 
at nationalleve4 with our substantive input, the Organization of African 
Unity organized a Summit on HIV / AIDS and Other Related Infectious 
Diseases in Abuja, N.geria, from April 24 - 27, which endorsed the 
ADF 2000 Consensus and Plan of Action; and after discussing intemally 
as well as with our partners, including UNAIDS, we have arrived at a 
clear sense of ECAS specific role in the follow-up and implementation 
process. In addition to rnainstrearning HIV / AIDS in all of our socio
economic policy analysis, we plan to develop mechanisms to monitor 
the implementation of the Addis Ababa Consensus and Plan of Action_ 
Drawing on our positioning as an African instirution as well as a UN 
body, we also intend to strengthen partnerships, drawing on mechanisms 
such as the International Partnership Against HIV / AIDS (IPAA). 



Partnership in fighting HIV / AIDS is essential. Just as we joined hands for ADF 2000, we will 
need to continue to work hand in hand, in partnership with all stakeholder groups, including 
PL WHAs, civil society organizations, African policy makers, our partner agencies in the UN, 
and bilateral and multilateral funders. Each stakeholder group has a distinct and critical role to 
play; and ADF 2000 went a long way towards arriving at a division of labour in this regard. For 
example, we have alwar.; seen the ADF process as the sum of regional, sub-regional and 
country-level parts - with the real action in terms of implementation of strategies, plans and 
programmes at the country level. 1bis makes country-level actors, including the UN Country 
Theme Group, key partners in any implementation strategy. 

1bis report pulls together the substance of AD F 2000. It is written in a journalistic style to 

ensure accessibility; ease of understanding and easy dissemination of the key issues and 
outcomes of the Forum It is intended as a more substantive companion to the ADF 2000 
Popular Report, which was disseminated earlier, and will also be available electronically on the 
Web. I hope you find the contents useful. 

On behalf of the Conunission, let me say how much we look forward to working with you on 
the follow-up of ADF 2000, and assure you that ECA remains fullyconunitted to play its role 
in eradicating HIV / AIDS from our beloved continent. 

K.Y. Amoako 

Executive Secretary 

March 2001 



1. SITUATING THE THEME: "AIDS
THE GREATEST LEADERSHIP 
CHALLENGE" 

African countries must take extraordinary measures to overcome the 
continents mv lArDs crisis. There is absolutely no time to waste and 
in this struggle, every African is a leader who must demonstrate personal 
responsibility by playing a role, however small, in reversing the spread 
of the epidemic. 

These were among the conclusions of a iandmarkconference organized 
by the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) in 
.Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, on 3-7 December 2000. The occasion was the 
second African Development Forum (ADF), attended bysome 1100 
people from all over Africa and from the international community. 
There were local community activists and leading members of non
governmental organizations, government ministers and policy makers, 
academics, PLWA and researchers, senior staff of United Nations and 
other multilateral organizations. There were also traditional healers, 
religious leaders and Heads of State and Government, all contributing 
to a Forum that demanded concrete outcomes. 

The major outcome of ADF 2000 was the Addis Ababa consensus 
(see II Forum outcomes and Follow-up). This comprehensive document 
outlines the tasks ahead - from local to continental level and in key 
sectors - in the prevention of mv I AIDS and the treatment and care 
of infected people. Adopted on the last day of the Forum, the Addis 
Ababa Consensus was to be carried home by participants for discussion, 
modification according to local realities and implementation. 

Describing the Forum as "a huge opportuniry;" one of the keynote 
speakers, Ms. Gra<;a Machel of Mozambique (and South Africa) hoped 
that Africans would in future look back and say that the ADF 2000 was 
a turning point in the struggle against AIDS in Africa. 

Below: Masked agents of HIV I AIDS: Scene from skit by Ethiopia 
AIDS Group 



Though she called it a "plea,"Ms. Machel issued a warning and a call for honest action to the 
audience of political leaders, religious leaders, civil society leaders, JUuth leaders, as well as 
officials of international financial institutions and creditor countries and organizations. She 
said: "NO MORE FICTIONS. Do not fool Mrica any more. Let us move forward." 

Africo Is home 10 about 70 per .,.", of the 
lox 1: Why HIV I AIDS for ADF 2000? world's adults and 80 per""" of the world', 

child .... living wIIh HIV / ADS. Africa has buried 
three-quarters of the ~ 20 mlillan people worldwide who have died of AIDS since the epidemic 
began. And while HIV / AIDS Is wiping out Africa'. hard-won gains In heahh, education and other key 
14ICIOn, the continent has so for been the least able 10 mobilize an adequale re.pon .. 10 the global 
epidemic. 

In this contexI, ECA com."ed a forum of activists and leader. 10 sharpen perspecthes an the HIV / AIDS 
crisis and chart a new course Into the future. The vehicle was the African Deve~ For...-. (ADF), an 
mo-ive process that bring. logether each yeor gover-n, civil society, the private sector and 
exl.rnal partners 10 foalS on a selected development Issue. Through Intensive dialogue and debate, 
participants share experiences and dbcuss IMKt practices. building cooperation and partnerships at all 
levels. The outcome Is an Afrlca .... driven response that alms for maximum impact at country level through 
approprlate strategies, pallcles and programmes. 

RecognIzing the society-wide and nMtl-seCIoralimpact of HIV / AIDS, ADF 2000 set out 10 defNleadership 
amidst the HIV /AIDS crisis and analyse the array of challenges ahead. b also identified the actions 
required at aU lewl. and in all spheres 10 organize people and galvanize InstitvItons Into making 
effective responses 10 the epidemic. 

To attain the .. ob(ec:lives, the Forum put specific emphall. an categories and Issues .... as ¥bal In 
_ rating the commitment, the leadership and the programmes 10 ave...,.... the crisis. These Included 
the role of Africo's youth and of people living with HIV / AIDS, gender Issues, the dramallc prevaleoxe of 
HIV /AIDS In Africa's armed forces, the critical .-d for action at camm..,by level, and the levet of 
support needed fram the international comm..,lty. 

SIrvctured 1o encourage maxim"," participation and dialogue, ADF 2000 also featured dolly "break
out sessions" and foalS group meetings that enabled participants 10 discuss _01 Issues In detail and 
then 10 report back 10 plenary sessions. Poetry and brlef dramatic saenes were also presented 10 show 
the diffe..- forms that campaigns can lake 1o break the slleoxe and spread positive messages and 
useful information In the fight against HIV / AIDS. 

1.1 Highlights of National Workshop Presentations 

Ghana, Uganda, Ethiopia, Mali, Namibia, and Burundi made presentations at ADF2000, 
highlighting aspects of their respective national HIV / AIDS programmes, strategies and plans 
as well as the National Workshops they held just prior to the Forum 

Ghana 
Ghana is regarded as a low prevalence country. The HIV / AIDS incidence was 2.6 per cent in 
1994, rising to 4.6 per cent in 1999, said Dr. K weku Yeboah, Director of the country's National 
AIDS Control Prograrrune. The country's first AIDS case was reported in 1986. BySeptember 
2000, 90 per cent of all reported cases was located in the 15 - 49 years age group. 

In presenting details of Ghana's HIV / AIDS prograrmnes and strategies and the administrative 
and coordination structure of the National AIDS Programme, Dr. Yeboah noted that the 
country had an overall Strategic FramewOlk that was approved by the Cabinet. 



The main conclusions were: 

• Because of the current low prevalence in Ghana, the worst 

impact of I-nV/ AIDS was yet to be felt; 

• Responses at all levels were being put in place to stem possible 
catastrophe; 

• "Best practices" had been documented; 

• Qarification of leadership roles and the establishment of partnerships 
at all levels were paramount in the national response; and 

• Socio-economic impacts were not yet adequately documented due to the 
relatively low prevalence. 

Uganda 
Uganda's pre-ADF2000 National Wlrkshop stressed the role of leadership at all levels, took 
the opportunity to intensify and expand on what was already being done at all levels and 
emphasized the need for full involvement of stakeholders such as sex workers and the private 
sector, said Professor John Rwomushana, Director for AIDS Research and Policy Development 
of Uganda AIDS Commission. 

A critical factor in the country's successful reversal of the rising trend of HIV / AIDS was the 
involvement of leadership at all levels, from the President down. This leadership, accompanied 
by openness and transparency also helped reduce the social stigma of I-nV / AIDS. 

Uganda's HIV / AIDS progranunes and strategies had adopted the multi-sectoral approach 
and this process was enhanced by the social cohesion of Uganda's ethnic groups. However, 
there were obstacles and challenges to report. According to Prof. Rwomushana, these included 
inadequate lower level commitment, competing funding priorities, poverty-level incomes, 
unemployment and the national debt burden. Other key elements included stigma and cultural 
impediments, as well as the lack of access to affordable drugs to treat people living with HIV / 
AIDS. 

Ethiopia 
Ethiopia's pre- ADF2000 National Workshops made a numherof reconunendations, reported 
Dr. Dagnachew Haile Mariam, head of the National HIV / AIDS Council Secretariat. The key 
proposals stated that Africa should unite to fight the HIV / AIDS holocaust by pressing for 
more comprehensive debt relief, and that the Ethiopian Government, the intemationallending 
agencies, the pharmaceutical companies and the private sector should allocate resources for 
HIV / AIDS prevention and control 

He said Ethiopia had set up a National AIDS Council, headed by President Negasso Gidada. 
The Council had an Advisory Board made up of major stakeholders and a multi-sectoral 
strategic framework that was being implemented. Also in place were laws, rules and guidelines 
with special emphasis on discrimination, stigmatization and the protection of human rights. 
He also reported that economic assistance, care and social support were being given to people 
living with HIV / AIDS, AIDS orphans, care-givers and all those affected by the epidemic. 



Dr. Dagnachewemphasized the need to mobilize the national and international media, and 
also to strengthen international partnerships in the fight against HIV I AIDS. A major objective 
of such partnerships, he said, was to make available and affordable the appropriate medicines 
for opportunistic infections and anti-retroviral drugs. 

Mali 
Strengthening leadership roles and sharing experiences and best practices were among the 
strongest features of the pre-ADF2000 Forum Workshop in Mali, said Dr. Josephine Keira 
Traore, Technical Counsellor in the Ministry for the Promotion of Women, Children and the 
Family. 

Other highlights of the Workshop included its emphasis on a multi-sectoral approach, the 
decentralization of anti-HIV I AIDS activities, the strengthening of local responses to 
HIVI AIDS, and the involvement of civil society organizations (CSOS) at all levels of leadership. 
The workshop also discussed the introduction of new responses in the fight against the disease. 

On leadership roles at different levels, the National Workshop examined the activities of such 
categories as parliamentarians, CSOS and people living with HIV lIDS, and noted the positive 
role of President Osmar Alpha Konan: in social mobilization against the epidemic. 

Namibia 
HIV I AIDS had become the primary cause of death in Namibia, said Dr. Nestor Shivute, 
chairman of the National HIV I AIDS Executive Committee and about 20 per cent of all 
sexually active adult Namibians had the virus. 

He said Namibia's anti-HIV I AIDS plan was multi-sectoral and its implementation would be 
decentralized. He also presented details of the structures put in place to implement the Plan. 

The country's pre-ADF2000 National Workshop attracted 160 participants, including Cabinet 
members, parliamentarians and people living with HIVI AIDS. Some of the resolutions adopted 
included the need to translate political commitment into practical action, expanding access to 
treatment of sexually transmitted diseases and opportunistic infections and to anti- retroviral 
drugs for people with HIV I AIDS. Other decisions were to accelerate the nation-wide response 
to HIV I AIDS; promote and strengthen scientific and social research interventions; and review 
school curricula for their appropriateness with regard to HIV I AIDS, sexuality, and reproductive 
health. 

Burundi 
HIV prevalence in Burundi was about 20 per cent in urban areas and about 3 per cent in rural 
areas where the majority of people reside, said the Minister of Health Hon. Sranislas Ntahobari. 
Infection rates were higher among adult women than adult men, the education and agriculture 
sectors were hard hit by the epidemic and continuing civil conflict was compounding the 
problem 

Nevertheless, Burundi's pre-ADF2000 National Workshop was a two-dayevent that attracted 
175 participants, including people living with HIV I AIDS. The use of condoms, mother-to
child transmission and access to drugs were among the themes of the workshop. 



The Minister noted that high-level political commitment in Burundi had been tranSlated into 
establishing national HIV / AIDS policies and progranunes. A National Solidarity Fund had 
also been set up to finance treatment and care for people living with HIV / AIDS. There were 
also national networks to control HIV / AIDS in the workplace and in communities, as well as 
those set up by people living with HIV / AIDS and by traditional healers. 

Recommendations of the pre-ADF2000 National Workshop included the strengthening of 
the National Solidarity Fund, the protection of positive social values, the need to promote the 
use of condoms, the need to adopt a decentralized and multi-sectorial approach, the need to 
provide help for AIDS orphans, regulation of prostitution, legal protection for people living 
with HIV / AIDS and more intensive mobilization of local resources. The workshop called for 
resolution of the civil conflict, and also for relief on the country's external debt in order to 
free resources to fight the HIV / AIDS pandemic. 

These presentations were followed by contributions from the floor. One speaker noted that 
in Ghana, strong and effective messages -"If it is not on, it is not in" is one of the current 
slogans - had increased the use of condoms. Another contributor from Gabon called for 
more transparency in issuing data as such information could be subject to political manipulation. 
"We also need to know what is going on beyond geographic borders. We need more clarity 
about the HIV problem in Africa, given that there are areas where HIV is not spreading," this 
speaker added. A delegate from Sudan called for more experience sharing and suggested that 
countries with similar religions should be twinned. 

On a different note, a speaker from Benin said there was "an epidemic" of National 
HIV / AIDS Councils in Africa instead of National HIV / AIDS Control Programmes. "We 
need to review the situation, and to determine if this is just convenient for our partners. We 
need indicators to measure political commitment, and to determine internal and external inputs," 
this speaker concluded. In response, a delegate from Algeria said "Africa must blame itself if 
it has worked with imposed programmes that are hardly relevant to its needs. Do we really 
know the true rates of HIV? This is important, if we are to stop new infections, and for early 
management." 

A speaker from Kenya said Ethiopia, Kenya and Uganda were among the countries that have 
representation of people living with HIV / AIDS at high-level policy making positions, but 
this could not be said of many other countries. "We need a statement of intent to have this 
happen in every country." Another speaker, from Zimbabwe, suggested that traditional leaders 
had not been adequately addressed in the Forum and that traditional medicines could be 
important alternatives but not a replacement for Western medicine. 
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2. AFRICA'S DECISIVE MOMENT 
Keyne speaRm in theplemrysessicn addressei therentral them!s if A DF 2000 am'ltErt! ir40detail anseteral 
aspects. tbe mzin points if mrjar pn5entatim; are sumntrizei tdaw 

"This is our decisive moment" when Africa must define its own response to the HIV / 
AIDS pandemic, declared ECA Executive Secretary K.Y. Amoako. And this response must 
match the scale of a challenge he described as "a battle for our continent's survival." 

Ethiopian President, Negasso Gidada said that Africa's culture of communal life provided 
a natural basis for taking care of people living with HIV / AIDS. However, that same culture 
must confront the widespread problem of exclusion and stigmatization of people living 
with HIV / AIDS. President Negasso then opened up the central themes of the Forum by 
emphasizing Africa's collective responsibility. 

He said religious leaders and civil society" can make a big difference by changing the way 
people think and act in relation to people living with HIV / AIDS." He pointed out that 
citizens, community leaders, trade unions, businesses, " in fact, every part of our societies" 
must join "a grand African coalition against HIV / AIDS." Furthermore, youth, women 
and people living with HIV! AIDS should be at the forefront of this coalition, he added, 
describing the challenge of HIV / AIDS as "a multi-faceted struggle: a struggle for human 
rights, the empowerment of women, for the restoration of basic heath and education 
services, for equitable development - in fact, it is a struggle for the future of the African 
continent." 

Organization of African Unity (OAU) Secretary-General Salim Ahmed Salim filled in the 
immediate context. Until recently in most African countries, the level of preparation to 
fight this pandemic was very low. Most communities felt leaderless as to how to deal with 
the pandemic and develop coping mechanisms, Mr. Salim pointed out. With clear 
information and open discussion about HIV / AIDS yet to reach most Africans, many 
communities attached stigma and discrimination to the disease, which encourages 
concealment and silence. 

At the same time, Mr. Salim continued, the institutional infrastructure for prevention, 
treatment and care remained inadequate. Many countries had only recently formulated 
clear national policies on the pandemic and there were still others who did not have policies. 
Budgetary allocation to fight it was minimal or did not exist at all in some countries. 

Campaign activities also tended to 
be externally driven. 

The situation was now improving 
but the pace of change needed 
to be faster, with a commitment 
and zeal to match the 
omnipresent and multi
dimensional threat of HIV / 
AIDS, Mr. Salim said. 

Among the speakers bringing a 
message of hope and 
determination to ADF 2000 were 



United Nations Secreta.ty-General Kofi Annan and Ms. Gra<;a Machel. Mr. Annan reminded 
participants that "we are far from powerless. We can halt the spread of HIV / AIDS. We 
can even reverse it." Not even HIV / AIDS" can defeat this great continent of ours," Ms. 
Machel added. "Among the assets in this struggle is the fact that we know how HIV / 
AIDS can be prevented. The other great assets are the people and communities of Africa, 
complete with our strength, determination and proven ability to survive." 

Mr. Annan acknowledged that "far too many graves 
accurrrulated in Africa" while national and rrrultilateral 
institutions were responding painfully slowly to the 
continent's HIV / AIDS crisis. "But finally, finally, we 
are galvanized." He hoped people Wluld in future look 
back at ADF2000 and say, "This is where the 
breakthrough occurred." 

AIDS requires us all to speak up and 

s~ak OI,It, to open our eyes to suffering, 

fo open our minds to new ways of 

thinking, and our arms to people living 

with HIV / AIDS, who need help and 

support. 

He said the world had begun to hear and heed the UN Secretory-General Kofi Annan 

call for billions rather than millions to be spent on 
HIV / AIDS in Africa. Africa now had to set up reliable mechanisms for spending the 
money where it was most needed and could do the most good. It Wluld be particularly 
important to decentralize those resources, the Secretary-General pointed out. 

Women's empowerment was a key element in overall strategy, but men could also make a 
real difference, Mr. Annan said. In talking about men and AIDS, the usual and limited 
view was of men refusing to use condoms,. men having sexual relations outside marriage 
and practising other misguided concepts of masculinity. 

However, he argued, the focus should also be on men in political life who "still tend to 
predominate at the highest political levels and, therefore, control both policy making and 
the purse-strings." The Secretary-General said that such men must spend political capital 
to make the fight against HIV / AIDS their top priority and they must allocate more resources 
for treatment and prevention. 

'!he ope'", JIllIon of N:If 2000 COl .cIed wIIIz 
lax 2 : ttY/AIDS de-wostates families aEEEO¥lttgporlrcr,alb,_l!II:JopklnAIDSOrpIzazzs 

Group of the •• ..-.an -ct b, KN //IJDS Ito 
AI"-' fozzzIIIeL n-.gIz SOEiII ozzc:I do:zae. the child .. " po:1rayed ... ogoz:y of a fomlly CII, tint the 
fGIIzer. ... EIEOIIzer orzel tMn _ child, ore dohed b, EIIOIIzed ..... of the Wus. As the cI:IId_ ay 
~rtlzelr porenII, they CIho .. a strong coli for people 10 toIza respa: sIbIIIty tot their odIaIis ozzd 
CMIId ... ...at behaviour. '!he ~ ended wHIz a posIIw. "".age of hope 01 the ogeotIs of 
the "'"" 0 .. _ • d orzel the virus II __ 

Mr. Annan reported that in December 1999, he convened five partners - African 
governments, donors, NGOs, the private sector and the United Nations - and asked them 
"to develop an unprecedented response to an unprecedented crisis." The result was an 
International Partnership Against AIDS in Africa (IPAA) that "has made an excellent 
start." Mr. Annan said the IPAA has helped strengthen national planning, create momentum 
for advocacy, mobilize new resources and improve access to the full range of HIV care, 
support and treatment. 



The pervading message in speeches to plenary sessions was that all participants must leave 
Addis Ababa with a new and higher level of commitment, caring and social responsibility. 
Most important was the imperative of breaking the silence about I-llV / AIDS. In order to 
do this, participants would have to find practical wa~ - in their homes, in their communities 
and in all places of work, leisure and worship - of waging an urgent campaign on two 

simultaneous fronts. The first of the two fronts was the prevention of any further spread 
of I-llV / AIDS. The second front was to improve the treatment, care and support of 
people already living with I-llV / AIDS. 

As Ms. Gra<;a Machel observed, "each one of the statistics that we have heard has a name, 
has a family, is someone's daughter, son, sister, brother." In tum, President Negasso put 
Africa's I-llV / AIDS crisis in a professional context. He observed that people living with 
the disease and those who have died" are some of our doctors, engineers, scientists, teachers, 
farmers, managers and journalists whom we have trained for so long, using much of (our) 
meagre resources." 



3. LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES 

sptrJkers disa;ssid the rnture if fmdmhip th:zt A friaz rmls til ar£rWTl! the HIV / A IDS crisis, the ler.eIs at uhith 
this fmdmhip rrust cperate ani the resporsibilities th:zt fmdm rrust assUT/'l!. 

African governments must show genuine leadership by abandoning rhetoric and taking action 
to energize people and mobilize the necessary resources to conduct the campaign against 
HIV / AIDS, said Ms. Machel. She argued that the lack of resources "is not a sufficient excuse. 
When governments lead their countries to war they can spend as nruch as 4S per cent of the 
of resources on that war. What percentages of national budgets are currently being spent to 
vanquish HIV / AIDS? Our governments must show the leadership to allocate greater 
proportions of our admittedly limited budgets to ridding our continent of the threat of HIV / 
AIDS. If )Uu can mobilize resources for war, why can't )UU mobilize resources for life?" 

In.a similar vein, President Festus Mogae of Botswana asked of his fellow Heads of State: 
"Can all of us honestly say that we have assigned, instructed and mobilized our best 
professionals to move with speed and sustained determination to deal with this the greatest 
development emergency of our time - HIV / AIDS?" He said they should all divert resources 
from military expenditure to fighting the HIVepidemic. 

Ms. Machel also took a very personal approach, speaking as a mother to an audience that 
included other parents as well as political, civil society and other types of leaders. "How 
would )Uu react if )Uu were told that of )Uur five children, two would die prematurely, but 
that )UU still had a chance to stop their deaths? Which parent wouldn't mobilize all of their 
financial, emotional and human resources and act immediately?" 

Mr. Amoako in turn stressed: "No one is going to save us from this crisis but ourselves." He 
said ADF 2000 participants must "shake the remaining complacency and ignorance about 
HIV / AIDS." He challenged participants to use the Forum as an opportunity to learn how to 
be bener leader in the fight to stop the spread of HIV / AIDS and to help ensure a decent and 
a caring life for those burdened with HIVI AIDS and their families. Mr. Amoako urged 
participants to think hard about how to scale up the best strategies, policies and programmes. 
"TIlls must not be theory, but real action." 

Finally, ADF 2000 would produce the Addis Ababa Cbnsensus. TIlls document would be 
tabled at the April 2001 Heads of State Summit being organized by President Olusegun 
Obasanjo of Nigeria in Abuja, with the full 
backing and collaboration of OAUSecretary
General Salim Ahmed Salim. "But, do not 
wait for us. Think about holding )Uur own 
consultations when )Uu return home. Invite 
media, civil society, business, labour, )Uuth 
groups, women's groups. In fact, look around 
at the kind of people )Uu see at this Forum, 
and remember the people at home who will 
help )Uu replicate a Forum to take )Uur own 
actions to the next levels of effectiveness and 
impact." 

ECA Executive 

Secretory, 

K.Y. Amooko 
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Reminding participants of Mrica's emel'6ency situation, Vice-President Justin Malewezi of 
Malawi said that every day, 5,500 Mricans died of AIDS while 11,000 new infections occured. 
By 2010, the projected life expectancy in heavily affected countries would decline to less than 
30 ~ars. A secondary pandemic of orphans caused by I-HV / AIDS was exploding throughout 
the region. "Unless we scale up our response, more people 
will die of AIDS in Mrica than in all the wars of the 20th 
century combined. Recall the suffering caused by a single 
death, the grief of a child at its mother's graveside. Multiply 
that sorrow by tens of millions. We face grief be}{lnd words 
and sorrow be}{lnd tears. " 

Unless we scole up our response, ... 

we foce grief beyond words ond 

sorrow beyond leors. 

Vice-President Justin Malewezi of 

Manyspeakers emphasized that commitment at the highest 
political level was essential for an effective national response 
to I-nV / AIDS. They said the approach must be multi-sectoral and reach the community level 
Others agreed that the fIrst role of a leader was to protect the most vulnerable members of 
society: the children and women. 

Indeed, the full power and authority of the State nrust be brought to bear on the crisis, added 
the UN Development Programme Administrator Mark Malloch Brown. "TIUs is not business 
as usual. We are not dealing with a health crisis but a national crisis," he declared. National 
AIDS plans, coordinated at the highest level of government and involving all relevant actors 
and institutions, were proving particularly effective, he said, citing Uganda, Malawi, Ethiopia, 
Botswana and Tanzania as countries that had set up a coordinating body that reported direcdy 
to the Prime Minister or President's offIce to drive this process. According to Mr. Brown, the 
early results were very encouraging, helping kick-start the process of integrating AIDS issues 
into overall development plans. 

The first and perhaps most important step that leaders nrust take is to break the silence on 
I-nV / AIDS once and for all, said Mr. Brown as he touched on another of the central themes 
of ADF 2000. The aim was "to alter permanendy the norms, values, and traditions that are 
fuelling the epidemic, especially those that perpetuate gender inequalities and discrimination 
against those living with I-HV / AIDS." 

Speakers agreed on the need to "bring down the barriers of shame and silence" at all levels. 
"When local leaders speak out," said Mr. Peter Piot, Executive Director of the Joint United 
Nations Programme on I-nV / AIDS (UNAIDS), "they create the space for people with I-nV / 
AIDS to speak out fearlessly, (so that) communities are empowered to act against AIDS. And 
when national leaders speak out, their example resonates throughout the nation." Mrica needed 
"leadership that promotes openness and helps turn people living with I-nV into leaders," Mr. 
Piot added. 

Mr. Brown observed that some individuals "have embodied this challenge, risking personal 
injury; scorn and injustice to spread these rressages. The same nrust now be done from classroom 
to clinic, from factory to football field until everybody, not just in Mrica but in other parts of 
the world where AIDS is accelerating, has heard and understood that behaviour change is the 
best protection." One such individual is Ms. O1arIotte Mjele, a }{lung South Mrican living 
with I-nV / AIDS whose speech at the opening session of the conference was one of the most 
powerful moments of the entire ADF 2000. 

Malawi 



Providing another angle on leadership issues, Vice-President Malewezi argued that leaders 
must be prepared to work with everyone without polarizing institutions but by focusing on 
how best to collaborate to meet the needs of the people. Leadership was not about power, or 
the delegation of authority, Mr. Malewezi continued. It was about taking responsibility to 
address the most important issues facing our people. 

In a powerful passage, Mr. Malewezi affirmed: "Leadership demands that we serve the people 
we represent so that we earn their respect and trust. We cannot influence people unless we 
earn their trust. Perhaps the most important aspect of leadership that we should bring to this 
struggle is that of credibility. As leaded we will be judged byour actions, not byour words. We 
must prioritize HIV / AIDS interventions in our development programmes. We must give the 
example of responsibility within our own marriages. We must protect vulnerable groups, respect 
women and show compassion to all those suffering from HIV / AIDS and care for orphans. 
As leaders we also need to combine intellect, tolerance, compassion and resolve to address the 
most important issue facing Africa. n 

Box 4: Past commltmenb made by African leaders on HIV / AIDS 

Organization of African UnIty s.c..ta'1-"-oI, Salim Ahmed SalIm, loki ADf 2000 that AfrIcan 
leaders had long ........ iIzId the gravlty of the HIV / AIDS pandemic and had rep •• 1WdIy IIcRd tt.Ir 
determination 10 ...... bat the dIM ..... AI the OAU Summlh In Dakar (' 992) and Tunisia 1199 .. ), they 
resoMe! 10 mobilize theft populations 10 fl;ht HIV / AIDS and they set .... followng tcnv-tso Iy the .... of 
, 992, all African Heads of Slale would be publicly recognized as the leaders of the fight against t'IY / 
AIDS In .... Ir r .. pectM countrIM, 

• By mid-, 993, all African Heads of State would ho ... ensured that 011 adultr, IncMIng 
""""" adults In their caunlries know how HIV was ,ransmltted and how they cwld 
protect ........ Iws and ...... rs from infection; 

• 8y mlcl-l993, African Heads of State would ho .. adopted a naflonal AIDS oore plall, 
IncMIng _Ial drugs for HIV-related Illness and a na,lonal pi ... for faonIy-based 
or COIIIIIUIIty core and support of AIDS survlwn, including orphcn; 

• By the .... of '993, an Afrlaon Heads of Slate would ho .. encfoned a NotIotICll Plan 
of ActIon for .... pramoIlan and coordination of HlV / AIOS research In their countries 
Including an ..... ratlonal .... 1001 code for such r ... orch; 

• Iy ........ of '993, all African Heads of State would ho .. .........I """"''1 _ 
had worked aut a plan !hot took Into account the sectoral Impllcotlons and 
COI.IIII lreel of t'IY/AiDS mid allocated fIIftds to It, and would how st U bd on 
.ffectl .. mechonbm for multl-sectorol coordination of planned CtdhIIIeIi 

• By the .... of 199", a "national policy f, ..... -'c· would ha.. .... esIobllshed 10 
guide and .. pport appropriate responses to .... _ds of affwclwd chIIdt., ca .... 
socIo~ legal, .... 1caI, medical and Iunan rig .... issues; 

"Regrettably·, sold Mr. Salim, "many of these commitments how nat been "G •• lld InIo 0CII0tt."1t hod 
toIoen _ time for _ AfrIaon_1es 10 give appropriate ,Icognlllan to .... HlY/AIDS_ ond 



Addressing these central issues, former President Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia challenged 
national political leaders to "eat, sleep and think the war" against HIV / AIDS by " energizing, 
visiting, committing resources, comforting, expressing a nation's total conunitment to controlling 
this dreaded disease." He congratulated religious and cultural leaders "who have done so 
much in the struggle against AIDS," and then challenged them to do more, "to speak to their 
people more openly, ceaselessly and fearlessly about the epidemic, about reducing stigma, 
about preventing transmission, about love and care for otphans and for people living with 
HIV / AIDS, and to mobilize their people to take action in all those areas." 

Mr. Kaunda then demanded action from a list of other leaders: civil service and private sector 
executives, civic leaders, media managers, heads of business and captains of industry, heads 
of institutions of learning, leaders of the military, of women, of special interest groups, the 
)Quth, NGOs and various partnerships. "All leaders must commit all the moral, human and 
financial resources at their disposal to prevent HIV transmission, to provide care and support 
to mitigate the impact, and to achieve lasting control over this hitherto uncontrollable disease," 
Mr. Kaunda declared. 

---"-- ---



4. RESOURCE AND FUNDING ISSUES 

Several speakers called for debt cancellation to free resoun;es for the HIV / AIDS pandemic. 
Among them, Peter Piot of UNAIDS said that Africa's need for HIV / AIDS resoun;es 
"constitutes the most compelling case for debt cancellation altogether." 

President Kaunda went further, stating that Africa had the resoun;es but was not being allowed 
to use them against HIV / AIDS and to save the lives of Africans. Citing UNAIDS, Mr. Kaunda 
said Africa needed SUS 3 billion each year for basic HIV / AIDS prevention and care. However, 
African countries spent $15 billion each year in debt repayments. Then they had to go "cap in 
hand to the international community to beg for the resources to keep its people alive, to fight 
HIV / AIDS and other scourges." 

We need action now on the AIDS crisis. "Something is terribly wrong here," said Mr. Kaunda. "The world 
But we also need action now on the is denying life to people so that debts can be repaid, fmancial 

institutions retain their creditworthiness and banks their 
profitability." 

debilitating debt crisis that is 
preventing African countries from 
being in the driving seat for action 
against HIV I AIDS." 

Former President of Zambia, 

"Over the past decades, "Ms. Gra<;:a Machel added, "VA;! have 
heard many promises from the international community to 
provide billions of dollars to assist the development efforts of 
Africa. Only too often those promises have not been kept, or 

Kenneth Kaunda the assistance has been given in ways that undermine rather than 

Former President 
of Zambia, 
Kenneth Kaunda 

support us." She insisted that any international support" can only be additional to our own 
efforts and it will be our own efforts that bring us rewards in this struggle." 

A number of speakers blamed World Bank and IMF structural adjustment policies for Africa's 
current levels of indebtedness. They also voiced their opposition - sometimes verging on 
outrage - to the fact that the Wbrld Bank was making loans and not grants for HIV / AIDS 
interventions. 

HIV / AIDS viciously attacked the most fundamental right, the right to life, said Professor 
Michael Kelley of Zambia, a member of the ADF 2000 Technical Advisory Committee. All 
governments, international agencies and community organizations must acknowledge that 
right and their responsibility to come together in partnership. However, that partnership has 
still got to be built and it should not merely be those with resources listening sceptically to 
those without resoun;es. 

i 
'" l 
f 



Prof. Kelly said the World Bank's Multi-country AIDS Programme should move from loans 
to grants. "Loans may have been acceptable in a world without AIDS, but are unacceptable in 
a world with AIDS." He asked the World Bank to stand on its head and look at the epidemic 
from the proper perspective: if the Bank had the resources but could only give loans, then 
why not give a hard loan to the pharmaceutical companies and oblige them to supply drugs to 

Africa at much reduced and affordable prices? "Those companies can be squeezed just as 
Africa has been," said Prof. Kelly, adding that "because of AIDS, it cannot be business as 
usual." 

World Bank officials such as Managing Director Mamphela Ramphele and HIV / AIDS 
Coordinator Debrework Zewdie came well prepared for criticism. They explained that the 
soft loans in question were a very good investment that would save African countries a lot of 
money down the road. 

_",:~f1nlilJlil'iGtkirial fundfncI for" __ CISJObIit HiV lAID$, 
19%-1997 
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The initial $500 million in soft loans to fund HIV / AlDS programmes came from the 
International Development Association (IDA) and had a built-in grant element of 65 per 
cent. This meant countries repaid only about one dollar for every three they received. 



The initial $500 million in soft loans to fund ill V / AIDS progranunes came from the 
International Development Association (IDA) and had a built- in grant element of 65 per 
cent. This meant countries repaid only about one dollar for every three they received. 

Continuing the arithmetical demonstration, Ms. Debrevvork Zewdie said that a cost-effective 
illV / AIDS programme in Africa could prevent one illV infection for an estimated average 
of about $200. The medical costs of treating one AIDS case were, by most estimates, at least 
$700 in sub-Saharan Africa without counting anti- retroviral drugs. 

Therefore, if a country received $200 from IDA "for a good illV / AIDS programme," it 
vvould have to repay only $70 (or 35 per cent). It would save at least $700 in medical costs and 
will also save on absenteeism, lost productivity, orphan care, and so on. 

In other words, every IDA dollar an African country repaid vvould save at least $10 down the 
road. If that country failed to invest in halting illV! AIDS, it vvould pay larger and unsustainable 
costs in the future. 

Ms. Zewdie said the illPCdebt relief initiative vvould ultimately provide billions of dollars in 
debt relief to countries, many of them among the hardest hit by illV / AIDS. The Bank vvould 
help ensure that some of this relief went to increase funding for illV / AIDS. 



5. LEADERSHIP RESPONSES 

PlenaryspeaJem rroeued the farm tb:u IauJe"hip m6' tttkearrl theaaicn ""!"im:1 to ensure gre:ztlyexparr1e:iacass 
to irfamutim en pmerrtionalot~ Wth tnl2lm!nl, G:lre arr1 SlfPpon far peq;le li'lirf, Wth arrltt/feaa1 by HIV / A IDS. 

Panicipants agreed that the fight against HIV I AIDS could only be won at community level 
and that programmes could onlybe genuinely "national" when they were decentralized, when 
they reached into rural villages and hamlets and when local people were devising and running 
local programmes. Communities must be allowed to find out what worked against AIDS and 
how to make it a reality in their own context, added Peter Piot, insisting that "the community 
level is where multi-sectoralism gets its true meaning." 

As Gras;a Machel put it, national plans to vanquish HIV I AIDS must permeate every comer 
of a nation and must reflect national, district and local action. "Every village, every town, 
every district, every sector should have clear plans and identified people as focal points. The 
national plans must permeate to the places where people work, where they live, where our 
values are made and challenged - in our families, our religious gatherings, our councils of 
rraditionalleaders, our parliamentary gatherings, our mothers' unions." 

Individuals, families and communities were the frontline troops in the war against HIV I AIDS 
added Mr. Kaunda (who has setupa foundation for AIDS orphans in Lusaka). They were the 
"real hean of the response" across Africa, they needed to be listened to, they needed suppon 
and they needed resources. Linking the credibility of leaders to practical actions, Mr. Kaunda 
listed the following steps towards these objectives: 

• Political leaders must account for financial resources allocated to the HIV I AIDS 
fight; 

• Medical supplies, including drugs for tuberculosis and other opportunistic 
infections must be always available at no cost; 

• Provision must be made for home-based care, orphan suppon and prevention 
act!Vlues; 

• Fees and other user-costs must not prevent the sick from getting medicines and 
attention; 

• Orphans must get schooling; 

• Young people must get life-affirming sexual education; 

• Income-generating and micro-financing activities must enable women and men to 
suppon themselves and their families in dignity and safety. 

If families and communities were the focal points for action on HIV I AIDS, Mr. Kaunda 
continued, then bureaucracies, procedures and accounting syste~ must be adjusted so that 
resources could flow to them quickly. "HIV I AIDS is imposing a new world on us" and systems 

African Heads 

of State and 

Government at 

ADF2000 



PeopI must reach out to those living 

whh lilV f AIDS, empowering them to 

contribute their unique insights to the 

struggle against the disease, 

overcoming all discrimination, stigma, 

silence, shame, secrecy and ostracism. 

Former President of Zambia, 
Kenneth Kaunda 

and procedures nrustchange at every level "so that people 
do not die because bureaucrats do not feel easy dealing 
with thousands of small organizations and small-scale 
community responses." 

Mr. Kaunda also called for "unequivocal action" to prevent 
mother-to-child transrrllssion along with therapies to 
prolong the lives of infected mothers so that their children 
would not become orphans. Besides a dramatic increase in 
efforts to create jobs and reduce poverty and 

"unprecedented moves towards gender equity," he said countries nrust use the "enormous 
potential for positive change that resides in our young people, recognizing that they are the 
future." Finally, every leader at every level must become accountable for their role in fighting 
HIVI AIDS. Theyshould publicly declare at regular intervals: "this is what I have done, this is 
what I have tried to do." 

Box 6: The unfinished agenda 
Mud! has begwllhot ....... Ins to be toI.I ...... furtt.r .. the 
fIQIf agoInst HfV lADS. said ....... Plot, ~ DI_of 
It.lWohd Nations JoInt PJogocaliieontIV/AIDS. 

this Is the """"lated • ... fInIshed agenda· he pre-...d Ia ADf 200(), 
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ams Ia CUI HfV infection In ~ people by 25 per eenI by the year 2010. but In tao many 
_ .... IIIOII .. xually actNe _lagen do noIknow the basics of HIV transmission, 
and _ many _Ies do not pJOYldethelr youth wllh .. x educoatlon. But CXIINftUIIIIIe. know 
what Ia do. The NusIm and Christian leadership In Senegal ha .. found woyt Ia properly educate 
their foIIowen about 1iIY,..." If II required flexibility In their $laMe on condom pl'OlllOlb. 

• Carl.,. for people 1IvI .. with HIV ,AIDS, uIf dill children a nd ............ this whole agenda 
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of r.ach lor many In African _Ies but must not remain permanently ,0. 
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The world needs nothing I ... than a new deal betw.en Ihe pharm.-ullcallndustrlas and society • a deal 
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6. THE TASK AT HAND: FIGHTING HIV / AIDS, 
SECTOR-BY-SECTOR 

PartiGp<tnts at ADF 2000 miemri tk 4I7IZY if d>:JJengs ahead at lad, rrttiaul ani s~ kW ani in 
1Ikumt ~ ani anems. SCT71! if tk key issues ani ~ are swmwiztd belcw 

Turning to a more detailed review of the tasks at hand, speakers went through the different 
sectors and actions they identified as essential for Africa to match its efforts to the scale of the 
HIV / AIDS crisis. 

Peter Piot set the scene, reminding participants to remain positive. "We have achieved results 
- fewer people are infected (in 2000 compared with 1999) and those who are have a better 
quality of life. Various lessons have been learned from past and current interventions, but we 
have nowhere applied them on the right scale, the scale of the epidemic itself". Urging 
participants to refer to the UNAIDS publication on effective initiatives and best practices, Mr. 
Piot declared: "We have the solutions! But unless they are applied at scale, they are unable to 

show results." 

Agreeing that Africa must learn lessons from the past decade, Mr. Rene Bonnel of the World 
Bank singled out "the clear differences that leadership, empowerment and community-based 
actions can make. Countries that (took early action) were deriving long-term benefits from a 
reduction in the number of new infections and savings in medical expenditures. He said the 
modest decrease in the total number of new infections in Africa - from 4 million in 1999 to 
3.8 million in 2000 - was a hopeful indication of what can be done. "Our challenge is to build 
on these gains by scaling interventions to a nation-wide level." 

HIV / AIDS had registered a dramatic impact on various sectors and on overall social welfare, 
Mr. Bonnel continued. In some communities, children were heading households. Manyended 
up in the streets where they were prone to abuse. Multiply that impact tens of thousand of 
times, and the social fabric began to unravel. "We may now see a whole generation of children 
that could be left to grow without the support and guidance of adults." 

HIV / AIDs tended to increase the number of people living in poverty because poor households 
were most vulnerable to such long-lasting diseases. When a breadwinner fell sick, people in a 
poor household had little or no savings for maintaining household consumption, let alone to 
pay for treatment and care. Theyoften had to take their children out of school, which in tum 
compromised the chances of higher income these children might have. The consequence was 
a transmission of poverty and disease to the next generation. 

Focusing in a 

break-out 
session 



For these reasons, Mr. Bonnel said, investing in HIV / AIDS prevention and care programmes 
was not just one among many policy choices. In the worst-hit countries, otherwise sound 
investments were already proving uneconomic and unsustainable because of the epidemic. 
An adequate investment in HIV / AIDS programme was now a precondition to virtually any 
other investment a developing country had to make, he concluded. 

6.1 People living with HIV / AIDS 

Compassion should not be the only 

ottltOc:le towards PLWHA. They are and 
remain citizens who can generate ideas 
for the national and continental fight 
against HIV /AIDS. 

A key message of ADF 2000 was that people living with 
HIV / AIDS nrust have more say in policy making and 
execution. PLWHA speakers themselves demanded 
inclusion and proper representation in planning and 
implementation processes. They also called for more 
resources to strengthen support groups and empower 
PL WHAnetwooo to enhance their capacity to contribute. 

Participants stressed that PL WHA can define their own needs and help devise appropriate 
policies that preserve their dignity and enable them to contribute to national and local 
programmes. They said that PL WHA can give informed guidance to education programmes 
and advise on how best to target support for people living with HIV / AIDS. 

Compassion should not be the only attitude towards PL WHAs, speakers declared. They are 
and remain citizens who can generate ideas for the national and continental fight against 
HIV / AIDS. As one participant said, the response of the society should consist in "giving 
hope to the patients through a comprehensive treatment of the disease by the encire 
community." Another speaker simply said: "We are all people living with HIV / AIDS. If it is 
not in )Qur bloodstream, it is in )Qur family or)Qur community." 

Other key points made in the discussion included the statement that national strategies on 
HIV / AIDS prevention must be extended to incorporate clear policies on care and treatment. 
The best formulation came from Peter Piot: "Prevention and care are inseparable." 

Among the specific recommendations addressed to policymakers was the call for government 
officials living with HIV / AIDS to be transparent about their status. By acting as role models, 
prominent policy makers would help break down the social stigma and encourage ordinary 
citizens to declare their own HIV status. 

Policy makers were urged to press pharmaceutical companies in order for PLWHA to get 
anti-retroviral drugs at reduced rates. Some participants also called for a tax on luxury items 
such as cigarettes and alcohol that could be used to fund research. 

6.2 Youth 

Manyspeakers stated that Africa's )Quth were central to the HIVI AIDS crisis. Indeed, ADF 
2000 organizers had taken this fact into account by giving )Qung people from several African 
countries a role of some prominence in the proceedings. 

When the )Quth spoke, they were forthright. One of their representatives said the )Quth 
involved in ADF 2000 were starting to believe that the time when others spoke on their behalf 
was coming to an end. They insisted that Africa's )Quth understood that with rights, there 
were also responsibilities, and )Qung people were ready to take responsibility. Because )Qung 



people counted - constituting around 60 per cent of the continent's total population and 60 
per cent of new cases of HIV / AIDS - they made a number of demands. 

The )'Juth called for the aggressive development of an African plan for political and social 
mobilization to fight HIV / AIDS as well as serious plans to care for people living with the 
virus. They said each country's Council of Ministers must create a national body that would 
work with civil society. Also, each government should set up a fund not financed by the World 
Bank or the IMP but from domestic taxes on imports (such as alcohol and other luxuries) to 

support action against HIV / AIDS. 

Furthermore, all programme and policy development and implementation should include 
)'Juth who would help in monitoring resource allocation to avoid waste and corruption and to 

ensure maximum impact. The )'Juth insisted on comprehensive action to ensure that every 
aspect of HIV / AIDS was discussed and addressed. For example, the }Quth said health ministers 
must work hand-in-hand with traditional healers in order to get the best out of traditional 
medicine in the treatment of HIV / AIDS. 

They pointed out that )'Jung people needed employment and education as basic conditions 
for reducing risk, since they were the group most at risk. " How can a )'Jung person who has 
gone without breakfast go out to buy a condom or take the future into his hands," one }Quth 
representative argued. 

Keenly conscious of Africa's future, Gra~a Machel said: "So many of the people living with 
HIV / AIDS are }Qung, with skills and knowledge to offer and the fundamental right to live as 
well as they can for as long as they can. H:>wcan we condemn them to earlier deaths than need 
be?" She said the actions of all participants "must be fuelled bya deep respect for the rights of 
all of our people." 

Africa's leadership must recognize its obligation to ensure that people living with 
HIV / AIDS, as well as children and )'Jung people, had their voices heard and were fully 

involved in all elements of the planning and implementation of development work. In order 
to defeat HIV / AIDS, Ms. MIchel observed, Africa's communities needed to use all available 
human resources and this meant recognizing the importance of women and )'Jung people as 
engines of change. 

She noted that life expectancy in most African countries was currently worse than at any point 
in the past 40 years and that the }\:luth were in the category contracting HIV / AIDS at the 
greatest rates. "Young people are the key to prevention and often shoulder the greatest burden 
of care. They are the group that inherits this catastrophe. Yet we continue to marginalize 
them, not recognizing their strengths and not building on their potential." 

Ms. Machel urged adults to have the common sense and the courage to open spaces for }\:lung 
people, to listen to them and to work with them Youth leaders should in tum work with 
political leaders, religious leaders and civil society and community leaders. 

She noted that culture had never been static and that }Qung people must necessarily" challenge 
and change" some traditions in this era of HIV / AIDS. Parents should learn to talk openly 
about sex and sexuality with their children, empowering them with the information they need 
to protect themselves. Young people must also learn to talk to each other openly about sexual 
issues, to negotiate and in doing so, to live. 



The tpditional inheritance of wives in parts of Africa had become a dangerous practice, she 
pointed out, particularly in conununities with high HIV / AIDS prevalence or in cases where it 
was known that the husband died of AIDS. Another tradition in some communities was that 
of perpetuating young men's notions of normal manhood that include multiple sexual partners 
and having as many children as possible. However, this era of HIV / AIDS indicated different 
priorities and different values. Having multiple partners not only endangered the young men 
themselves and their partners, it also endangered the lives of any children they might have. 
"Instead of carrying on the family name, we are helping them to destroy it." 

Pursuing the focus on youth, Vice-President Malewezi said, "Keeping young people HIV 
negative is probably the greatest challenge to us as African leaders. It will also be the most 
rewarding." With Infection rates currently very high among young people, who account for 
half the population of the continent, it was clear that the success of national programmes for 
HIV prevention would depend on keeping the youth HIV negative. 

Young people were very vulnerable to HIV infection due to peer pressure, certain cultural 
practices, family instability, poverty and limited access to information about sexual and 
reproductive health. Parents, conununity leaders and teachers should have a key role in 
promoting responsible sexual behaviour, Mr. Malewezi said. Their role would be to provide 
the youth with accurate information about HIV / AIDS, sexually transmitted infections and 
methods of prevention. 

Mr. Malewezi cited international experience of young people being highly responsive to HIV
prevention messages. Theywere also highly effective disseminators of prevention information. 
He turned to Malawi's experience of using young people as advocates for responsible sexual 
behaviour both within schools and in broader education programmes and said that "where 
HIV prevention has been most successful, young people have been in the forefront of the 
change." 

On a more sombre note, Mr. Malewezi pointed out that the sexual abuse of children was a 
major factor in the transmission of HIV / AIDS throughout the region and was an appalling 
human rights abuse. "Girls as young as 10 years old can become infected with HIV when sex 
is forced on them We cannot and must not tolerate sexual abuse of children. We must strengthen 
advocacy and education on this issue. We must show zero tolerance for the sexual abuse of 
children." 

Participants agreed that increasing access to education was a basic component of the fight 
against HIV / AIDS. According to- one speaker, education could generate hope because it 
wolked at the three levels where AIDS-related interventions were most needed. With regard 
to HIV-negative youth, expanding access to education gave them more control over their own 
lives and a greater range of opportunity. Education was the sector for providing the knowledge 
that informed self-protection and fostered a positive value system Education could also enhance 
young peoples' capacity to help others to protect themselves against high-risk sexual behaviour. 

Second, when a youth or a family member contracted HIV, education strengthened young 
peoples' ability to cope. Education could also help people adopt a caring approach to those 
infected. Education helped young people stand up for the human and civil rights of people 
living with HIV / AIDS and helped reduce stigma, silence'and discrimination. 



Third, when AIDS brought death, education helped ~ung people to cope with grief and loss, 
to adjust to death and to assert their rights. Some speakers also mentioned the long-term role 
of education in raising incomes, in empowering ~ung women, thereby reducing their 
dependence on men and their vulnerability to HIV infection. 

6.3 Gender 
Many speakers recognized the particular vulnerability of African women (including married 
women) in the HIV / AIDS crisis and emphasized the interaction between gender, sexuality 
and vulnerability. They pointed out that throughout Africa, the majority of people living with 
HIV / AIDS were women. While more vulnerable to infection on a biological level, women 
lacked equal access to health services. Women had more vulnerable employment status and 
job security; lower incomes and the least entitlement to ownership of assets and savings. 
Empowering women would therefore be key to reducing the spread of the HIVepidemic, 
many speakers agreed. 

To achieve this empowerment, African societies would have to respond positively to the new 
challenges being imposed on them by HIV / AIDS. "The key challenge is the position of 
women," said Mary Ollnery-Hesse, former Deputy Director-General of the IL0. 

Gender-based violence (such as the rape of virgin girls and domestic violence) must be 
confronted, she said, adding that child marriage was another practice that must be discouraged. 
"Our traditions allow men to have multiple sexual partners, and to engage in other risky 
behaviour. This is not in their interest or that of women, and should be confronted." 

Poverty and illiteracy were also seen as holding women back from playing a greater leadership 
role in the fight against HIV! AIDS, Ollnery-Hesse observed. With the proper support, women 
and ~ung people could spur a faster pace of positive change in the HIV / AIDS crisis facing 
African countries. 

Speakers filled in the other part of the gender equation, emphasizing that promoting change 
in the sexual behaviour of men was an essential part of preventing HIV transmission. One 
immediate and practical step was to reduce the number of unprotected sexual encounters. 
Another was to make information about HIV / AIDS prevention freely available in the 
workplace, to broaden access to sexual and reproductive health services by men and to include 
men in advocacy about changing sexual behaviour. 

6.4 Labour organizations 
Speakers emphasized the strategic importance of the workplace - where most adults spent 
most of their days - for information programmes about HIV prevention and care. HIV / 
AIDS was already having a major impact on the workforce, with illness increasing absenteeism, 
medical and funeral expenses raising overall business costs and the investment made in training 
being lost. 

Participants agreed that workplace programmes could be very effective in reducing HIV 
transmission. It was also more cost-effective for businesses to prevent transmission rather 
than to finance the cost of health care when workers became sick. Planning and 
monitoring activities worked best if they involved workers, management and health service 
personnel as well as the wider community. It was especially important to improve access to 
voluntary testing and counselling in the workforce. 



Looking at realities in many countries, some speakers pointed out the importance of 
strengthening the ability of ministries of labour, employers' federations, trade unions and 
other partners to launch and sustain workplace programmes against HIV / AIDS. This would 
require better collaboration between businesses, unions, governments and other stakeholders 
in disseminating HIV / AIDS education. Some participants expressed concern that very few 
workplaces had formal programmes to educate and motivate v.Qrkers to prevent HIV / AIDS, 
with the situation being worse in the informal sector. 

According to Vice-President Malewezi, Malawi's Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training 
was tackling HIV / AIDS in the workplace in collaboration with partners such as the Employers' 
Consultative Association of Malawi and the Malawi Congress of Trades Union. "~ are 
confident that this unique collaboration between employers, workers and government will 
form a foundation for replication throughout Malawi and the region," said Vice-President 
Malewezi. 

Organized labour was also taking action, noted Mr. Hassan Sunmonu, Secretary-General of 
the Organization of African Trade Union Unity (OAlUU). Besides raising general awareness 
among union leaders and workers about HIV / AIDS, OA TIJU had also been organizing 
education and training for shop stewards and education officers of affiliated unions. One of 
the key topics was the protection of the trade union rights of people living with HIV / AIDS 
at the work place with regard to salaries, promotion, social security benefits and assistance to 
the families of PLWHA. 

OATIJU'S programme on HIV / AIDS was being expanded, Mr. Sunmonu added. Affiliated 
unions at country level were being urged to develop or strengthen their policies on HIV / 
AIDS and include HIY! AIDS issues in collective agreements. There would be training of 
PL WHA in entrepreneurship so that if retrenched, they could set up their own businesses. 
Trade unions were also setting up solidarity funds for affected members, Mr. Sunmonu said. 

Participants felt that the proposed international code of good practice would help protect 
workers living with HIV / AIDS. Some employers were already moving towards codes of good 
conduct and such initiatives should be encouraged. 

Speakers also noted that migrant workers were another vulnerable group that required specific 
attention in terms of HIV / AIDS prevention, treatment and care. The far-flung nature of the 
migrant labour system called for greater collaboration across borders to meet the needs of 
migrant workers as well as of their families at home. 

- ------- - ------.~ 



7. VIEWS FROM INTEREST GROUPS 
At the heart of ADF 2000 were several break-out sessions held each day after the morning 
plenary. These sessions allowed more participants in smaller groups to exchange their ideas, 
their experiences and their vision of the leadership challenges and the actions required for 
Africa to overcome the HIV / AIDS crisis. Brief reports from some of these sessions are 
presented below: 

7.1 Supporting young people working in development 
The session discussed the challenges of HIV / AIDS to the )Uuth and the availability of adequate 
and appropriate structures to carry out )Uuth-specific projects. The consensus was that national 
strucrures neither reflected nor properly addressed the problems of the )Uuth because: 

• Youth activities were not considered a national priority; 

• Most of the time, )Uuth were not listened to and adults speak on their 
behalf; 

• Youth are organized by governments and were often used for political 
purposes that did not necessarily address problems of the )Uuth; 

• Youth representatives became accomplices and acted as bureaucrats 
without giving due attention to the problems of their peers; 

• Youth organizations lacked support; and 

• Conflict between different structures directly or indirectly in charge 
of matters relating to the )Uuth. 

Participants gave country-specific examples. One said that Swaziland had a National Youth 
Council but )Uuth activities were not considered a priority and the focus was more on soccer. 
It was reported that )Uuth in Botswana were not involved in HIV / AIDS issues. Adults had 
been the ones discussing )Uuth issues and the )Uuth should be allowed to speak for themselves, 
said another. In Malawi, a National Youth Council did exist in addition to )Uuth organizations 
dealing with HIVI AIDS, but they lacked support and capacity-building programmes. The 
same lack of support was cited by Lesotho where the )Uuth had been involved, in conferences, 
meetings and church groups, but their contribution was not taken seriously. 

Turning to COte d'Ivoire, one speaker said the Ministry of Youth dealt with )Uuth matters 
while HIV / AIDS was the responsibility of the Ministry of Health. This had led to a conflict 
over which one should handle HIVI AIDS. There was also the Reseau iuirien de lutte cmtre Ie 
SIDA, financed by the UN Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA) but both ministries claimed 
to be in charge of the project. The speaker called for )Uuth-specific structures independent 
of the government and able to 
obtain direct funding from donors. 

Ethiopia's past and current 
governments had set up a number 
of structures to organize the )Uuth 
but they were not really 
representative of the )Uuth. The 
appropriate strategy for dealing 
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with the problems of youth had yet to be defmed. Another speaker said Mali had a Camissariat 
de fa prcm:x:im des jewrs, for which representatives were initially selected at grassroots levels. 
However, they gradually began behaving like civil servants and became bureaucrats. 

The discussion turned to the definition of youth and participants acknowledged that any 
African aged between 16 and 35 years old was counted as a }Quth. Participants in this session 
agreed to define youth as people in the 16 -24 year-old bracket. 

They felt that young people tended to become bureaucrats once they got into leadership 
positions. Some speakers stated that countries with a one-party system had total control of 
youth associations. The youth installed as leaders were handpicked and provided with all material 
facilities. Such youth, they argued, became corrupted by "the system;" they were being used, 
had no autonomy and ended up behaving like civil servants. 

Going further, speakers said such leadership positions had little or no significance, unless for 
rubber-stamping government decisions. There was no peer review mechanism and no real 
links to youth organizations. In this context, participants agreed the youth could not push for 
changes in their situation. Effective participation by young people was seen as impossible so 
long as youth leaders were not selected from genuine }Quth structures. Real participation by 
the }Quth required strong and independent structures of their own in which they could be 
organized from grass roots to national levels. 

Participants observed that political leaders could not be expected to empower the }Quth. They 
emphasized that Africas youth should take advantage of the democratization process bycreating 
effective organizations and networks of their own that select and elect their own leadership 
and their own policies. Only such organizations could become important and influential, with 
their decisions and resolutions passing directly into governmental structures for implementation. 

Some speakers cited Rwanda and Uganda as examples in this regard, explaining that }Quth 
representatives sat in the parliament of both countries. Guinea's experience called "Caravanne" 
was also mentioned as a youth-specific project. 

Participants said Africa's youth should devise an effective mechanism to work in tandem with 
state structures. Theyurged governments to trust }Quth organizations and to work with them 
to improve conditions for the continent's youth. Since donors had proven reluctant to directly 
finance the activities of youth organizations, they proposed a tripartite structure involving 
the donor community, the government and }Quth organizations. This body could design, 
develop and implement youth-specific projects. Macro- and micro-economic policies should 
also be responsive to the needs and aspirations of the }Quth. 

Another proposal was for an annual forum in which Africa's }Quth could meet to exchange 
views and experiences, debate ideas and design strategies. Participants learned that a conference 
for African }Quth would be held in Rwanda in 2001 and there would also be an OAU conference 
on development that same year. After floating the idea of pressing for both conferences to be 
combined, participants decided to consult their parents and the community at large. 

With regard to the mass media and youth, representatives of the South Africa-based television 
Otannel "0" told the meeting that their network was ready to work with independent youth 
organizations. This would provide African youth with a platform on which to air their views 
and transmit messages to youth around the continent. Participants called for greater effort 
from the media to promote African youth role models, and to support youth activities, 
particularly HIVI AIDS campaigns. 



Speakers emphasized the important role that journalists could play in promoting youth issues. 
One participant said that since 1997, journalists in Benin had been getting some training in 
dealing with HIV / AIDS issues. There were also conununity and rural radio programmes on 
HIV / AIDS transmitted in local languages, and the best progranunes on HIV / AIDS were 
awarded a prize. This encouraged journalists in Benin to come up with good programmes. 

Participants agreed that radio was the best medium of communication, particularly in rural 
areas, citing the continent's low levels of literacy and of infrastructure development. They 
also pointed out that while the majority of Africa's youth live in rural areas, only two out of 
the 8o. 90 panicipants in the conference room discussion were from the countryside. 

Speakers criticized African governments for not doing enough to reach the rural youth that 
are mostly unfamiliar with HIV / AIDS issues. They said that rural youth tended to have little 
or no income, no primary services available to them and the Internet and Otannel "0" mean 
nothing to them With all this in mind, panicipants called on youth organizations to ensure 
that half their members are in the rural areas and to work with them in developing specific 
strategies for rural youth. 

7.2 Getting business and labour organizations involved 
Panelists highlighted the need for business and labour to take initiatives in the workplace to 
help tackle the spread of HIV / AIDS. With Africa losing some of its prime labour force to the 
pandemic, workers' and employers' organizations were seen as having a pivotal role to playin 
the fight against HIV / AIDS, as they offered an effective channel for awareness raising, 
prevention, care and suppon initiatives. 

Illustrating the gravity of the situation, a study by the ILO estimated that the size of the 
labour force in some African countries would be between 5 and 35 percent smaller by the year 
2020 than it would have been without HIVI AIDS. The loss of skilled and highly experienced 
workers would lower the quality of the labour force and there would be new costs associated 
with replacing sick workers. Trade union leaders and business managers were urged - as social 
parmers - to tackle the human, social and economic consequences of HIV / AIDS. 

Participants said business and labour could make specific contributions to the effective 
implementation of national action plans to combat HIV / AIDS. Areas of involvement included 
the legal and policy framework, data collection and information dissemination, advocacy, linking 
with the international conununity and cooperation with panners in the multilateral system. 
They also noted that business and labour organizations had extensive networks of influence 
and conununications that could be mobilized to strengthen action across sectors, and broaden 
the base for national policy and programmes on HIV / AIDS. 

The workplace provided the framework for mobilizing business and labour networks to suppon 
and facilitate different levels of action. These included adopting and making use of ILO legal 
instruments and technical cooperation programmes for HIV / AIDS prevention and control 
programmes; protection of rights of HIV-positive people; promoting codes of conduct and 
good practices and linking workplace initiatives with household and comnrunity-based activities 
for prevention, care and suppon. 



Panelists suggested workplace initiatives such as peer education and training for workers and 
management to change anitudes and behaviour (discrimination, stigmatization, safe sex, etc.), 
data collection and information sharing (e.g. role of shop stewards and personnel managers). 
Consultation between employers and workers could lead to guidelines for codes of conduct in 
the workplace. Other activities could include advocacy on public policy issues in the areas of 
health care and social services, legislation (social security, occupational health and safety, etc.), 
collaboration with international and local partners in planning and implementing workplace 
initiatives, and the joint organization by management and workers of community-based HIV / 
AIDS prevention, care and support activities for workers and their families and others in the 
vicinity of enterprises. 

One panelist observed that the workplace was unique in bringing together WIder one roof and 
on a daily basis people between the ages of 20 and 49. Thus, it could be said that HIV / AIDS 
prevention campaigns targeting this group were reaching the community as a whole. However, 
a lot of capacity building and training was needed to sustain special progranunes for road 
transport workers, seafarers, miners and plantation workers, who were all in the high-risk 
category. 

From the management side, one speaker noted that the participation of business managers in 
the fight against HIV / AIDS was like making human resource investments. Greater management 
training would result in enlightened practices such as providing recreational facilities for 
employees and paying for counseling for workers. The tea industry had taken the initiative to 
set up burial funds, and was providing for schooling for AIDS orphans. 

HIV / AIDS had increased the cost of doing business, and had also resulted in discrimination, 
another speaker observed. Not only would prevention and education programmes facilitate 
workplace acceptance of HIV-positive co-workers, it would also make for fairer employment 
practices. HIV-related heath care programmes could be linked with private health care 
programmes. While business coalitions were playing key roles in combating HIV / AIDS in 
Botswana and South Africa, trade unions generally needed to lobby firms to invest in their 
staff without discrimination. 

As one speaker pointed out, if a person was productive for 15 years and then contracted HIV, 
they still deserved employer support and should not be dismissed on account of low 
performance. Another aspect of discrimination noted was that if a prospective bank employee 
was HIV-positive, a job offer was unlikely. The same was true for certain scholarships. So, 
HIV status was rarely disclosed, which did not help the overall prevention campaign. Participants 
agreed that all employers and workers should educate themselves about HIV / AIDS issues 
and address the implications for job security and productivity. 

7.3 Sectoral Impact and response 
fal Health care services 

The HIV/ AIDS pandemic was puning a growing burden on national health systems and 
increasing demand for health services in African countries. However, current levels of response 
by health systems and leaders of all types and levels had failed to meet the challenge. 



The key conclusions of the session were that: 

• The I-llV / AIDS pandemic was an emergency comparable to a war and 
the fight against E bola virus; 

• The challenges posed by this emergency required collective effort by 
all types of leaderships at all levels; and 

• It was only with this collective effort that the overburdened health 
facilities and services as well as the overwhelmed health workers could be 
helped to cope with the increasing demands made on the sector by I-llV / 
AIDS. 

Participants in this breakout session called for new strategies and linkages among individuals, 
communities and health service providers. Political leaders should also be able to mobilize all 
parts of society through their personal commitment. 

African scientists should take greater ownership of their own research, said one participant, 
pointing to the local contribution to the validation of traditional medicine (particularly with 
respect to sexually transmissible and other contagious diseases). Such research should conform 
to universal standards, depend less on external technical and fUlanciai resources, be conducted 
on regional and subregional bases of consultation and the fUldings should be more equitably 
shared. 

New curricula should be developed for training social workers and health service staff in the 
new and specific tasks of I-llVi AIDS information and counseling, panicipants said. It was 
also agreed that the HIV / AIDS challenge provided a number of opportunities including that 
of reforming current health delivery systems. Others included strengthening linkages within 
the sector using modem communication techniques for diagnoses and treatment in remote 
areas, and advancing the process of coordination and partnership at all levels and with other 
sectors in order to secure more reliable data. 

Participants identified a number of strategic issues. Some felt that governments should declare 
a national emergency on HIV / AIDS, thereby placing health services on an emergency footing 
similar to that which was declared for the Ebola virus. Awareness campaigns should focus on 
a daily basis on high-risk places such ~ nightclubs, ~uth clubs and transportation associations. 

Speakers emphasized the important role traditional leaders should play at community level in 
creating links between health structures and homes in the provision of health care and services. 
They called for bottom-up planning, from individual communities to national level, to ensure 
full local participation in programmes. They said the effectiveness of I-llV / AIDS prevention 
campaigns and the provision of care, treatment, counseling depend on the extent to which 
they are decentralized and the level of local participation in running them Campaign objectives 
could be reached only if resources were concentrated at local level. People living with I-llVi 
AIDS must be part of decision-making processes and anti-retroviral drugs must be made 
affordable and accessible where they were most needed. 

Participants observed that voluntary counseling and testing services had been effective as 
small projects but needed to be extended to cover entire communities. The suggested methods 
were to build on the foundations of the primary health care system laid by the Bamako Initiative 



and to integrate HIV / AIDS concerns in all health services. The modem health care system 
should also see traditional heale~ as useful partne~ in the war against HIV / AIDS and should 
help them conduct research on their herbs to make them even more useful. 

Speake~ urged African governments to pool resources in order to support HIV / AIDS research 
by African scientists through national, subregional and regional networks. Such coordination 
and collaboration would make it easier to share research results and experience. 

(bJ Rural dimension 

If you looked at the facts and figures, one presenter told this breakout session, HIV / AIDS 
was a predominantly rural issue in Africa and posed a far greater threat to communities in 
rural areas than to those in urban centres. Yet, responses to the pandemic had focused on 
urban areas in which the mass media concentrated, another speaker observed. 

Yet, Africa's rural areas were home to the majority of the population as well as to the key 
economic activities of agriculture and mining. And it was precisely in rural areas, where 
infrastructure and all kinds of services (especially for health) are relatively scarce, that HIV / 
AIDS prevalence rates were rising sharply. Participants agreed that national HIV / AIDS 
campaigns would be effective only to the extent that they become increasingly decentralized 
and increase the nurnberof people in rural areas with the skill to make the campaigns sustainable. 

The session discussed the broad and deep impact of HIV / AIDS in rural areas. As people fell 
sick with HIV / AIDS symptoms and othe~ spent time caring for the sick, fewer people could 
work the fields and in other income-generating capacities, or they could only work for shorter 
periods of time. The loss of pee~ in the family and in the community had tended to weaken 
the transfer of knowledge and expertise to the next generation. Households had also suffered 
when forced to sell income-generating resources, such as livestock, in order to care for the sick 
and pay for funerals. 

The vulnerability of rural women to HIV / AIDS was wo~ened by such social facto~ as lack 
of access to land, credit and other economic inputs. In some cases, they were being forced 
into prostitution in order to survive. 

Participants agreed that these grave effects of HIV / AIDS in the rural areas and the special 
needs of rural communities should have far-reaching implications for economic policy-making 
and resource allocation. An equally important dimension of appropriate responses to the 
pandemic included the promotion of cultural and behavioural changes that help to halt, rather 
than fuel, the spread of HIVI AIDS. 

All HIV / AIDS campaigns should, therefore, involve traditional rule~ and heale~. This would 
help ensure that people were well informed and pe~uaded to adapt cultural and traditional 
practices to the requirements of halting the spread of HIV. Speake~ said traditionalleade~ 
are respected and are also more credible than the health worker coming in from urban areas to 
"educate" rural people. 

However, some speake~ stressed that traditionalleade~ and heale~ also needed to have the 
right information about HIV / AIDS. It was suggested that the reason orphans were not being 
abandoned in some rural areas might be that the traditional ruler had told the relatives that if 
they abandoned the children of the deceased, the spirit of the dead would haunt them Another 



type of problem identified was the need to ask traditional healers to use one razor blade per 
person when, in some areas, the local shop might not get any new razor blades for months on 
end. 

The session learned that a Traditional medical centre had been set up in Zimbab~ by traditional 
healers. The healers worked closely with Zimba~'s Ministry of Health bur used their own 
traditional medicinal products, drugs and equipment. The healers had declared that since malaria 
could be treated with traditional herbal preparations, it should be possible to fmd a treatment 
for AIDS. They had already been involved in educating rural people about AIDS prevention 
and had demonstrated their capacity to playa useful role in the struggle against the pandemic. 
Their work should be dulyrecognized, supported and harnessed as part of responses to AIDS 
in rural areas, one speaker said. Support needed included modem medical facilities, such as 
sterilization equipment, to enhance the hygienic environment of their practice. 

Ie) Education 
1bis breakout session looked at the effect of the pandemic on schools and how schools could 
help reduce the incidence of HIV / AIDS. Participants noted the alarming mortality rate of 
teachers due to HIV / AIDS. With teacher-pupil ratios already low, unqualified teachers ~re 
coming in as replacements, worsening the quality of education. Alongside the lack of proper 
educational materials, existing cultural taboos and barriers left teachers in most African countries 
poorly equipped to provide the information and support that students need in the midst the 
HIV / AIDS crisis. 

Nevertheless, schools needed to develop a curriculum that addressed HIV / AIDS. Relevant 
topics included sex education, peer counseling, and information about the rights of young 
people. Teachers would need training in these areas so that they would be comfortable discussing 
these topics with their students. Countries could benefit from the experience of other countries 
that had developed an appropriate curriculum, participants observed. 

Jd) Orphans 
The global HIV / AIDS epidemic has left 13.2 milliion orphans, of which 95 per cent are in 
Africa. The fact that the local community has to look after these is having a negative impact 
on social structures in some places, with serious consequences for future generations. 

Participants recommended a number of strategies, such as increasing resource allocation to 
social sectors in affected countries, providing funding to local orphan projects, and promoting 
the respect of children's rights to education, care and family protection. The best approach 
was to ensure the integration of orphans into new families ratherthan into orphanages. Speakers 
agreed that it was ~referable to work with existing programmes rather than create new ones, 
and that older people ~re available in the community and should be enlisted as care-givers. 

Ie) Gender issues 
One of the major conclusions of this session was that appropriate responses to the HIV / 
AIDS pandemic must be gender sensitive. Simply because the disease affects both men and 
women, effective programmes must recognize the different implications of HIV / AIDS for 
men and women. 

Participants noted the gender-specific division of labour and the subordinate status of women 
in most countries. To a large extent, these factors limited women's choices and actions. Sensitivity 



to these types of factors should inform the nature of responses to the HlV / AIDS pandemic. 
A case in point was the need to understand the complex interaction between HIV / AIDS, 
gender and agricultural production and to use this understanding in designing HlV / AIDS 
programmes in rural corrununities. 

Speakers emphasized that as long as poverty and economic needs predominated in African 
countries, programmes to address the different aspects of the HlV / AIDS crisis would have 
only marginal impact. Povertywas a major driving force of HIV / AIDS because it contributed 
to the incidence of nrultiple and casual sex and of women trading sex for material gratification. 
The gender-specific effects of poverty, therefore, had to be key considerations in HlV / AIDS 
programmes at corrununity level. 

Several people felt that interventions had so far paid insufficient attention to men's sexual 
behaviour and attitudes and how these drove the HlV / AIDS pandemic. In general, men had 
an upper hand in taking decisions on circwnstance and forms of sexual contact and on whether 
or not to wear a condom It was noted that men~ masculinity had usually been characterized 
by their having multiple partners, older men having sexual relationships with )l:>unger women, 
and sometimes bya socially acceptable level of violence against women. All these factors were 
seen as contributing to the dynamics of HlV / AIDS transmission and reinforce the argument 
that men had a vitally important role to play in the fight against HlV / AIDS. 

The session observed that appropriate legal instruments and frameworks were a necessary 
condition for combating the HIV / AIDS pandemic. Speakers felt that clear legislative and 
policy frameworks should be formulated to plug any gaps. Thus, ensuring natural justice for 
people living with HIV / AIDS required the review of constitutions and legislative instruments 
to make them gender sensitive. 

In reviewing current legislation, participants said that there should be particular emphasis on 
issues of: 

• Human rights, in order to incorporate non-discriminatory access to 
care and treatment; 

• Voluntary testing for HIY, with informed consent; 

• Enforcement of medical ethics, particularly to maintain confJdentiality, 

• Using humans in HIV / AIDS research; and 

• Penal sanctions against people who deliberately infected others. 

In discussing HIV / AIDS, gender and the )l:>uth, participants noted the need to revisit norms 
and cultural practices that favour boys. Speakers said it was the girl child who suffered the 
most: she was mostfrequentlymade to drop out of school (if she even went in the first place), 
or engage in commercial activities (mcluding sex work), or forced into early marriage to support 
the household. 

Sensitivity to these issues would help in the design of intervention programmes able to strike 
the right balance of gender diversity. Lessons learned from different countries and campaigns 
had revealed the tremendous amount of ignorance shared by men and women, and by religious 
and political leaders. Although the HlV / AIDS pandemic was regrettable. It also provided a 
perfect opportunity to go be)l:>nd stereotypes and develop an understanding of gender issues 
and the practical consequences. 



If I HIV/ AIDS and the military 



It was agreed that there was little or no coherence in military policies on testing and counseling. 
In some armed forces, testing was mandatory only for recruits or candidates for promotion or 
special training. Shocking cases were reported of forced testing and of failure to provide any 
counseling or support to soldiers (and their wives) found to be HIV positive. Many had been 
told there was nothing that could be done for them 

Despite relatively high spending on defence in some African countries, most military budgets 
allocated only modest sums for the health care of personnel. Although some armies had 
excellent policies to deal with sexually transmitted infections (S11s), many could not even 
provide basic treatment for S11s, let alone for HIV-positive soldiers. 

The session stated that HIV-control efforts within the militaryshould be integrated with national 
and local programmes for civilians. It was evident that there was little point in having a 
programme for soldiers without providing the same services for the civilians who might be 
living close to military garrisons and interacting with military personnel on a daily {and nigh~ 
basis. 

In working towan:ls appropriate policies for the military, participants in this session emphasized 
that governments were responsible for the welfare of military personnel and their families, 
including those who might be HIV positive. Theyadded that governtrents had the responsibility 
to create the conditions in which the military would cease being a major vector of HIV / 
AIDS. 

It was clear to participants that peace was a precondition for an effective strategy to contain 
HIV / AIDS. Another precondition identified was a professional and disciplined military. As 
one speaker said, armies that routinely violated human rights and engaged in looting, rape and 
pillage were unlikely to implement HIV / AIDS prevention policies conscientiously. 

The session recommended that rates of HIV prevalence among armies should become public 
knowledge and that military personnel who were HIV positive should publicly admit this fact. 
To make this feasible, militaryauthorities should prevent bullying and stigmatization of soldiers 
who have declared they have HIY. 

All this was seen as forming part of changing attitudes and behaviour within the armed forces. 
Requirements should include the prevention and punishment of rape, changing gender attitudes 
among soldiers and providing condoms. Participants agreed that as with civilian society, efforts 
to halt the spread of HIV / AIDS in the military should reach the lowest ranks and not just stay 
at senior officer level. 

Turning to care and support, the session emphasized that HIV- positive soldiers should not 
simply be discharged and sent back into the comnrunity without counseling and treatment. 
Speakers called for moral and material assistance to support organizations for soldiers living 
with HIV / AIDS. These organizations could playa central role in changing the position of the 
military in the HIV / AIDS scenario. Theycould also make sure that demobilized soldiers get 
proper information as well as condoms, and become important agents of education and change 
among the civilian population. 

Participants noted the differing and sometimes conflicting considerations involved in the status 
and assignments that should be given to soldiers who were HIV positive. They said that many 
of these considerations also applied to other uniformed services, especially the police, who 



should be integrated into HIV / AIDS control programmes in similar ways. Since the police in 
particular were responsible for the personal security of citizens. meaningful interventions 
with them should also be considered a priority. 

fg) Religious leaders and HIVjAIDS 
Religious leaders were commended by the participants in this session as very effective in 
disseminating anti-HIV / AIDS messages. In certain ways, they could communicate with people 
and entire communities more than any other category of leaders and they were generally held 
in very high social esteem Despite differences in religious doctrines, spiritual leaders could 
work together and link their efforts with those of other opinion leaders in the fight against 
HIV/AIDS. 

Religious leadership in the context of HIV / AIDS was seen as best expressed by addressing 
issues of sexuality with greater frankness and by no longer considering people living with 
HIV / AIDS as immoral. While their message tended to be based on chastity and abstinence 
before marriage, and on mutual fidelity after marriage, religious leaders were now showing 
greater acceptance of complementary messages of the anti-HIV / AIDS campaigns aimed at 
halting the spread of the virus and extending the range of pastoral care. 

The religious community, it was observed, had seen the need to join the forefront of national 
efforts to tackle the pandemic: It was pointed out that governments could not compel people 
to change their moral behaviour whereas spiritual counseling could 
induce such changes. Through pastoral care for people living with HIV / AIDS or affected by 
it, spiritual leaders had decided to fight against stigma and discrimination, mobilizing resources 
and most irnportantlyinspiring hope. Participants observed that church leaders should be able 
to adapt their messages to the language of the )Quth in order to communicate more effectively. 
They also emphasized the increased role that the religious community could play in reducing 
poverty, upgrading community facilities such as health posts and schools and working with 
vulnerable )Quth and women. 

However, it was felt that for religious leaders to achieve the range of positive activities outlined 
above, they would have to accept the reality of sex outside marriage and risky behaviour and 
propose practical solutions. Theywould also need to become fully informed and inform others 
about HIV / AIDS prevention, as well as becoming fully involved at all levels of the fight 
against HIV / AIDS. 1his would involve taking the lead in fighting taboos. cultural barriers and 
misconceptions in traditional as well as in religious practices. 

Participants said religious leaders should also put pressure on political leaders who form part 
of their congregation and playa vigorous role in mobilizing national resources to fight the 
pandemic and provide care. Muslim leaders could use Mat - one of the fundamental principles 
of Islam regarding alms giving - to mobilize resources and channel them to poor people living 
with or affected by HIVI AIDS. 

The session concluded with several recommendations, including the call on governments and 
the United Nations system to see religious leaders as full partners at all levels of the struggle 
against HIV / AIDS. Participants said moral education ,hould be given a substantial place in 
the school curriculwn. Governments should work with religious leaders in the provision of 
social services that strengthen individuals and communities in the fight against HIV / AIDS. 



Participants also said religious bodies should demonstrate their leadership, moral rectitude, 
responsibility and compassion with activities of prayer, advocacy, education and care. People 
living with HIV / AIDS and their families should be treated with acceptance, love and dignity 
by their congregations and comnnmities. Religious organizations should also mobilize financial 
and material resources in order to help tackle the root causes of HIV / AIDS. 

Besides setting up inter-faith councils at national level that specifically address HIV / AIDS, 
Africa's religious leaders should seek support from ECA, UNAIDS and other UN agencies to 
organize a conference of all African religions to address the role religious leaders could playin 
the fight against HIV / AIDS. This could be done in consultation with the African Council of 
Cllurches. Theyalso asked UNAIDS and the World Health Organization to help build capacity 
within religious organizations to participate knowledgeably in the prevention, care and 
management of HIV / AIDS. 

fhl The media and HIV/A1DS 

The Media Focus Group concluded that all sectors of the media should be more involved in 
the fight against HIV / AIDS. This would involve more meaningful interaction with non
governmental and comnnmity-based organizations. It would also require some speciaIization 
on the part of journalists, strict observance of professional ethics and an improvement in the 
volume and quality of broadcasting in local languages for rural areas. 

Participants wged media owners to learn more about the pandemic themselves, and also to 
allocate resources (such as personnel and airtime) for messages and programmes related to 
HIV / AIDS issues. Media organizations should also discuss and establish guidelines for reporting 
on HIV / AIDS in order to avoid sensationalism and stereotyping, elements that perpetuate 
the stigma associated with HIV / AIDS. 

Speakers also called for more investment in capacity building and training of journalists and 
producers of programmes who tended to be inadequately informed about HIV / AIDS issues. 
A basic part of this investment should be in information technology. 

fi) HIVjAIDS and human rights 
The session noted that in spite of the 1996 guidelines developed by UNAIDS and the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Hwnan Rights, there was still rampant discrimination and 
physical violence against people living with HIV/ AIDS (PLWHA). The prevailing view was 

not in favour of specific legislation to protect PL WHA from stigma and discrimination, as this 
might be counterproductive. Effective advocacy would help to foster an environment that 
enabled PLWHA to come out into the open and join the fight against HIVI AIDS. 

With regard to refugees and migrants in the context of HIV / AIDS and human rights, 
participants noted that they were usually marginalized and denied basic human rights, and 
were also particularly vulnerable to HIV / AIDS. Governments should make sure that national 
HIV / AIDS programmes and policies do not discriminate against such exposed groups, the 
participants concluded. 

Among the recommendations made by the session, participants said leadership at aIlleveIs 
must ensure the observance and monitoring of existing legislation and covenants for the 
protection and promotion of human rights, a necessity made more acute than ever by HIV / 
AIDS. Also, PL WHA should be helped to increase their awareness of their rights as this 
would enhance their role in prevention and care programmes. 



Heightened awareness and more effective advocacy would help governments and civil society 
leaden maintain as a top priority access to treatment, care and support for PL WHA and 
people affected by HIV / AIDS, with special attention given to the prevention of mother-to
child transmission. 

Another pressing issue for the group was the exploitation of )Uung girls due to conflicts and 
general socio-economic inequalities. It called for widespread dissemination and replication of 
practices that contributed to effective proteetion and promotion of human rights in the context 
of HIVI AIDS. 

7.4 Leadership role of governments in social 
mobilization 

Participants emphasized the critical and irreplaceable role of governments in the fight against 
HIV / AIDS. They identified a number of key actions that governments are best placed to 
take. These included the creation and implementation of national HIV / AIDS programmes, 
coordination of all activities, resource mobilization, dissemination of information and 
facilitation of access to treatment and care. 

Speaken felt that overall, government efforts have yet to make the necessary progress. Among 
the reasons is the weak performance of national HIV / AIDS programmes, inadequate 
mobilization of financial and human resources and under-utilization of PLWHA Urgent 
steps were needed to make medication easily accessible to PL WHAand information campaigns 
must be increased. 

7.5 Leadership roles and responses for migrants, 
refugees and other mobile populations 

Participants in this session called for specific and urgent attention to the health access needs 
of mobile populations such as migrants, internailydisplaced people, refugees, commercial sex 
worken, truck driven and tourists. 

They said action was needed at local, national and regional levels, with an emphasis on STIs 
and reproductive health services for these high-risk groups. Effective action would require 
multi-sectoral prevention progranunes as well as treaties and agreements on repatriation, on 
the trafficking of women and on commercial sex worken. Such agreements would have to be 
coordinated with strengthened national laws as well as expanded national access to counseling 
services on drug and alcohol abuse, all with the participation of the affected populations 
themselves. International agencies would also have to sharpen their focus on these at-risk 
groups. 

7.6 Access to care 
Several speakers in plenary sessions emphasized the importance of linking campaigns for 
HIV / AIDS prevention with campaigns for expanding access to care and treatment for people 
already living with the disease. Nobody challenged the imperative for Africa of slowing the 
rate of new infections. However, over 25 million Africans Were already HIV positive and as 
many as 90 per cent of them did not yet know it. 



Speakers described this fact as a time bomb ticking underneath the continent's weak and 
already overburdened health systems. Participants went further, noting that due to the multi
sectoral impact of HIV / AIDS, sooner or later, everybody in every part of society was directly 
or indirectly affected by the epidemic. 
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There was clear consensus that appropriate strategies to overcome the crisis must involve 
vastly expanded access to care and treatment. Speakers pointed out that such access was a 
basic human right and that people could not be encouraged to break the silence without 
offering them treatment and care in return. 

While some countries were judged to be further ahead than others, the need for better care 
and treatment was clear across the continent. This meant improving health infrastructures 
and all aspects of community care, including training for health workers and care-givers. It 
also required a drastic reduction in the price of the full range of drugs that have been developed 
to combat opportunistic infections and sustain people living with AIDS. Participants agreed 
that lower prices and better deliverysystems must be pursued simultaneously, and immediately. 

It was agreed that governments currently have at their disposal some mechanisms to lower 
the prices of drugs for opportunistic infections as well as anti-retroviral drugs (ARVs). 

They could determine the best prices on the world market for each essential drug byusing the 
database managed by WHO, UNICEF, UNAIDS and Medecins sans frontieres (MSF). 

Governments could also establish the local patent status of essential drugs. Where drugs had 
not been patented, governments could contact generic manufacturers directly to secure the 
lowest-priced drugs. Where drugs were patented, governments could negotiate with the patent
holding company for significant discounts. Senegal was reported to have recently done this 
(with the help of UNAIDS) and gained significant price cuts. 

If a patent-holding company should be unwilling to offer appropriate discounts, governments 
could request a voluntary license for the drug, which would allow them to license a state 
enterprise or a private firm to make the drug for them If the license should be refused, 
countries could then use the provision in the World Trade Organization's trade-related 
intellectual property rules (TRIPS) which allows them to override patents in cases of national 
medical emergency. 



Participants agreed that alongside non-governmental and other organizations involved in 
prevention, treatment and care campaigns, people living with I-llV / AIDS need clear information 
on drug costs, treatment options and strategies to help their governments make use of available 
options to lower prices. 

Governments should also review the local prices of drugs in light of the lowest international 
prices. To do so, they would need lists of reliable manufacturers, including (but not necessarily 
limited to) those indicated by WHO UNICEF, UNAIDS and MSF. Participants urged WHO 
and other agencies to help governments find the lowest prices and, where necessary, negotiate 
the legal requirements to buy drugs at the least cost. 

Some speakers insisted that international financial institutions and bilateral agencies should 
acknowledge their responsibility for pushing structural adjustment policies that have not helped, 
and in some cases hindered efforts to combat I-llV / AIDS. They argued that donor agencies 
should compensate for any past mistakes and ensure that their current programmes are more 
responsIVe. 
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Despite the encouraging example of countries such as Senegal that had successfully negotiated 
with companies to lower prices of drugs, speakers pointed out that drug prices were often 
higher in Africa than everywhere else and certainly, prices of HIV / AIDS drugs were still too 
high for the vast majority of Africans. 

One suggestion was that cOllntries interested in getting lower prices for ARVs and other drugs 
should consider forming subregional groups to support one another, increase their negotiating 
and purchasing power and spread the benefits across the region. 

Participants also insisted on the equitable distribution of treatments that were currently available 
or would become available so that the benefits are not restricted to only a few countries and to 
urban areas within some countries. They added that their concerns and suggestions should be 
forwarded to the Ahuja Sununit on HIV / AIDS and progress assessed there. 



Charlone Miele, 
PLWHA and 
youth activist 
from South Africa 

7.9 Breaking the Silence: a young African woman 
living with HIVj AIDS 
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'lII! do, as bf, as there are rrisaJfIJ!jJtUns, ~ at.titudes and beliefi abcut HIV I A IDS ani abcut those 
i;fo:ml ani ajfoIed, stigrru Wll antinue to render air i.ntenentims infJect/.1e. 

It is ti117! rruny leaders in au rxJI1'I7U11itiR and mtntri.es start to break the silen:e too and disdae their HI V 
status. If leaders, in gnemnmts, the primte sector, dmrches and so forth ~ their pe:ple to test for HlV, 
these leaders rml to take that g.ant step ji1St This is calk:ikadingbyexanpk The nvre 'lII! haw prooim1t 
rrenand'l.lD7J!ntalk abcuttheir HIV status, the better therharm if raiucingstigm:t. I sirKErdyadnireand 
IxnMr rd1e rrmlikeJu4§: Eduin Gtnvm if SrMth Africa uho did rrt let their hig, s~inso::iety 
disr:cumge themfromdiscla;ing their HIVpaitiw status. 

The ri#ts if pe:ple li:Ung Wth HIV IAIDS trre Udtted Wthatt any san:tV:n. This rfferre rmls to be 
taken serimsfy because if it is 1'11 dealt uiJh, it Wli deter rruny paitiw pe:ple from rruk ing their amihlflim 
as frwt1Ur HIV IAIDS ~ and CDoI1'5e11ors. 

A rrujorrde still rmls to be pIayn by the kadership to rruke auU.ldie afforrlal:ie trratrrmt for HIVirfected 
pregpttrrt'UW'En, aniHIVreidtedill.n3ses. A rrti·rmvtiral trratrrmt has helped inprme theheailh if =ny 
pe:pk The life if an A fri.can uiJh HIV shaJd rrt be sren to be less mJuaIie than that if his or her 
CIM1't1!rjXtrt in IXher parts if the 11llfid. 



7hermis if)lMl1gpeqXe, ir(rmdarajfo:te1shaJdregiwlhirjJpriarity Am: in this rwmiparen1S, scfxxi 
authariJies, rrii?jals and carmmity IauIm ani all stakehdders shaJd enure that )lMI1g peqk haw the 
irfamution, sk ills, ani n5ant15 tc a:pe viJh the situatim » 



8. PERSPECTIVES FROM THE HIGHEST LEVEL 
OF LEADERSHIP: THE HEADS OF STATE 
FORUM 

Structured to promote frank dialogue, ADF2000 included a briefing for Heads of State and 
Government. The briefmg was delivered one by representatives of the main focus groups of 
the forum: people living with HIV/ AIDS, gender, youth, information and communication 
technology, religious groups, the military, the diaspora and civil society organizations. 

Among those present were: Presidents Paul Kagame (Rwanda), Festus Mogae (Botswana), 
Yoweri Museveni (Uganda), Prime Ministers Moustapha NIaSse (Senegal), Nagoum Yamassoum 
(Cltad) and Meles Zenawi (Ethiopia). 

Those present from the United Nations system included K.Y. Amoako (EGA), Carol Bellamy 
(UNICEF), Peter Piot (UNAIDS), Mampela Ramphele (World Bank) and Nafis Sadik 
(UNFPA). Some of the key points made are presented below. 

Focus group representatives wasted no time reminding political leaders of their leadership 
responsibilities. Youth representative, Cltarlotte Mjele, was particularly direct. The youth were 
angrywitb African leaders for squandering on wars resources that properly belong to Africa's 
youth. Structural adjustment programmes had undermined health and education and this was 
a violation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The World Banks $500 million 
facility for HIV / AIDS loans to Africa was an outrage that would leave African youth to 

inherit massive debt. 

One of .. ..., ........ deaIIno willi ltV /AJOS 
lox 9: Malawi's multl-sec:toral approach Is .. lIIIp I rtlll" of a _11M ......... approac:h. 

MalawI has ~ 1OCIaI1IIObUIzaIIon, ...... 
_ bu •• " aad .. fuI ....... _ of InsIIIUIIonL h NtitIry of Health and PbpuIIJllallIecl an 18-
.-IIh pll MIl ~ that IndudecI ctet.d -.ItatIons willi ~ .. a,,1ow and oIhet eM! 
IDCIeIy 0.,.... I 1IIloI. and .. prIvaM _. A .... of _bl ...... _bled cIIrec:t Mput "- the comm .... 
nIty ..... and ptOct.lClld an ........ y of ... 1stIng UAiiliWoIIw-basecl actions ova"" ltV/AIDS 

.... --. report iIICIde a baaad anaI}W of existing ... ..,.. and the opportunIIIes for an InIensIfIed 
il pc at to ttY ". •• Ion and ca" ""II aile areca. MaIowFs Stroteglcfi= •• ork conloll. goals for 
.... of ...... -.....-.oI .. natloalal ... pl .... poIdIng pa'~ genera!lbll..r- for each 
001 pc ..... allid budget ........ and gu.dan:. on ... Ieo .... atlan. 

In .. willi lis """" _oral straMgy, the faOl ........... cl;:ailzas .. crIIIcol ..... of .... Iallal ... keeping 
the yauIIo ltV MGG"'" " _ the heaIIh _ 01 \liioi for ptOVIdMg ca .. for people living with HIV and 
In .... ..,. ..... '" Jooane..baoed care for AIDS po, ...... AI agrIcuIIure Is the major IlCllnonoIc acIhIIy .. many 
AfJfcan UA '1", agrIouIIuraI ... , ..... and ••• 00d ...... ore 10 ,_ .. the choal.~ pooed by 
ltV/AI1$. h ~ _ should In IIIni p-'de -"Place P'ogIOlW_ for ltV pre I.'''', and...,., 
h _ apples 10 IiIIIIary •• , .......... 

Malawr. paog.-- ,aloes accouot of the fact that ItV/AJOS Is .... Ih ... '" the ..... base by killing 
plaf.fllnals In _ay _. IncbIIng teachers. -.:Ileal parlOl .. I, skilled caaftsa_ .. lawyen and __ 
noIots. 1hIs 'MlIcarwsca..tul pIaanng of _an _ mana~ and expanded In_ .. ~. 
ary. ted 1::01 and tertIory '"*"'" 10 "aln_ paol'lllllllais Inal ~ 

Speaking for people living with HIV/ AIDS, Frank Gunney said African leaders had to intervene 
personally to dispel the stigma and end the discrimination against PL WHA Similarly, gender 
sensitivity at the highest levels is a big factor in successful programmes, said Ellen Bortei-



Doku ~etey for the gender group. Leaders should adopt legislation on violence against 
women and children and help break the silence over HIV / AIDS. 

Both President Yoweri Museveni and Prime Minister Meles Zenawi insisted that discrimination 
was mandatory in certain jobs such as those of soldiers and surgeons. On the issue of loans, 
Prime Minister Meles Zenawi said the only resources available to Ethiopia when it began to 
fight HIV / AIDS were from a World Bank loan. That did not mean it was the best option; it 
was the only option until a better one came along, a point echoed by Prime Minister Nagoum 
Yamassoum of Chad. It was fine to say Mrican leaders must refuse to take such loans but you 
needed dollars to import condoms, the Ethiopian Prime Minister added. 

Botswana is the mOlt save,et'l 
Box J 0: Botswana - a severely affected country affeded counIty, per capito, In the 

world with ....my 36 per coni of 
adults living with HIV / AIDS by mld-2000, according to UNAIDS. The <><>-nment's approach Is considered 
exemplary, gi_ the scale of the notional crisis. 

President Festus Moga" himself choirs the Notional AIDS Council 00._ MinIsters. the National 
Assembly Select Commltt .. on AIDS and the House of ChIef. together provide poIitlcoIleodershlp for the 
national response. 

The COIonCIl has sectoral cornmlttees that d .... lop and inplement notional programmes os prescribed by 
the Coundl and the National Action PIon. Apart from the traditional sectors. we ha ... ccmmlttees for men, 
women, youth and children and a decentralized strategy Ihat fOOl ... national efforts on reaching people 
at the grassroolS levels of districts and villag.s. The mu~I-_al strategy Is rigorously mon~ed and 
evaluated against targets coordinated by !he Notional AIDS CouncIl through the NoIfonaI AIDS Coordnatlng 
Agency (NACA). The private sector, NGOs and cornmunlty organizations are repr.-d an the National 
AIDS Coundl as well 01 PlWHA In order to ensure 10101 community mobilization. 

The Ministries of Health, F1n...-, Local Oo ... rnment, Education. Labour and Home Affaln lead the 
de...loprnenl and refinement of strategies for pre ... dloli, core and mitigation. n.. MInIstrIes Integr"'
HlV {AIDS Into dewelopment planning, toke programmes to the ccmmunltles and foclbl"'- IocoI_rshIp. 
They also deal with the protedlon of child,,,,, and women and the inplenallallon of information, ecIucatIon 
and communication preg' ......... targeted at workers, youth and ather spedoI groupo. 

Botswana's programmes Include house-to-house counseling and hame-bosed 00,., HlV {AIDS ...... lcula In 
primary, secondary and tertiary Instltvtlons, olong with YOIuntary testing and ~ .. nrtc:es that aim 
10 be accessible 10 oIL There ore 01$0 specific progra_ for o,phonI, youth, workers and people living 

with HIV {AIDS. 

There are a number of other cancerns, notably thot of pre_lYe therapy wile,. appropriate. ThIs Includes 
pre_tion of mother-to-chlld-transmlssion, protecting HIV-posltlYe people from T8, post-exposv,. 
prophylaxis for rope sunl¥on and health worIcers. 

He described as valid Ms. Mjele's premise that Mrican governments were squandering resources 
fighting meaningless wars. Ethiopia had spent hundreds of millions of dollars in the past two 

~ars, said Prime Minister Meles, promising to do everything in his power not to let his country 
re main in the same quagmire. 

President Mogae said the World Bank and International Monetary Fund had made some 
mistakes and that so had Mrican leaders. Perhaps it was inadvisable for some countries to 
incur additional debt for HIV / AIDS. He proposed converting old debts into new aid for 
fighting HIV / AIDS. Prime Minister Yamasoum felt that education and information that counter 
fear would dissipate stigma much better than legislation. 



The representative of civil society organizations pointed out that HIV / AIDS was not like 
Ebola in that people could live with HIV / AIDS for more than 15 ~ars. Africa could not 
afford to marginalize its few professionals. He called for true partnership with national leaders 
to fight HIV / AIDS, along with better resource mobilization and allocation. 

UnII flW .1" Ugando WOII,'Q',.'" with 
Box II: Uganda· A r.lathe success story AlDS.ly 1993, 1.5 ..... UsP ..... or 15 

per _ of adult-. __ ..... wIIh ttY/AIDS. 
By 1998 .... _ 2 ............... wlhAmS,of which 8OO'OOOhad .... AlDShadallo .... orphaI. 
of 1 ....... cIIId.... "It Is~ 1liiie w:.alclluftthat, .... 1993, _'-__ "-~ 1 to--' 
11,: P,esIcIow, MuM ..... told pew. Ip 0 lis at ADI'2OOO. 51111, ....... In ttY pre, ..... In ... IaIt_ 
yean .. Ugandols ........ 1 i1hatagMol ....... _~(. 1,,0. ...ttY/AlDSpcII ....... • 

W1wI ... lint _ of HJV /AIDS __ pooltMly IdenIIfIecI In UgoncIo In 1983, ......... E •• I clctecI ... 
disease with wllchooft and the ,.Igta .. ,.,eided It _ a punlsl"wnt froM God. StIgMa, co clallulll', 

cIenIoI and "11.""10" ...... pre ,aIc: ..... MIt. "" • ..:'1 NoIbNlllIa.II,CIIICII Mo ...... took power in 
Joo.ary 1986. 1he In ............. _ to bring HIV /AIDS out In ... opui ond ghelt a '-

In May 1986, UgOllda'S MInIsIer of HeaIIh told dill go ... at ... World HeaIIh A .... ., In GenMoaIhat 
.. _ry had 011 AIDS problun ond Neded ......... 1IonaI help to deal wIIh It. 1M fact tho! UgoncIo had 
-.cI up to a __ a •• I claIM willi hall I uaIty ond drugs. a disease of IIIgIia and ...... _ 
..... Ing _ to IiiOIIJ and did not 00 down .... willi _ AfrIan. 

1heCo .. .-opui8CI up" AIDS pooblua to public debate and begonto de "'op a booed cuo_ 
on how totadde .. ptObIun.lt '" up on AIDS ConIn:oIProgia ... u In .. ~ of ........ flrstof lis 
Idnd .... _Id,1uId an loWmaIIoIoaI oontu.a on AIDS In KGIIIpCIIa to HI ••• 1InondaI ond --.tal 
tuppOrIforpcc.WllIai,ond_ad .... ondcraat&ll .. NaIIonaIAlDSPra, •• 'onondConln:olCa .. 
_pandof 00.0'- offldaIa ond -an of cl¥ll1OdIIy. ...... Coo ........ _ ,"pICCld In 1992 by 
a 1101uM'1 bcdy, .. Uganda AIDS Cammlsslon b=-d In ... PruIduiI's om... 
By 1993, AIDS ConhaI f'rc,gi=a_ had "- '" up In 12 Mi .............. MInIsIry of HeaIIh. 1Iu 
Co .... " • aaurogld the prIwIIa IeCIor to SIll up sWar ,.... __ In -'c,e-.. 1he appcoadi 
_ mulll .ICloral rIghI f ........ bagIo''''IIo 

Onoa .. lecdao.", dadd.d to .. tfV /AIDS out of ......... , aI opinion ........ "- the Pr.I' t. " to 
........ eln n ....... III.d1dtorclsa_ao .... -w. ... ploa.dwhat._ondwhat._notJhow 
... w.cutan sprl 0 dl; _ how. _ be 0'. aldld" 

1he Go... 'iii .. eDO ogld the .IICI,onIc ond puWa.dIa to IDIn the IIrUggIa agoInotttY/AIDS. lIuy 
-*' ~ I,",u I .... ''''gl" "- ... '"UD __ IUCh 01 "AIDS ICIU.S" to "- !hat IoddacI 
IISgouo, IUCh as "DO NOT POINT I'INGRS AT PEOPlE wnH AIDS,. 

Most .. pa taII,hao "-"'..,.0"._" of Mg" .... _ "It Is ~cIIffIa*toQW.IC.' the AIDS 
pralill .. ""- pa ... ,1"" ~·"'.lId •• ~.UiII111d. ,.. 0 ...... of .. 0_._ c, pallA daao to 100 ..... _ of UsP ..... "'-wIiat ttY/AIDS Ir, how 
• ipi. arlll ancIhowltcca be pre ' •• Iad.IWJ ..... _ .... of ,..... .. d a tour ..... 1he pra.oIulCl 
_fal"-__ 3Oparollit .... aaofy 1990s toabaut 8 par_ .... lelia 1990s..... .Ui 1995 
and 1998." age of fInt --.II I. II.,. =--II ..... _ ftoM 14 to 16,.... and "- 1 .. to 17 
=--II ""'" ond ooncIoni _ .10 . a.1 d ftoM Sf.6 per _ In 1995 to 76 par _ In 1998. 1M IIIgIia 
cae e •• II to PlWHA lias "1Um bacuow for .... 

'CIa clint to Pmldllil Muse •• lJgondll's r:IIatha _ Is ella to "poI1I1coI" •• d, Ihorough 
Ilia .. dgo of _......., ond I; ',1Dr _ paopIt." 



We really have nothing to offer in 
Broad partnerships were essential for extending the fight against 
HIV / AIDS to all parts of a country, said Dr. Peter Piot of UNAIDS. 

Uganda - neither advanced science There must also be a focus on the youth as the basic challenge was 
nor superior health facilities - but 
commitment. Political will exists and 

with it, we have brought about 
behaviour changes vital to the 

to achieve a generation free from HIV / AIDS. He called for a new 
deal between pharmaceutical companies and the world's people as 
the current system only benefited the rich. 

Ethiopian youth had the last word, having marched through Addis 
reduction of infection. Ababa for two of their delegates to enter the restricted conference 

President Yoweri Museveni room They called for more direct support from national leaders to 
remove the stigma and strengthen their role in campaigns. One of them said: "We need to be 
respected, we need treatment, we need anti-retrovirals, we need all the love we can get." 



I. THE ADDIS ABABA CONSENSUS 
The formal outcome of the ADF 2000 is theAfrican~us aniPIan 
if A dim- Lertdership to C>r.erwn: HIV IAIDS. The document describes 
the specific commitments made at different levels of leadership: 
governments, international organizations, civil society organizations, 
community and individuals. 

Preamble 
Now is the decisive moment in Africa's struggle to overcome the 
continent-wide threat of HIV / AIDS. Success in overcoming the HIV / 
AIDS pandemic demands an exceptional personal, moral, political and 
'social commitment on the part of every African. Leadership in the 
family, the community, the workplace, schools, civil society, government 
and at an international level is needed to halt the preventable spread of 
HIV / AIDS, and to provide a decent life for all citizens of Africa. Each 
and every one of the leadership acts necessary to prevent HIV / AIDS 
and to help those living with HIV / AIDS, without exception, are things 
we want anyway for a better, more developed Africa, and must be 
implemented in full and without delay. 

Much has been achieved. Many African communities and several entire 
nations have shown that it is possible to contain and reduce the spread 
of HIV/ AIDS. Success is a reality in many places and is possible across 
the continent. The Africa Development Forum 2000 is a breakthrough. 
It represents a watershed in national leaders' readiness to address intimate 
personal beliefs and behaviour in a public and political manner. It marks 
an unprecedented collective commitment to the struggle against HIV / 
AIDS. With the required resources and the right leadership at all levels, 
we will win. Too much time has been wasted. Too many lives have been 
lost. Now is the moment. 

I. Personal leadership 

1.1. Every individual must personally break the silence around the 
norms and practices that fuel the HIV / AIDS pandemic. As a 
citizen, leader, wife, husband, parent, child, ~uth, adult, worker, 
or emplo~r, there are critical issues of information, attitudes 
and behaviour that must be learned and faced. Every person 
must be ready to speak openly about sexual relations and the 
unequal power relations within sexual relationships. 

1.2. Families are the cornerstones of society. Parents have a special 
responsibility to educate their children from a very early age 
about the realities of HIY! AIDS and to socialize them into 
personal morality and social attitudes that will help contain the 
pandemic. 



1.3. Each per.;on nrust regard hirmelf or her.;elf as affected'bythe HIV / AIDS pandemic, 
and nrust acknowledge the possibility that they themselves or a loved one may 
become infected. 

1.4. E veryper.;on nrust confront the realityof denial, stigmatization and discrimination 
against people living with HIV / AIDS, and should embrace people living with HIV / 
AIDS as fellow member.; of their families, communities and nations. 

15. People living with HIV / AIDS are human beings in full possession of their human 
rights. They nrust be valued as a resource in and of themselves, and as crucial allies 
in the corrunon struggle to overcome HIV / AIDS. They should not be used or 
manipulated in the campaign against HIV / AIDS. 

1.6. Each per.;on must take responsibility for avoiding risky sexual behaviour, for 
protecting himself or her.;elf, and for preventing the virus being transmitted to 
other.;. For many this will mean promoting and living lives of fidelity. 

1.7. Youths have a per.;onal responsibility to respond to the challenge of HIV/ AIDS, 
in their per.;onallives and by setting examples to their peer.;. 

2. Community Leadership 

2.1. The struggle against HIV / AIDS will be won comnrunity by community, in every 
family; village, township, and settlement across Africa. Authority and resources to 
overcome the pandemic must be devolved to the local leveL 

2.2. At the community level, there should be a conunon struggle to overcome HIV / 
AIDS, with actions and strategies that combine all member.; and component parts 
of the community, resulting in a true local partner.;hip. 

2.3. People living with HIV / AIDS stand at the centre of any community efforts to 
overcome the pandemic, and to change attitudes to overcome denial, stigmatization 
and discrimination, Their rights nrust be respected in full and their leader.;hip 
potential recognized. 

2.4. Women and girls nrust be empowered in their homes, woIkplaces, schools and 
communities, and provided with the cultural, legal and material means of protection 
from sexual abuse. Traditional leader.; need to be reliable allies in protecting women 
from abuse. Perpetrator.; of sexual and domestic violence against women and 
children nrust be prosecuted in the courts. Child- and woman-friendly family courts 
must be created at scale and supported. 

25. Men's responsibilities towards women and girl children nrust be emphasized. Men 
nrust be a target for educational efforts with a view to their being important allies in 
the fight against HIV / AIDS. 

2.6. Children orphaned by AIDS should be both a family and community responsibility, 
with the family receiving sufficient support to ensure their welfare, education and 
health. 

2.7. Governments have a special responsibility to promote social responsibility among 
soldier.; and other uniformed officer.; of the state. They must take the lead in 
preventing and Pwllshing sexual crimes by these servants of the State. 



2.8. All people, regardless of their sexual orientation, must have access to appropriate 
information about HIV prevention, access to appropriate treatment and care, and 
should be free of stigmatization, discrimination and fear. 

2.9. The accessibility and low price of condoms must be ensured, and people must 
be taught about their importance and use. Access for }Duth and rural dwellers 

are especially important. 

2.10. Youth comprise over half of Africa's population, and are leaders of today and 
tomorrow. Youth must be clearly recognized and encouraged both as key 
participants and as key targets in developing and implementing HIV I AIDS action 
plans at all levels. Youth organizations require support and resources. The }Duth 
representatives from throughout Africa played an important part in the Forum 
and the Youth Statement is appended as Annex I, as an integral part of this 
statement. 

2.11. The many different stakeholders in communities each have particular roles and 
responsibilities, which often need to be developed more fully, to make them full 
allies in the common struggle against HIV I AIDS and the support of people living 
with HIVI AIDS. They include: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

People living with HIV I AIDS, whose involvement is essential. 

Spiritual leaders, who are among the most influential community members, 
provide moral guidance and awareness. 

Traditional healers have multiple roles including palliative care, and 
contribution to global research effortS in search of a cure. 

(d) Health care providers in both their roles as health educators and caregivers, 
are crucial allies. 

(e) Women's groups are an integral component of the community. Women\; 
leaders are educators and role models for women and girls, and can playa 
key role in changing the anitudes of men. 

(f) Teachers and educators, including traditional communicators, are pivotal 
intermediaries in influencing children and }Duth and are influential role 
models. They must be trained to teach forthrightly about sex and HIV I 
AIDS education. 

(g) Employers and trade unions have key roles in workplace initiatives to combat 
HIV I AIDS, and overcome stigmatization and discrimination. 

(h) Elected representatives and traditional leaders should represent and be 
accountable to all their constituents, including PLWAs, and can play an 
important role in advocating for their interests and mobilizing community
wide campaigns. 

(~ Older people require education and assistance to enable them to provide 
aid and care for PLWAs and orphans of PLWAs. Older persons must be 
used to provide education consonant with tradition and culture to families, 
communities and civic groups. 



2.12. Those caring for people living with AIDS need special assistance in recognition of 
the special burdens and responsibilities upon them 

2.13. In stun, there is a need fortotal societal mobilization at a community leve~ creating 
a robust 'social immunity' from the scourge of I-llV I AIDS. This involves a seamless 
continuity between breaking the silence on stigma, and providing effective 
prevention, treatment and care. 

3. National leadership 

3.1. National leaders' prime responsibility is to create the conditions for community 
mobilization, across the nation, on a scale and with a commitment comparable to 
mobilizing for war. 

3.2. Many cases of impressive national efforts exist: the challenge is to replicate them 
and to scale them up to cover every community. This may require national leaders 
to commit domestic resources to I-llV I AIDS programmes and to ensure that they 
in fact reach local groups efficiently. 

3.3. National leaders' personal example can transform the moral and social climate in 
which I-llV I AIDS can be discussed and addressed openly; and denial and stigma 
can be overcome. 

3.4. National strategies should include scaling up the resources and systems necessary 
so that anti-retroviral and other essential medications can be made available to the 
widest possible population as rapidly as possible. This will take leadership, hard 
bargaining, and the mobilization of domestic and international resources. 

3.5. The status of women and girls at a national level needs special emphasis. Women 
must be closely involved in all components of I-llV I AIDS programmes. National 
leaders must initiate special programmes and set up special institutions to promote 
the rights and initiatives of women. Inequitable gender relations and opportunities 
lie at the core of the I-llV I AIDS pandemic. Since Africa's women leaders have 
demonstrated their readiness to lead on I-llV I AIDS issues, the fostering of more 
women leaders of national and international stature is an important component of 
overcoming I-llV I AIDS. Acknowledging the central importance of this issue, the 
Statement of the Gender Focus Group, in annex III, is an integral paft of this 
statement. 

3.6. National AIDS institutions and councils should be strengthened as a matter 0 f 
urgency in order to assure a broad, multi-sectoral response at the national and 
community levels. Strong legal and regu\atoryframeworks are required. I-llV I AIDS 
committees should be extended to the local level across every country. Stakeholders 
including PLWAs, Youth and Gvil Society Organizations must be fully involved. 
Best cases in Africa demonstrate that highest level political leadership of national 
AIDS councils is a requirement. 

3.7 Effective multi-sectoral leadership requires that every sector must achieve 
competence on how I-llV I AIDS affects its activities and how it can contribute to 
a multi-sectoral plan to overcome the pandemic. 



(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

The health sector, provided with suitable resources, must playa leading role 
in prevention, treatment and the surveillance of the pandemic. All available 
measures to minimize mother-ta-child transmission should be utiJized. 

The education sector is central to effective responses to HIV / AIDS. HIV / 
AIDS and sex education must be in every curriculum. Schools must be 
models for equitable gender relations and young people must be involved in 
the management of school-based initiatives focusing on HIV / AIDS. All 
school fees and other charges required to attend government schools must 
be abolished to ensure that all children can enjoy their right to education. 
Donors should provide special support to the education sector. 

Youth out of school, including street ch.iJdren, should be targeted and reached 
by approptiate strategies. Given the impact of drug abuse on the spread of 
HIV / AIDS, drug abuse prevention and rehabilitation programmes targeting 
specifically youth in and out of school should be implemented in rural and 
urban areas. 

The social welfare sector must provide assistance to those caring for people 
with AIDS, and for their dependants. Assistance including counselling should 
be provided for orphans. 

Ministries of finance should ensure adequate resource provisioning for HIV / 
AIDS progranunes. They should reorient budgets and administrative 
procedures so that fund related to HIV / AIDS programmes can be managed 
in the most efficient manner in order to provide funds expeditiously at all 
germane levels. 

The trade, industry, mining sectors must shoulder their responsibilities for 
minimizing transmission of HIV and for non-discriminatory employment 
practices. Business and labour should be involved in developing and 
implementing national HIV / AIDS action plans. Efforts should be made to 
extend these activities to the informal sector. 

Local production of pertinent pharmaceuticals should be encouraged. 

The rural sector is particularly at risk because of high levels of illiteracy and 
poverty. The agricultural, livestock and fishing sectors should shoulder 
responsibilities, especially for education about HIV / AIDS, alongside the 
authorities in rural areas. 

The military must confront the reality of high levels of HIV prevalence 
among soldiers, and take necessary steps to reduce transmission. Armies 
must provide for soldiers who are living_with HIV As disciplined national 
institutions, armies can take a leading role in HIV / AIDS control programmes. 
The military must take steps to eliminate'the high level of sexual violence 
against women and girls, particularly durtng conflicts, and ensure that those 
responsible are prosecuted and, punished. Sirnilar considerations apply to 
other uniformed services of the state,including the police and prison service. 



0) Commercial sex wolken; and women forced to engage in 'survival sex' should 
be protected by the law and law enforcement officen;, and provided with 
education and access to condoms and medical facilities. 

(k) African research institutes should become actively engaged in research for 
improved treatments for HIV / AIDS and opportunistic infections, drawing 
inter alia on the expertise of traditional healen;. 

0) The media should have a crucial partnen;hip role in public education and 
shaping attitudes. Information and communication technology can play an 
important role in national, regional and global transmission of information. 

(m) Artists and cultural leaden; can play key roles in influencing public attitudes 
and can serve as role models. 

3.8. People living with HI VI AIDS must be involved in national policy making and 
implementation in a meaningful manner. 

3.9. Governments have a responsibility to improve capacities wherever needed for the 
campaign against HIV / AIDS. This includes their own effectiveness and 
accountability, so as to be able to fulfil their commitments to their citizens, and to 
be able to receive and dispense international assistance rapidly and efficiently CSOs 
can playa vital role in monitoring government's performance. 

3.10 Qvil society organizations have taken the lead in many aspects of HIV/ AIDS 
control. Their roles must be appreciated and supported. NGOs must hold 
themselves to high standards of accountability and transparency The common 
position of African civil society organizations represented at the Forum is important 
and their Declaration is therefore appended in annex III as an integral part of this 
statement. 

3.11 Religious leaden; and traditional leaden; have immense influence over matten; of 
pen;onal morality and behaviour. They are encouraged to be far more active in 
removing the stigma of HIV / AIDS and in educating their congregations. 
Abstinence and fidelity would, if followed, prove an effective means of preventing 
HIV transmission. Religious values such as care for the stricken, tolerance and 
inclusion can assist in the campaign against HIV / AIDS. 

3.12 Development and economic planning must playa crucial role in reducing 
vulnerability to HIV/ AIDS, by means of promoting sustainable livelihoods and 
employment and through povelt)'-reducing wealth creation. 

4. Regional leadership 

4.1. Africas HIV / AIDS pandemic knows no geographic, economic or social boundaries. 
It demands action at a continental level and leaden;hip from Africa's regional and 
subregional organizations. 

4.2. Much can be learned from successful examples of the containment of the HIV / 
AIDS pandemic in different countries in Africa. The regular sharing of experiences 
and the provision of technical advice from elsewhere in Africa are tools towards 
adopting best practices across the continent. 



4.3. Essential and comprehensive care and treatment for people living with HIV / AIDS 
is required. A continental strategy to ensure the affordable provision of essential 
anti- retroviral drugs and treatments for opportunistic infections is needed very 
rapidly. This requires a determined pan- African strategy in partnership with 
international donors and pharmaceutical companies. 

4.4. The International Partnership against AIDS in Africa has been established to develop 
a more conducive framev.urk for true partnerships and better co-ordination among 
key stakeholders at all levels. It is intended to assist in providing the much- need 
additional resources, technical support, information sharing and co-ordination of 
donor efforts, under the leadership of African governments. The IPAA should be 
fully implemented. 

4.5. Peace is an essential pre-requisite for effective programmes against HIV / AIDS. 
The extent of ongoing war in Africa seriously undermines any realistic programmes 
to combat HIV / AIDS in the affected areas. It is therefore imperative that African 
governments and regional and subregional organizations take decisive steps to create 
and maintain peace and security and promote democratization as a means of 
facilitating conflict resolution. 

4.6. Long-distance migration, mobility, displacement and refugee flows are risk factors 
for HIV / AIDS that demand inter-state co-operation to develop and implement 
policies against HIV / AIDS. Policies and programmes aimed at migrant, mobile 
and displaced populations should be developed and implemented. However, no 
measures should be implemented that curtail freedom of movement. 

S. International Partnership 

5.1. An estimated $US 3 billion is now required annually to contain the HIV / AIDS 
pandemic, including prevention, treatment, community support, research, training 
and surveillance. This may soon rise to as much as SUS 10 billion if anti-retroviral 
treatments are made available to all PLWA. These resources are available, nationally, 
regionally and globally. 

5.2. The first source for resource commitment must be domestic. In the framev.urk of 
multi-sectoral strategies, adequate provision for HIV / AIDS programmes should 
be prominently reflected in every ministerial budget. Certain national leaders have 
committed themselves to putting their nations on a 'war footing'. In resource terms, 
this implies spending more on combating HIV / AIDS than on peacetime defense 
expenditure. 

5.3. This also requires mobj]ization of resources from every possible source such as the 
domestic private sector and community resources. 

5.4. Foreign donors and international financial institutions must greatly increase their 
financial commitments to HIV / AIDS and development programmes. This 
assistance, wherever possible, should be in the form of grants, not loans, and should 
benefit from expedited procedures. 

5.5. A substantial reduction in the prices of anti-retroviral drugs and treatments for 
opportunistic infections is required. African governments, donors and international 



financial institutions must work in partnership to reduce the prices of drugs to a 
level corrunensurate with their production costs. 

5.6. International research efforts to develop vaccines against HIV and treatments for 
AIDS and opportunistic infections should be substantially increased, and carried 
out in partnership with African communities and research institutes, ensuring that 
resulting benefits reach Africa. 

5.7. There is a need for an international code of good practice to be developed and 
utilized to safeguard and guarantee the rights of workers with HIV I AIDS, and to 
specify the responsibilities of employers. The ILO should provide support and 
technical assistance to employers' and wolkers' organizations and to labour ministries 
to strengthen their capacity for the effective implementation of national action 
plans and policies. Recognizing the importance of this, the Conclusions and 
Recorrunendations of the ILO Pre-forum Tripartite Event are appended as Annex 
IV, as an integral part of this statement. 

5.8. Debt relief is an important source for both money and political commitment, and 
as a means of mainstreaming HIV I AIDS programming into development and 
poverty reduction policies. The HIPC programme of debt reduction should be 
expanded and accelerated particularly where resources will be re-channeled to HIV I 
AIDS and poverty reduction. 

5.9. Other sources of finance such as corporations and foundations, and innovative 
ways of generating revenue, should also be sought. 

5.10 The African diaspora is an important source of resources, expertise and networks 
that can be utilized as part of a true and effective partnership. Therefore, African 
governments should take specific steps to scale up existing diaspora initiatives, 
understand the full dimension of this group and extend this support into new 
areas of priority. Dialogue needs to commence as an urgent priority to encourage 
the diaspora community to raise funds, mobilize scientific resources and expertise 
and combine their strengths with emphasis on HIV I AIDS. 

5.11 International assistance efforts should be coordinated, transparent and accountable. 
Mechanisms to ensure the quick, effective, direct and accountable delivery of 
resources to local groups and programmes will be required. 

The HIV I AIDS pandemic is manageable. With the required political commitment, 
provision of resources, and strategies that include all stakeholders as valued partners, 
the HIV I AIDS pandemic can be rolled back and contained. The experience of 
certain African countries shows that this is achievable. What has been accomplished 
must be sustained and spread across the entire continent. Africa's HIV I AIDS 
pandemic will be overcome at a continental level or not at all. 

- ----------------------



2. Implementing the consensus 
After adopting the African consensus document, the plan of action described specific tasks 
to be taken at the national, regional and international levels was formulated as follows: 

At the national level 

• Each country should hold a representative national workshop by mid
February 2001, to determine how the Consensus and Plan of Action of the 
ADF can be turned into action at the country level. 

• All governments should prepare reports for the Special Summit of the OAU 
on HIV / AIDS by mid-March. These should include concrete action on national 
initiatives at the highest level and resource allocation. 

• Gvil society organizations, especially PL WHAs and Youth, should strengthen 
their co-operation, evaluate their experience, and prepare for their 
contribution to the OAU Special Sununit. 

• By the end of 2001, each country should ensure that it has in place a National 
AIDS Commission (or equivalent) and a strategic plan, bacKed up by 
appropriate legislation, modalities for the involvement of PLWA and other 
stakeholders, and mechanisms for regular monitoring of progress. 

At the regional and international levels 

• The ADF 2000 provided an extraordinary opportunity for key stakeholders to 
put their questions to the assembled Heads of State and Government. 
The participation of youth, PL WHA and civil society was outstanding, leading to 
the demand that all stakeholders be represented at the OAU Special Summit as 
participants. 

• Specific commitments were made for the African position in and contribution 
to the OAU Special Summit on HIV / AIDS and other communicable diseases 
in Abuja in April 2001, the OAU Annual Sununit in Lusaka, the UN General 
Assembly Special Session on HIV / AIDS, and the UN General Assembly 
Special Session on children. 

• The Forum repeated that wherever possible, assistance should be in the form 
of grants, not loans. It stressed the priority of addressing the problem of the 
cost and accessibility of Drugs, especially anti- retroviral and Drugs to treat 
opportunistic infections. The UN Secretary General was called upon to work in 
partnership with others on a major fundraising campaign, while international 
civil society was challenged to mount a campaign comparable to Jubilee 2000 
aimed at making essential treatments available at reasonable cost to people 
living with HIY! AIDS in Africa. 



. G ..... that ECA'I mandate Is 10 Pf- --C and sodol 
Box 1 2: Partnership Roles "'10-" In !he region, and since It'1 _pled that HW I 

AIDS Is no longer only a lleallh problem, ... eoo .. ,dsskwl will 
take !he lead In addressing the ImpNcatlons of de~ policies arising from HIV I AIDS and the 
actions required by all levels of African IeoderVtlp. 

1he fallowing roles are being considered, 

• Malnstreaming HIV I I>JDS In ECA'I program ........ peclally as reloted "" 

• economic and sodol polley 

• &nl"'"rment of African _." 

• Regional integration 

• Information and Communlcatton Tedtnalogles far de .. lopment 

• Sustainable "'10-" 

• Advocating far sound InIer-">nIIn on a ..... of the struggle against HIV I AIDS by Iystemalieally 
incorporating them at an _~tgS/ca"f ... "Cles con ... "ed by ECA. 

• Setting up a rMChanlsm far monitoring the implementation of the ADF 2000 r ..... '_odatlons at 
the country level. 

• Assisting In establishing a Ira-nc - Including benchmarks and Indicaton - to monitor the 
implementation by the UnIted Nations system of the ADF 2000 Plan of ActIon. 

• Articulating a cIeor role far ECA wllhln the IPPA frCllllllWOrk of action in brokerlng ellectiYe 
partnerships far on up-sealed response 10 the pondemlc. 

3. Milestones 

3.1. The Abuja Summit 
ECA will use the OAUSwnmits to lobby Head of States and Government Representatives 
to ensure that continued attention and corrunitment is given to HIV I AIDS issues at the 
national level. TIlls will also allowthe forging of partnerships among countries by developing 
national strategy to successfully combat the pandemic. 

For the momennun gained at ADF 2000 to continue atthe politicalleve\, ECA collaborated 
with OAU in preparing the Ahuja Swnmit and other upcoming OAU meetings to anchor 
HIVI AIDS within the African political agenda 

The outcome of the ADF 2000 -was used as comprehensively as possible in preparing the 
HIV / AIDS document which was endorsed by the Heads of State. 

3.2. Unk to Special Events on HIVf AIDS 
ECA will also ensure the linkage of the Forum 2000 to the up-coming special events on 
HIV / AIDS at the regional and global level. 

These include the following: 

• The UN GerFral A sseniiy Sptrizl Sessim 00 HIV / A IDS, inJun! 2001 

TIlls is an opportunity for African participant to present a common position on 
the Consensus and a common co·ordinated demand for international assistance, 
debt relief, and provision of affordable drugs. ECA is to playa major role, and 
thus much work is needed to get ECA fully ready. 



• The 04. U ArrnuaI. Surmil inJu/y in Lusaka inJuly 2001 

It was suggested that a special session be devoted to HIV / AIDS where a report 
on the progress made in combating HIV/ AIDS will be presented. ECA is to ensure 
that African Leaders will keep the HIV / AIDS in their agenda. 

• The UN Surmit far c»ild:rm in SepteTrber 2001 

This will be a golden occasion to share what would have happened in the mean 
tIme. 

HIV / AIDS is the number one threat to African children and there is a collective 
responsibility among all states to take all possible measures to ensure the next 
generation of African does not have to face the scourge of HIV / AIDS pandemic. 

· 3.3 The international partnership against AIDS in AfrIca "PM) 
The International Partnership against AIDS in Africa (IPM) was given significant attention 
during the Forum, including by UN Secretary General Kofi Annan. The [PM is emerging 
as an African-owned and Africa-centered international initiative that can encompass and 
augment existing initiatives, building upon best practices and knitting together diverse 
experiences and capacities. 

The ADF 2000 is part of the achievements of the IPM in term of mobilization of political 
commitment and action. Hence, as a regional organisation, ECA will support sub regional 
and regional initiatives and will take forward international actions that will 
further enable effective local responses. The implementation of the African C.onsensus 

and Action Plan will be grounded within the framework of the IPM. 

Future efforts will focus on the following areas: 

• Advocacy for the development of new international public goods (drugs / 
vaccines campaigns). 

• Amplifying the link between AIDS and poverty reduction through the 
development of PRSP and debt reduction for Highly Indebted Poor Countries 

(HIPO· 

• Assisting African countries in integrating the HIV / AIDS dimension in economic 
and social policies through conducting country-specific research that will serve 
as a basis for policy making. 

• Using the existing co-ordination mechanisms to act as a platform for advocacy 

• Developing mechanisms to address cross border issues, which require 
sub regional perspective (ADF 2001: Regional Integration). 

• Mainstream HIV / AIDS into development activities and provide support in order 
to stenghthen local response initiatives. 

3.4 Next steps for 'PM 

The first full meeting of IPM took place in Addis Ababa on 8 December, immediately 
after the end of the African Development Forum 2000. This was the first meeting of IPM 
stakeholders since their initial meeting with UN Secretary- General Kofi Annan in Decem-



ber 1999. The five branches of the partnership are African governments, the United Na
tions, creditor governments and institutions, the community sector and the private sector. 

Participants agreed they had made progress over the past year but still faced several chal
lenges. These include the need for berter communication between partners and for more 
financial and human resources. Coordination and collaboration among the many regional 
offices of IPAA partners and African regional technical institutions must also improve. At 
country level, national coordinating bodies should be strengthened while programmes are 
decentralized and funds channelled more effectively to communities in order to scale up 
programmes and achieve national coverage. Theyalso agreed that they needed to develop a 
monitoring and evaluation tool for IPM 

Stakeholders acknowledged the urgency of consolidating IPAA and moving ahead to bring 
other countries on board using the experience gained from the initial six countries - Burkina 
Faso, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, Mozambique, Tanzania - in building the partnership. They 
reiterated the importance of national ownership of strategies and responses to the HIV / 
AIDS epidemic_ Similarly, constituent groups should continue working together with a 
flexibility that recognizes national realities and differences. 

UNAIDS informed participants that seven more countries were on board, several more 
had asked to join and some were already adopting IPAA principles and approaches. This 
eagerness underlined the need to include all countries in the Partnership. 

Recommendations on next steps: 

• Stakeholders agreed that all countries requesting support through the IPAA 
should intensify their national response should be supported. 

• The UNAIDS Secretariat should distribute the draft monitoring and evaluation 
(M&E) framework to the focal persons of IPAA constituent groups for comments. 
Each constituent group would select one M&E expert to participate in an electronic 
discussion on the draft M&E framewooc A meeting of M&E experts was proposed 
for early April in Pretoria to finalize the framework 

• The IPAA stakeholders' meeting is to be held once a year and future meetings 
should, wherever possible, take place in Africa and should be arranged to coincide 
with other regional meetings. 

• The UNAIDS Secretariat should report back in three months on progress made on 
this list of recommendations. 

The meeting broke up into four groups that made sector-speciflC recommendations. Proposals 
from the group on strengthening global and regional partnership mechanisms included the 
following: 

• The IPAA communication strategy should include analytic updates every three 
months on country-level partnership activities such as resource mobilization, 
strategic planning and implementation status of such programmes as care and 
support for PL WHA 

• The role of regional bodies is to assist in building national capacities and there 
has to be an inventory of technical resources in the region. 



• Regional offices of NGOs, donors and UNAIDS Inter-CountryTeams (leI) should 
improve their collaboration and coordination. In West Africa, the German aid 
agency, G1Z, is working effectively with regional partners, especially with the 
UNAIDS Inter· Country Team in Abidjan. Partners in this subregion hold annual 
meetings and prepare joint work plans in specific areas such as migration, youth, 
sex workers, and information management. !PM should set up similar 
collaboration in other subregions. 

• !PM should expand and promote the principles and objectives of the Partnership 
in collaboration with regional bodies such as the Organization of African Unity, 
Economic Commission for Africa, East African Community, Conunon Market for 
East and Southern Africa, African Development Bank (ADB), Southern Africa 
Development Community (SADq and the Economic Communityof West African 
States (ECOWAS), 

Recommendations of the group on IPM support for national programme implementation 
included the following: 

• A participatory process of drawing up the National AIDS Action Plan facilitates 
partnerships and improved coordination. Governments should lead the process 
and must involve comnnmitygroups, the private sector, NGOs, donors and UN 
co-sponsors. 

• National AIDS coordination bodies need to be strengthened, again in partnership. 
For example, African governments could give greater political support to the 
coordinating body by placing it under the office of the President; UN co-sponsors 
could provide technical support while donors provide core funding. 

• Management practices of IPM partners should change significantly in order to 
channel resources to the local level quickly and effectively. 

• All partners in the national AIDS action plan must understand the capabilities 
and constraints they all face. Donors should complement each other by phasing 
their funding to cover urgent, short-term actions and longer-term activities. 

• All partners should review their internal practices in order to tackle the HIV / 
AIDS crisis on a "war footing." Goverrunents need to speed up internal processes, 
while donors should ensure that funding procedures do not hinder action against 
AIDS. 

• Donors have to be much better coordinated to ensure that the whole national 
AIDS plan is funded, not just fragments. Joint procedures and pooled funding 
should be the goal. 

The group on strengthening Partnership mechanisms at country level proposed that: 

• All partners should help ensure that the national coordinating body has adequate 
staffing, logistical, material and financial resources as well as technical and 
communication equipment. 

• Guidelines for resource mobilization and coordination should be developed using 
information on other countries' experiences in partnership building. 



• As communication is critical for partnership development, it is important to build 
the capacity of the various constituent groups (especially communities) to 
commurucate. 

Recommendations of the group on resource mobilization included the following: 

• The UN system must put illV / AIDS on an emergency response status to facilitate 
mobilization and easier flow of resources. 

• Governments should earmark a percentage of their budgets for national illV / 
AIDS control activities commensurate with the level of the epidemic in their 
country. 

• The UNAIDS Secretariat should help countries prepare for creditor round tables 
and the follow-up. The secretariat should inform countries of funding opporrunities 
from the private sector, philanthropic organizations, etc. 

• IPM members should find ways to mobilize the pool of untapped or under
utilized people (Red Goss and other volunteers, out-of-school youths, church 
groups, the Diaspora, etc.) to fight illV / AIDS. 

• IPM must launch massive, technical human resources development in Mrican 
countnes. 

• As absorptive capacity is a constraint in many countries, IPM should tackle 
the causes of the suboptimal use of resources. 



ANNEX I: THE CONSENSUS ANNEXES 

A. Youth Statement to the African 
Development Forum 

We the young people represented at the African Development Forum 
2000 state our position on Aids and leader.;hip: 

• Recognizing that poverty in Africa plays a major role in 
shaping both the cour.;e and the response to the pandemic; 

• Horrified at the number of lives lost wmecessari1y to AIDS, 

• Angry that the numerous unnecessarywar.; on our 
continent are fueling the AIDS epidemic and resulting in 
the deaths of too many young people, and the rape of untold 
number.; of young women; 

• Disillusioned by the fact that a generation of African 
leaders have betra~d us by waging wars, plundering our 
resources, raiding our national treasuries, and taking 
insufficient action on HIV / AIDS; 

• Deeply saddened that due to the role of the World Bank 
and the IMF-imposed structural adjustment programmes, 
many African States can no longer provide the basic 
education and health services that are so critical to 
development; 

• Disturbed that the inability of many African States to 
deliver on health and education services is in direct 
violation of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights; 

• Outraged by the World Bank's decision to offer $500 
million in loans to already indebted countries to fight 
HIV/ AIDS; 

• Deeply concerned that that young people have borne the 
brunt of the HIV / AIDS epidemic both in terms of infections 
and caring for and supponing family members; 

• Funher concerned that young women in particular are more 
susceptible to contracting HIV because of patriarchal 
attitudes about female sexuality, and this is compounded 
by their biological vulnerability to infection; 

• Cognizant that young people must commit themselves to 
changing unhealthy behaviors and assuming leadership 
roles in the fight against HIV / AIDS; 

• Optimistic that leaders will now finally begin to listen, speak 
out and to act; 



• Willing to work with leaders at every level, in partnership and mutual respect to 
triumph over HIV / AIDS and build a new Africa. 

We the young people represented at the ADF 2000 call upon leaders in Africa at all levels to 
do the following: 

1. Prevention 

(a) Every African nation must have an inter·sectoral AIDS budget that is jointly 
administered by civil society and government. Young people must form a 
critical part of the structure that oversees this fund and must have full 
voting and decision· making power. 

(b) The United Nations system must create a specific agency to channel funds 
quickly and without red tape to young people for initiatives that are de 
signed and managed by youth. This agency will be committed to 
conducting its affairs in a way that is opposed to opulence in the midst of 
poverty. 

(c) A tripartite partnership must be established at country level to ensure that 
government, civil society, and the donor community effectively 
coordinate activities that are focused on young people and HIV / AIDS. 

(d) Each government must create mechanisms for purchasing and 
distributing condoms so that prevention efforts that rely on condoms are 
sustainable. 

(e) Youth organizations must focus efforts on condom distribution as well as 
information about the other methods of prevention. Abstinence and 
faithfulness to an HIV-negative partner are critical to the fight against AIDS. 
Young women must be empowered to say no to sex against their will. If 
they want to initiate and engage in sex, they must be educated about 
assertiveness so that they can successfully negotiate condom use. 

(f) Each government nmst ensure that all the necessary infrastructure is in 
place so that young people have access to volunteer testing and 
counseling, information education about prevention, and care and 
support services for those of us living with HIV / AIDS. 

(g) African youth organizations must develop tools for monitoring national 
efforts in the fight against AIDS. In particular, a youth checklist for 
governments must be formulated to assess the youth-friendliness of 
government's programme on HIV / AIDS. 

2. Treatment 

(a) The pharmaceutical drug manufacturers that profit exorbitantly from 
illness must be challenged by young Africans in solidarity with our 
governments as they attempt to negotiate lower prices and advocate for 
the use of generic drugs. 



(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Youth organizations should strengthen their treatment initiatives by 
promoting good nutrition, positive living 

Youth organizations should join with PL WHA groups to ensure that at a 
minimum, young people living with I-flV have access to treatment for 
opportunistic infections. 

Policy measures must be put in place by governments to ensure that 
PLWHA are not exploited financially by companies and individuals 
making false claims about treatments and cures. 

3. Care, Support, and Stigma 

(a) Political leaders should govern by example, ensuring that they speak openly 
and honestly about HIV / AIDS. 

(b) Youth organizations should establish a "'Movement for Acceptance" that 
caDs attention to the marginalization of particular groups of young people. 
In particular this movement will focus on the dearth of access to services 
and information for young people living with HIVI AIDS, young "-Qmen, 
young people living in rural areas, young people living in the street, gay 
and lesbian youth, young people engaged in sex "-Qrk, out-of-school youth, 
and young people living in conflict zones. 

4. Challenging Poverty 

(a) African youth organizations and structures must build alliances with young 
people around the world who are currently challenging the negative 
effects of globalization and protesting meetings held by international 
lending institutions. 

(b) African youth organizations must lobby the international community to 
ensure that loans to Africa for AIDS are rejected outright. 

5. Participation 

(a) Young people must playa critical role in decision-making for all national 
AIDS strategies and plans. 

(b) Young people must be represented at all levels of AIDS planning and 
programming at both a community and government level. 

(c) Young people's capacity to manage effective organizations must be 
bolstered by policy and legal environments that allow us to seek training, 
mentorship programmes and build strong organizations and structures. 

FolloW-Up Actions 

Young people at the Forum insist that governments, NGOs and international agencies present 
here today, commit concrete resources to ensuring that our efforts on the aforementioned 
issues can be continued. In particular we request that the Focus Group Coordinator be 
contacted through the ADF Secretariat, to establish a regional net"-Qrk of African young 



people. TIlls network will build on existing structures such as the Pan-African youth Movement, 
the Scouts associations, and the many youth and AIDS programmes that exist throughout the 
continent. It will also establish partnerships with the Commonwealth Youth Programme. 

TIlls Youth Against AIDS Network (YAAN) will be dedicated to fighting AIDS at a regional 
level. It will be a multilingual network with a working group comprising 2 - 3 national youth 
focal points from Eastern, Southern, West, Central and Northern Africa, representing both 
government and civil society. The Network will be committed to: 

(a) Sharing experiences of activism; 

(b) Exchanging information about participatory youth policy and research 
processes; 

(c) Encouraging and supporting youth networks of PLWHA; 

(d) Forming alliances with young people in African countries, in other coun 
tries of the South and with youth in the North, to challenge debt, loans 
and the global trade issues that negatively impact on poverty. 

Keeping the Promise 
Funds for the Network should be in place, either with the ECA or with a selected International 
youth NGO by March 2001 and a report will be submitted to the OAU Summit taking place 
in Abuja in April 2001. 

A follow-up meeting to report on progress since the ADF and the Heads of State Summit 
should take place irrunediately prior to the 4,h World Youth Forum, which will be taking place 
in Dakar, from 5 - 12 August 2001. 



B. Declaration by African civil society organizations 

Preamble 
We, the African Civil Society Organizations represented at the Africa Development Forum 
2000, recognize and applaud the courageous and ongoing efforts made by community-based 
organizations, groups of People Living with HIV / AIDS and their networks, to combat the 
pandemic of HIV / AIDS. We call on our governments and the international community to 
recognize and support these efforts, which must also be expanded to other organizations of 
civil society. 

We call for greater focus on People Living with HIV / AIDS, youth and the media as central 
partners in the common struggle against HIV / AIDS. 

We recognize the challenge of HIV / AIDS as the greatest threat facing the current generation 
in Africa. It is an all-encompassing social, economic, cultural and political crisis. HIV / AIDS is 
a threat that calls for all of society to be mobilized if we are to prevail. 

We are encouraged that African national and continental leaders, and international donors and 
partners, are recognizing the scale of the challenge posed by HIV / AIDS. We urge them to do 
more, to match the efforts of African citizens and civil society organizations. We urge them to 
enter into a true partnership with African civil society: it is through such a partnership that we 
will succeed. 

A Partnership against HIV/AIDS in Africa 

We, African civil society organizations, call for our leaders, our civil society and our citizens to 
forge a true partnership, to work together to overcome HIV / AIDS in Africa. We submit that 
there is no simple plan of action that can overcome this scourge. Instead we propose a true 
partnership, in the form of a grand coalition of leaders, organizations and individuals at all 
levels, working in their different ways towards a common goal: the conquest of HIV / AIDS. 

This partnership challenges our leaders, and sets down basic principles for collective action. 

Challenges to our Leaders 

We, African civil society organizations, call upon the following leaders to fulfil their 
responsibilities: 

1. NatiaJal pdi1icaL 1etuIers. Our national political leaders have responsibilities to: 

• Lead by example, 

• Take a lead in combating the culture of fear, denial and stigmatization, 

• Include others by encouraging openness within government about HIV-
posltlve status, 

• Formulate appropriate policies for national media, 

• Take a lead in non-discrimination in government employment, 

• Draft necessary legislation address issues including discrimination, 
employment, violence against PL WHA, sexual violence, etc; and 

• Take the necessary steps to make a strategy to combat HIV / AIDS a top 
national priority, -for all arms of the government. 



2. Vduntary and grassrom kaders. Recognizing the leading role they are playing in 
responding to the pandemic, voluntary and grassroots leaders, including People 
Living with HIV / AIDS and Youth, we should continue to search for and 
implement innovative, effective and people-centred means of struggling against 
HIViAIDS. 

3. Wmm leAders. Women leaders, in government, civil society and international 
organizations, can playa key leadership role in mobilising society, empowering 
their sisters, and changing attitudes and behaviour. Male leaders have a 
responsibility to encourage and respect wo!ren leaders. 

4. ReJirjals leAders. Religious leaders have the responsibility to initiate moral and 
social responses to HIV / AIDS such as caring for sick people and orphans, 
renegotiating gender roles, promoting the social inclusion of PLWAs, fighting 
against stigma and human rights abuses. 

5. Business leaders. Entrepreneurs, business people and especially transnational 
corporations have responsibilities to their employees, to takethe necessary steps 
to minimise HIV transmission at the workplace, to treat employees living with 
HIV / AIDS without discrimination. 

6. Trade unim leAders. Based on notions of solidarity and equality, trade unions have 
the responsibility, to educate workers about protection and to act as a safety net 
for those who have been infected with HIV: The international leadership of labour 
organizations have a duty to support their comrades in Africa. . 

7. InteIkrt:ualleAders. Professors, researchers and public intellectuals have a 
responsibility and an opportunity for shaping thinking and action. 

8. E ducatioo sextfJr leAders. Teachers have maior responsibilities to their pupils, not 
only while they are studying but throughout their lifetimes. Teachers should 
include education about HIV / AIDS in the curriculum, and should lead by 
example, both in their own personal conduct and by making special efforts to 
include and respect students who are HIV positive and those who are caring for 
family members living with HIV / AIDS. 

9. Odtural and social~. Gtitural figures and celebrities serve as role models and 
opinion formers, especially for )Uuth. They can influence the cultural environment 
positively. 

10. Media leAders. Journalists, broadcasters, editors, chat-show hosts, actors, 
script-writers for soap operas: all these individuals and their respective 
institutions need to be mobilized, educated and strengthened to play important 
roles in: 

• Educating the public, 

• Overcoming denial, stigmatization and stereotyping, 

• Providing a platform for People Living with HIV / AIDS, and 

• Promoting transparency. 



11. M ilit4ry 1Mdets. Military and police commanders have responsibilities to ensure 
that their uniformed officers and troops do not transmit HIY. They also have 
duties towards their officers and men who are HIV positive, and their families. 

12. Irrtemationalleaders. Leaders of international organizations, including African 
organizations, UN agencies, donor governments, or international financial 
institutions, have a responsibility to respond to the HIV/ AIDS crisis in Africa, 
and to support African initiatives with generosity and fairness. International 
organizations should set an example of transparency and accountability in 
acknowledging their past records of inadequate response to the pandemic. 

Basic Principles of the Partnership 

We, African civil society organizations, seek to focus on the following issues: 

1. Irdusitnif PeqJ!eLi'lirf,WthHIV/AIDS. No campaign to address the challenge of 
HIV / AIDS can possibly succeed without the full participation of PL WHA at all 
levels, including policy making and policy implementation. PL WHA are human 
beings, members of their community and citizens, and their human rights must 
be respected in full. We call for participation that is comprehensive, meaningful, 
consistent, democratic, and immediate. 

2. Orerr:wingDenial, Stigmt arriDiscrinimtU:n. An absolutely fundamental requirement 
for overcoming the HIV / AIDS pandemic is eradicating denial, stigmatization 
and discrimination. Discrimination is manifest in many ways including 
employment, housing, education, foreign travel, insurance, health care and other 
social amenities and citizenship rights. We need to create a culture in which 
HIV / AIDS can be acknowledged without fear. Honesty and transparency from 
leaders who are themselves HIV positive is cruciaL Hypocrisy and secrecy are the 
allies of HIV / AIDS, and they are our enemies. We call for our governments to 
implement the international guidelines on human rights and HIV and to put in 
place effective mechanisms of monitoring the implementation, including full 
legal backing for elimination of discrimination in law and practice, and vigorous 
prosecution of those who victimise PL WHA. We call for all Africans, in an 
individual capacity; as citizens, as members of their families and communities, to 

address the challenges of safe sex, gender relations, and cultural taboos. 

3. E rrpauernmt if Wmm More than half of those infected by HIV in Africa are 
women. Women and girls are vulnerable because of cultural, social, economic 
and political gender inequalities. Rape, sexual violence and domestic violence 
must be targetted for elimination from our societies. Women and girls must be 
provided with the knowledge, skills, resources and power to be able to refuse 
unsafe sex. There must be no double standards when discussing commercial sex 
work. Women also bear the greater burden of caring for people who are suffering 
from AIDS. We call for a comprehensive programme for the achievement of 
women's rights. 

4. ResaureMcbilizdtianarriAIla:atinn. Africa's governments are poor, but can devote 
more resources to HIV / AIDS. Existing mechanisms to support C:SOs and 
community efforts are grossly inadequate. Existing resources mobilized and 
allocated to combat HIV / AIDS in Africa are scarce and insufficient. We call for 



direct funding to CSOs and their networks. We call for African Heads of State to 
prioritize HIV I AIDS programmes in their legislation, policy making, financing 
and policy implementation across all sectors. International donors, who have far 
greater resources, should prioritize HIV I AIDS programmes including prevention, 
care and the highest quality treatment. African governments should 
consider receiving loans for AIDS programmes as an immoral conunitment, which 
they should never make on behalf of their citizens. We call for donors to provide 
grants only. 

We also note that the struggle against HIV I AIDS requires a positive environment 
of economic development, and we call upon international creditors to relieve 
Africa's unsustainable debt immediately and in full, and provide more resources 
towards equitable and sustainable development. 

CSOS should monitor the commitments made-hy their Heads of State and Heads 
of Government to provide more resources to HIV I AIDS. Several of our leaders 
have pledged to put their nations on a war footing in this struggle. One way in 
which we shall monitor this is through monitoring spending. We expect to see 
spending on HIV I AIDS increase, and spending on the military decrease, in the 
next 12 months, so that HIV I AIDS spending exceeds military spending. If this 
happens then we will know that our leaders are genuine. 

5. Reduaim if the TransmssUn if HIV. HIV I AIDS transmission must be reduced 
through wide-ranging programmes of education, utilizi.ng schools, the media, 
public education, traditional health practitioners and religious leaders. Youth must 
be fully involved and empowered at all levels. Economic factors that drive women 
and men to risky sexual behaviour must be addressed. Condoms should be free 
and widely available. Treatment for STIs should be readily available and free. 
Voluntary counseling and testing services should be widely available, professional 
and confidential. Treatments to minimize mother-to-child transmission should 
be universally available. 

6. T reatm!nt. The treatment of People Living with HIV I AIDS is a basic human right. 
It is also essential to any comprehensive strategy to overcome the virus. Without 
treatment to enable PL WHA to live longer, healthier, and more productive lives, 
the stigma attaching to AIDS cannot be removed. Without hope for the future, 
people will not go for testing, Africa cannot write off 2 million of its citizens, 
when care and medication that, can radically improve their condition already 
exist. We do not accept that the necessary drugs are too expensive, as evidence 
shows that they can be produced for a small fraction of their current market prices. 
We call upon African governments and the international community to insist on 
price reductions that make drugs affordable for ordinary Africans, and upon the 
rights under TRIPS to make use of alternatives including generic manufacture 
and import to achieve the lowest possible price. We call for expanding the list of 
essential drugs to include anti- retroviral and drugs for opportunistic infections. 
We denounce the means used to maintain pharmaceutical companies' excessive 
profits at the expense of human lives. 

7. CAre Africans living with HIV I AIDS deserve the highest quality of care. 
Community-based organizations and families have been caring for PLWHA at 



huge cost and with minimal support. We call for substantial support to those 
providing care at home and within the community for PLWHA. We call for a 
scaling up of assistance for treatment and care. 

8. Vaame deudopnV1t. African People Living with I-llV / AIDS and their communities 
are partners in attempts to develop vaccines against I-llv. We call for African 
governments to adopt the 'African Strategy for an I-llV Vaccine of 14 June 2000' 
so as to actively participate in the global search for a vaccine and to ensure that 
communities can benefit from the positive product of the trials. 

9. Strmyhening CSQ and their rrt:w:nks. The true partnership requested to effectively 
respond to this pandernic demands strong, informed, skilled and organized 
civil society organizations. We call on governments and the international 
community to support C:S0s and their networks financially and technically so 
that they can play their full role. 

The Way Forward 

Our common aim and vision is to ignite a social movement encompassing all civil society and, 
governments in a true partnership to overcome I-llV / AIDS. Our starting point is the efforts 
of the existing C:S0s and their networks, including especially organizations of PL WHA and 
the Youth. 

We are mindful of the fact that I-llV / AIDS is a societal crisis and any effective response must 
be a social, economic and political response. Creating a mass movement means unleashing the 
creative energies of ordinary people to empower them to take their destinies into their own 
hands. The central role is played by C:S0s. Governments should play their proper role in 
designing public policy in a way that will create an enabling environment for a social movement. 
Donors including international financial institutions should provide resources, in support of 
the modalities laid down by the African agenda. 

We call upon all participants in this Conference to study the true partnership arrived at by the 
Qvil Society Organizations, and to disseminate this through campaigns on their return to 
their home countries. Governments should disseminate the ideas through meetings, directives 
and the media. International donors should support these exercises. 

We express our gratitude to the President of Nigeria and the Secretary-General of the OAU 
for the initiative to convene a special OAU Summit on the issue of I-llV / AIDS. We, the 
African C:S0s, consider this a significant step forward. It is a signal that our leaders are taking 
I-llV / AIDS with the seriousness that it deserves. We consider the Summit to indicate an 
irreversible commitment: we shall go forward from here. 

To continue with the spirit of ADF 2000, we request that the recommendations from this 
Forum, including the C:SO consensus, be forwarded to the Abuja Summit and presented to all 
our Heads of State as a major contribution. In the spirit of ADF 2000, we further request that 
C:S0s, including especially those representing PL WHA and Youth, be invited to participate 
fully and to speak for themselves in the Abuja Summit. 

We the C:S0s are committed to expanding and strengthening our existing networking and 
advocacy role. We call on OAU; ECA and African Development Bank together with their 
partners as part of the post-ADF activities to technically and financially support the existing 



networks so as to enable them to effectively fulfill the leader.;hip role at nationa~ subregional, 
continental and global levels. To this end we propose the creation of a CSO Focal Point at the 
OAUandECA. 

~,the African CSOS, including PLWHA and Youth, reiterate ourconunitment to be active 
partner.; in a true partner.;hip of collective social mobilization against HIV / AIDS in Africa. 
We call on our national and continental leader.; and our international partner.; to support our 
efforts. We believe that if we act together, with honest conunitment and common purpose, 
we shall oveocome the HIV / AIDS pandemic in our continent. 



c. Position Statements on Gender, HlVj AIDS, and 
Leadership 

Men and women of the Gender Focus Group and Breakout Session on Gender and HIV / 
AIDS: Roles of Leadership in Social Mobilization, highlighted gender at the ADF 2000 
Conference as a crosscutting issue. The participants urged that Mrican leaders, confronted by 
the HIV / AIDS pandemic, consider the gender dimensions in all efforts to stop its devastation 
in the Region. 

A These are the reasons for prioritizing this issue: 

1. HIV / AIDS affects men and women differently; this arises from 
biologically determined differential infectivity rates, and learned cultural 
values and norms, including early marriage and stereotypes. 

2. Gender roles and power relations impose a disproportionate burden of 
care and nurturing on women. 

3. Existing policies and programmes are inadequate for addressing gender 
in equalities in the area of HIV / AIDS. 

4. The rights of women to protection, resources and opportunities are absent 
from policies and programmes, or are inadequate, inappropriate or not 
enforced. 

5. Existing legal frameworks also are insufficient to deal with the 
reproductive rights and gender aspects of HIV / AIDS. 

6. Traditional notions of masculinity lead men to engage in risky sexual 
behaviour, e.g., multiple sexual partners and assume positions of power 
vis-a-vis women, including in the negotiations for sex. This promotes the 
spread of the epidemic. 

7. Exploitative intergenerational sexual relationships, which are largely 
fuelled by poverty and economic powerlessness, are highly implicated in 
HIV transmission. Such relationships may be construed as one of the many 
forms of corruption that Mrican societies must combat. 

8. Gender violence, which is prevalent- and condoned- in many Mrican 
societies, is highly correlated with HIV trans mission. Gender violence is 
exacerbated during civil strife and conflicts. 

9. In Mrica, leaders in most spheres of life are men. Such positions of 
leadership confer power that facilitates men's access to sex which is often 
abusive. To access such positions, women are often compelled to use sex. 
This exposes both men and women to HIV infection. 

10. HIV / AIDS also affects men and women differently in the rural and 
agricultural sectors. When women are affected by HIV / AIDS, the impact 
on rural households is greater. 



Gender-based Recommendations 

Recognizing that all women and men, boys and girls in Africa are included and affected by 
decisions and actions to fight the pandemic, the gender-focused Meetings at ADF 2000 propose 
the following priority actions to Governments, Gvil Society and the International Partners 
for immediate attention: 

1. Changing Gender Relations 

(a) Sensitize leaders about the gender concept and the role that they can play 
in positively transforming gender relations within their communities. 

(b) Promote new images of masculinity that emphasize male involvement and 
responsibilities, respect for women's reproductive rights, nurturing and 
negotiated conflict resolution. 

(c) Promote understanding of women and girls' sexuality and their autonomy 
rights. 

2. Empowerment 

(a) Promote empowerment of women at household, community and national 
levels to enable them assert their sexual and reproductive rights. 

(b) Undertake coordinated action to eliminate gender-based violence. 

(c) Provide equal educational opportunities for both boys and girls. 

(d) Parents and other traditional socializing agents within the family and 
community (e.g. grandparents, aunts, uncles etc ... ) must be enabled, 
through education and sensitization, to offer sexuality information and 
education to young persons. 

(e) Family life education both in school and out-of-school settings must cover 
sexuality and gender. 

3. Reproductive and Sexual Health 

(a) Mother-to-child-transrnission: programmes and research to address all 
aspects of MfCf should be increased. 

(b) Bio-medical research on HIV should be more gender- based. Leaders should 
ensure that this research is ethical, conducted increasingly by nationals, 
and that the information derived is locally available for public use. 

(c) Male partners, as far as possible, should be involved in decisions and 
activities related to reproductive health studies and programmes. 

(d) Drugs should be made available to protect both the child the woman. 

(e) Women should be involved in decision making about what drugs are 
developed, for whom and on pilot projects in which they participate. 
Leaders should ensure that they are protected. 

(f) Supportive mechanisms should be put in place, including testing, 
counselling and comprehensive gender-sensitive services. 



The female condom and the male condom should be made available as a 
matter of choice for both men and women. Governments should ensure 
that this device which facilitates female-iniciated prevention is included 
in the procurement of protective devices as means of limiting HIV 
transmission. 

(h) The decision as to what price is affordable to African couples should be 
determined at the regional, national and household levels. 

Strengthening the Gender Dimension of leadership 
The Meetings endorse these actioru to further build gender-sensitive capacity in leaders to 

address HIV / AIDS: 

1. Include a gender perspective in all policies and progranunes. 

2. Review national and regional frameworks in order to render them 
responsive to all gender aspects of the pandemic. 

3. Integrate HIV / AIDS in all mission statements, mandates, polices and 
programs of women's groups and movements. 

4. Scale up the participation of women in decision-making by ensuring that 
their representation is at least 30 percent of the total on community, 
national and international bodies concerned with the disease. 

5. Prioritize women's collectives as recipients for resources channelled to 
C:S0s to scale up HIV / AIDS activities. 

Post-ADF 2000 Gender-Specific Actions 

1. Gender experts and advocates must be included in teams drawing up plans 
for national and international implementation of the ADF 2000 Consensus 
Plan of Action, including briefings of political, C:SO and other leaders. 

2. Women should make up 50 per cent of the delegations that go to the Abuja, 
OAU and UN Summits held later in 200l. 

3. Women must be mobilized to prepare plans and/or step-up actions 
addressing HIV that can be reported in February and shared in these 
regional and global meetings. 

4. The ECA African Centre for Women (ACW) and the ECA Subregional 
Offices must accelerate capacity building for HIV / AIDS through training 
at its Regional Leadership Institutes. Leadership skill-building must be 
available for men as well as women leaders. 

5. UNAIDS, UNIFEM and UNFPA must increase assistance for the 
mobilization of women and men to address gender inequality more 
directly through their networks. 



D. ILO pre-forum tripartite contribution to the Africa 
Development Forum 2000 

HIV/ AIDS and the World of Work 
Legal and policy framework: 

1. National Action Plan and Policy at the country level should have as an 
integral part world of work components, including workplace initiatives 
to combat HIV I AIDS. To this end, such plans and policies should be 
fomrulated in consultation with ILO tripartite constituents. 

2. The ILO is called upon to develop an international code of good practice 
on HIV I AIDS in employment as a matter of priority. 

3. National action plans should emphasize the link between HIV I AIDS and 
poverty, and therefore, take into account the importance of productive 
employment and income-generating activities in policies and programmes 
to combat HIV I AIDS. 

4. Given that women are disproportionately affected by HIV I AIDS, 
programmes and policies to address HIV I AIDS should recognize the 
inteIplay between gender and HIV I AIDS and include action to reduce 
gender inequalities. 

5. At the enteIprise level, a joint approach by employees and workers should 
be adopted to counteract social exclusion and stigmatization in general 
and to address the problems of discrimination in particular. 

6. Issues of HIV I AIDS should be integrated into collective bargaining in the 
context of social dialogue. 

Knowledge and advocacy: 

7. Government should cooperate with the social partners in the world of work 
in the generation and dissemination of information on the problem and 
impact of HIV I AIDS. The social partners can play an important role in 
this regard, and all possible means should be explored to collect data and 
information at the workplace, without jeopardizing confidentiality. In 
addition, data should be collected on employee benefits and social 
security as well as on the costs to employers of care and support 
programmes. 

8. Incentives should be put in place to encourage voluntary testing. 

9. AIDS education and training programmes should be provided to both 
managers and workers at the enterprise level and should enjoy the 
support of workers' and employers' organizations to ensure sustainability. 

10. Knowledge and advocacy initiatives undertaken in the workplace should 
be extended to the wider conummity in an effort to increase impact of 
action to combat HIV I AIDS. 

11. ILO should collect information on good practices worldwide and 
disseminate this to its tripartite constituents to support action against HIV I 



AIDS at the country level. In addition, the ILO should organize an 
imerna tional tripartite meeting to promote exchange of information and 
experiences on such practices. 

Capacity-building and mobilizing the social partnetT: 

12. !LO should provide support and technical assistance to emplo~rs' and 
\mIkers' organizations and to labour ministries to strengthen their capacity 
for the effective implementation of national action plans and policies. In 
particular, training should be provided to shop stewmls and \mIkers' 
educators in the area of HIV / AIDS management in the \mrkplace. 

13. The right to life is a fundamental right and every measure should be taken 
to protect this right. Mrican Governments are therefore urged to take ap 
propriate measures to guarantee access to life -saving and life-prolonging 
drugs at affordable price, and the possibility to produce low-cost generic 
drugs. 

14. Resource mobilization by the international community to support the 
global effort to combat HIWAIDS should recognize the vital role of 
emplo~rs' and \mIkers' organizations, and therefore make adequate 
resources available to those organizations through the ILO for the 
implementation of \mrkplace initiatives and programmes. 



E. The African Diaspora Focus Group Consensus 
Statement 

The African Diaspora are networks of people living in and outside the continent, and who are 
of direct or indirect African descent who feel inextricably linked to Africa. 

Our solidarity is based upon the high prevalence of HIV I AIDS among Africans on the 
continent and in the Diaspora, as well as, our mutual concern and support for family members 
and our communities back home. 

We support the emerging consensus at the ADF 2000 conference on AIDS: The Greatest 
Leadership Otallenge. Specifically, we draw anention to the ways in which we propose to scale 
up our support for Africa's fight against HIV I AIDS. We intend to do so through the forging 
of equal partnerships with our continental counterparts and ensure that our initiatives will be 
needs driven. 

Our commitments: 

1. Resource mobilization 

• Continued support for our families and communities affected by 
HIViAIDS. 

• Ensure that current ad hoc support and small-scale organized efforts are 
expanded to be more strategic and proactive. 

• Tap into new sources of funding from foundations, donors, private sector, 
faith- based comnrunities, and so on. 

2. Networking 

• Link African Diaspora groups addressing HIV I AIDS in Africa and in the 
Diaspora. 

• Work with PLWHA in Africa to connect them with PLWHA in the African 
Diaspora. 

• Work with youth in Africa to link them with their counterparts in the 
African Diaspora. 

3. Exploitation of intellectual capital 

• Collaborate with African researchers in the Diaspora to stimulate the 
advancement of basic and operational HIV I AIDS research. 

• Provide clinical, managerial and community based training, as well as, 
distance learning and scholarships. 

4. Advocacy 

• Raise awareness about the benefits of traditional medicine and healing, 
and advance research and development in this area. 

• Advocate for the protection of indigenous African knowledge. 

• Advocate to redress the unequal power relation between Africa and the 
north. 



• Advocate for debt relief and grants to enable African governments to 
devote more resources to the fight against HIV / AIDS and other related 
sectors. 

• Advocate for approaches that support regional collaboration in Africa. 

• Monitor the commitments made by governments in their national action 
plans. 

• Advocate for the availability of affordable drugs and for the development 
of the needed infrastructure to manage the drug regimen. 

• Fight against the stigmatization of and discrimination against PL WHA 
among our own communities in the Diaspora and be}Und. 

s. Lobbying 

• We intend to integrate African perspectives into mechanisms and entities 
responsible for development of policies related to Africa. 

Implications 

To realize these commitments, we underline the following actions: 

1. Dynamic and effective Diaspora and continental leadership. 

2. Recognition of actual and potential role of the African Diaspora. 

3. Match resources to needs based on comprehensive analysis of needs; 
developing a database inventory on the Diaspora resources; identification 
of interface points; establishment of clearing houses. 

4. Monitoring and evaluation through case studies of best practices. 

Diaspora Focus Group Members: 

• Haileluel Gebre-Selassie, Postgraduate Education Officer at Deaken, 
University of Australia, Australia . 

• , John Afele , Director, international Program for Africa, Ontario 
Agricultural College, Canada. 

• Philip Chikezie-Fergusson, President, African Foundation for 
Development, AFFORD, UK. 

• Clllzoba Nwagbara, HIV/ AIDS/SIDs Field Coordinator, Academic for 
Education Development (AED), Washington, DC, Assistant Chief/ 
Supervisor of E pidemology Activities, Communicable Disease Control, 
Prince Georges County Health Department. 

• Michele Gitu, Pathology Assistant, George Washington University, USA 

• Raymond T. Terry, Health Systems Analyst and Coordinator, Health 
Services Management, University of Maryland, USA 

• Rahel Adamu, Fifty Lemons, USA 

• Ramona Tasca, Chair person, African Connections, California, USA 



• Gloria Adelo A)'t'nsu, Fairfax Country Health, Washington DC, USA 

• Belligton Vwalilea, University Teaching Hospital, Obstertician 
and Gynaeocologist, Lusaka, Zambia 

• Joseph N. Ngu, Diaspora Focus Group Coordinator, Economic 
Commission for Africa, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 

• Tadesse Wuhib, National Centre for HIV, SID and 1B Prevention, 
Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (OX), USA 

• Belligton Vwalilea, University Teaching Hospital, Obstertician 
and Gynaeocologist, Lusaka, Zambia 

Yaer ExuJ/enies, Heads if States, Ministm, 0Jiefi if DiplamticMissUn;, 

Dis~hed Repnsentatires if Ir1lEm:ttU:ml Orgtnizatiazs, DeIe;ptes ani GuEsts, 

Yaer E xuJ/enies, Heads if States, M inistm, 0Jiefi if Diplamtic M issUn;, 

Dis~hedRepnsentatires if Ir1lEm:ttU:ml Orgtnizatiazs, DeIe;ptes ani GuEsts, 

It is a distirxt lxn:Jr toeare beforeY" taiay. A rd a/tha4'J I amjust a phj6ician, I eare to p/RAd the rose far 
the rde if the AfiiranDiaspara Netr.wrks in HIV /AIDS prerentimani treatrrmt. 

To be dear, the A fiiran Diaspara are muorks if pecpk l~ uiJhin ard CMtside the cmtimrrt, uho are if 
dirat or iniimt Afiiran descent, rruny if ulxmliu: inA ustmlia, Canula, -the Unittxi l<irf!lom, ani the 
Unittxi States. I also me AfiiranA rrrricans, Brl1Ziliarts, Ca:rilietn>, ard ethers uho histo!Ually 'Uere 

tra1'1SjJlJfted /rrm the Continent apt their 'Ui11, ard 7Jho, n:n:theIess,frel inxtlUaliy linkffl to A jriOJ. 

Manyif us aredirwdy<lltWdyeffJlgdinsU{JfXlltirf!,aerfanilie5 anicamunities in difJering 7JP)5, huk at 
hc.me in aD parts if A jriOJ. 

Manyif us btrreatIJUim:lanex:pertise instm5sfoi ~ malt if strug}je inaer~camunities. 
A rd thus there are ji'IEpWTts if actim tim 7J£ WJi rvwpresenl: 

Fm~ theAfiiranDiaspara is kxieirf!,fargrmt IauJelship /rrmAjriOJ. A rd7J£ stardrwdytownk WthY" 
in partrl!r5hip, /xpUf; tim 7J£ can bah put aside past rrispercEptUn ani rris·dJaracterizations. 

In this a:nleJC~ 7J£ ~ Y" to kxie to the Afriran Diaspara as inportant SanrES if support For instan:e, 
7bereare 2700 Nig:riandators an:i700 Ghamiandators wnki:ng in the Unittxi States. Marwr.er, the 
Natiovl IMaIiad AssaiatUn (NMA), vhUh I represerc, is the mtim's dd£st ard larg'St rntWnal, 
prrfessitnJJardsdentific~~theCInEmifreZ1ly26,OOOAfiiran-Artl!Iicanphj6i.ciarE 
in the Unittxi S tates. ~ nm7l resdutims, 7J£ also starr!. rwdy to support A frira in the jig,t afPinst 
HIV/AIDS. 

7heAssaiatUnif E rhUpianHeaIJh PrrfossmJs in S'lJ.6ien(AEHPS), has dxtrrn:ltdfimrrial resanrES 
huk to E thiqJia, ard has JW rrmsuralie inpaa en hea1th-~ in ~ cwmmities. 

50 LEMONS, asmJi butgrrJllirf, US.·l:usfflNGOtIm raises m::n::y~foran:reteani~ 
progra1rI17iS in restmri?, aiuottion, cm-e ani support 

Smni, 7J£ rm:l to oette regjm:tJ jraJT1!7ll1lks to cdJabJrate ani wnk aikcti7£ly to taJ:k1e the HIV / A IDS 
oisis. By 'UJKki:ng tI:fJ!lher en the l:usis if fIrww interes~ 7J£ can leu?raif regjm:tJ ~ pouer to 
address HIV / A IDS ani rther derJ/qmmt prioritit3. 



As """iers if the A frWm Diaspora, air experierm if ~ in hatiJe emirWJiI:J1ts has taufiJt us the 
inp<:utarrE if building bri4rs ~ direrse diaspara 1D'7I1'III'1iti. Ibis is an experien:E 'lll! stani mtdy to 
share as 'lll! build bri4rs btsed 00 a:Ji£ai.u: sdidarity. we crtJ'TI'd afford to I:e sp/i:nten!d. 

7hinJ, 'lll! urg:y;u topuliiJyad<TKYU*anlerOmse the inpartant rdeif AfrWmDiasJx»'a Netumks as 
stratejjcpart1'lits inl:mtlUfi,HIV IAlDS. Prwttethefact that'lll!areraprrxli[J1lsrn anl~, but 
"blielS if the foniJy, uho m'll! tUrpIired skills anl can JmXlure ann:re ddi'U!raJks VJiualie to A /rims 
rrsprne toHIV IAlDS, anl aheranlitims if deuJqment. 

Fauth, mmym:J1iei5 if rheAfrWmDiaspora WJildlike to retumhrne anl rrukerruredimt WI'lI:I'ibutims 
but 'lll! are lodeiTfJar a stalk, crnlucite emiittUiliJ4 to enaIie us to de sa Inttdditioo, eu:n t1x:u if us uho 
are ra mtdy or alle to rr:tum, stani mtdy to a:ntribute support thrwgJ rescuru: m:biJiz.at:im, te:hnimJ 
assistarx£ am use if krvulnlg: rmmrks. 

F i/th, in the anlext if the ~ pauer ~ I:eru«:n A /rim am Northern rler.eJqmm part1'Iits, the 
A frWm DiasJx»'a can help to ensure that davrs de ra unrerzscntJJ:Jy irrpcse their GUn ag:nias but mther 
insure that the ben:foiariRs 00 the ~ inA/rim chi'll! the rler.eJqmm agtn:/a. 

F imJJy, 'lll! ask that vhen y;u rm:J support, thirk if us fim- ra las! But alxne all, think if us. 

TbarIe y;u. 



F. Statement from the religious leaders 

Introduction 

1. Religious organizations are in an excellent position to communicate ideas and 
to influence to their congregations because of their daily and weekly contacts 
with them Their role of service and care for people strengthens the religious 
organizations, and their ability to provide a strong leadership role in the fight 
against HIV / AIDS. 

To Government 

2. Insofar as religious leaders are very close to the people and promote moral 
education and activities, religious leaders should be seen as full partners at all 
levels of government and the United Nations system in the struggle 
against HIV / AIDS. 

3. Governments should ensure that moral education is given a substantial place in 
the school curriculum. 

4. Government should work with religious leaders hand in hand in the provision of 
social services that will strengthen individuals and communities in the fight 
against AIDS. 

The Religious Leaders 

5. Religious bodies must similarly demonstrate their leadership, moral rectitude, 
responsibility and compassion with activities of pra~r. advocacy, education and 
care. 

6. People who are living with HIV / AIDS and their families should be empowered 
to live as full members of their congregation and communities, and be treated 
with acceptance, love, dignity, and support. 

7. We the religious leaders are commined to provide financial, material, and moral 
support for the fight against HIV / AIDS in our continent. 

8. National religious leaders should establish "Inter-faith", a council specifically 
addressing HIVI AIDS. 

9. We also agree to commit ourselves in the fight against the factors that fuel the 
spread of HIV / AIDS such as the socioeconomic condition of women, alcoholism, 
drug abuse, prostitution, poverty, conflict and civil wars. 

10. Finally, the religious leaders agree to develop detailed plans of actions once they 
hold the religious conference mentioned below. 

To the United Nations and other Partners 

11. The religious leaders call upon the ECA to collaborate with the religious groups 
in the implementation of the recommendations of ADF 2000. 

12. The religious organizations call on ECA, UNAIDS and other UN agencies for a 
conference of all African religions to address ,the role religions can play in the 



fight against HIVI AIDS. It is proposed that the African Council of CllUrches 
should be consulted if they can enlarge their scope to host a meeting that includes 
all faiths. 

13. There is a need to build the capacity of religious institutions and leaders about the 
HIV / AIDS pandemic. Accordingly UNAIDS and WHO are called upon to 
participate in the capacity building of religious institutions on the care, 
management and prevention of HIV / AIDS. 



ANNEX II 

FACT: ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HIVjAlDS 

Gradual macroeconomic impact 
It was understood that the incubation period of HIV (7-10 years) meant that the impact of 
the epidemic was a gradual decline in economic growth. As the epidemic matured and people 
living with HIV suffered increasingly from opportunistic infections, the overall health status 
and productiviryof the population declined and domestic savings also fell. Government budgets 
had started to reflect the rising expenditure on treatment and care or HIV / AIDS- related 
diseases, benefit payments for AIDS-related deaths and training of new civil servants hired to 
replace those who have died. In trying to meet these higher costs, fiscal deficits worsen, as few 
countries were able to cut other spending or raise taxes. 

In countries with HIV / AIDS prevalence rates of over 10 per cent, economic output per 
capita fell by at least 1.0 per cent a year, according to a World Bank survey of 80 developing 
countries. This contraction increased to 1.4 per cent at prevalence rates of 30 per cent rate. 

Further projections by the Bank indicate that at 20 per cent prevalence, economic output 
would shrink by 2.6 percentage points a year. At the end of a 20-year period, output would be 
67 per cent less than it would have been in the absence of HIV / AIDS. 

In the case of South Africa, the overall size of the economy was projected to shrink by 17 per 
cent by 2010, while household per capita income would fall by 8 per cent. Similarly, output in 
Cameroon, Kenya, Swaziland, Tanzania and Zambia might fall by up to 2S per cent over 20 
years. 

Household impact 
HIV / AIDS has been hitting low- income households particularly hard. One study in 1997 
found that the long-term cost of caring for somebody living with HIV / AIDS in Burkina Faso 
was equivalent to twice the national per capita income. Almost a decade earlier in Democratic 
Republic of Congo, the hospitalization costs for a child with AIDS were three times the 
average monthly income, and mean health expenditure for an HIV-positive adult was nearly 
four times the monthly income. 

Table 1: Decline in output in AIDS-affected households in Zimbabwe 
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Maize 61 

Cotton 47 

Vegetables 49 

Groundnuls 37 

Cattle 29 

Source: Kwaramba, 1997, cited by UNAIDS 



Botswana 35.8 

Swaziland 25.25 

Zimbabwe 25.06 

Lesotho 23.57 

Zambia 19.95 

South Africa 19.94 

Namibia 19.54 

Malawi 15.96 

Kenya 13.95 

Central Afr. Republic 13.84 

13.22 

Djibouti 11 .75 

Burundi 11 .32 

Rwanda 11 .21 

COte d'ivoire 10.76 

Ethiopia 10.63 

Uganda 8.30 

United Rep. of 8.09 
Tanzania 

Cameroon 7.73 

Burkina Faso 6.44 

Republic of Congo 6.43 

Togo 5.98 

Oem. Republic of 
5.07 

Congo 

Nigeria 5.06 

Gabon 4.16 



Table 2: Adult prevalence of HIV / AIDSin Africa (Continued) 

Ghana 3.60 

Sierra Leone 2.99 

Eritrea 2.87 

Uberia 2.80 

Angola 2.78 

Chad 2.69 

Guinea-Bissau 2.50 

Benin 2.45 

Mali 2.03 

Gambia 1.95 

Senegal 1.77 

Niger 1.35 

Sudan 0.99 

Mauritania 0.52 

Equatorial Guinea 0.51 

Madagascar 0.15 

Comoros 0.12 

Mauritius 0.08 

Algeria 0.07 

Ubya 0.05 

Tunisia 0.04 

Morocco 0.03 

Egypt 0.02 

Sourr:e: UNAlDS, 2000·2001 



In Kagera, Tanzania, health spending was 8 per cent of annual expenditure in households 
affected by HIV / AIDS compared with 0.8 per cent in unaffected households. Besides these 
medical costs in the same region of Tanzania, the high costs of funerals led to changes in 
patterns of consumption, with food intake dropping by 15 per cent, according to a 1995 
study. 

In the year following an AIDS death, consumption in some households in COte d 'I voire fell 
by an average of 44 per cent, spending on schooling fell by half and spending on health care 
rose four-fold, a 1996 study found. In Ethiopia, mean spending on AlDS- related treatment in 
1993 was equivalent to between three and eight times the average net farm income. 

In Kagera, Tanzania, health spending was 8 per cent of annual expenditure in households 
affected by HIV / AIDS compared with 0.8 per cent in unaffected households. Besides these 
medical costs in the same region of Tanzania, the high costs of funerals led to changes in 
patterns of consumption, with food intake dropping by 15 per cent, according to a 1995 
study. 

In the year following an AIDS death, consumption in some households in COte d'I voire fell 
by an average of 44 per cent, spending on schooling fell by half and spending on health care 
rose four-fold, a 1996 study found. In Ethiopia, mean spending on AIDS-related treatment in 
1993 was equivalent to between three and eight times the average net farm income. 

Impact on agriculture 
It has been estimated that 10 of the 13 principal tasks in fanning are done mostly by women 
and that women produce 60-80 per cent of the food in Africa. Just by linking these estimates 
with the fact that proportionately more African women are living with HIV / AIDS and are 
more likely to contract the disease than men, the gravity of the situation was clear. To this 
burden of illness must be added the household and care functions usually perlormed by 
women and which become more onerous with millions of African men also living with HIV / 
AIDS. 

One study of labour time lost to HIV / AIDS found that a Tanzanian woman whose husband 
is sick spends 45 per cent less time in agricultural tasks. In Ethiopian households affected by 
HIV / AIDS, women and children did agricultural work for between 11 and 16 hours per week 
compared with over 33 hours in unaffected households, according to a 1997 study. Reflecting 
another aspect of the socio-economic impact of HIV / AIDS, a 2000 study in Namibia found 
that 25 per cent of production time in critical periods was lost due to funeral- related activities. 

Such reductions in labour time have had cumulative effects. In Burkina Faso, agricultural 
households affected by HIV / AIDS saw their net revenue from production fall by between a 
quarter and a half. Further evidence of production losses came from a 1997 study in COte 
d'I voire, which found that one method of coping with the debilitating impact of HIV / AIDS 
- switching from cash crops to food crops - had led to a drop in production bytwo-thirds of 
previous levels. 

A study of smallholders in the Gweru district of Zimbabwe found that less land was being 
cultivated because of death and sickness of family members and reduced inputs due to the 
death of an income earner. Labour shortages meant that fewer tasks were being done, yields 



Table 3: Projected losses in labour force due to HIV / AIDS in 29 African countries 
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2002 2005 

Benin -4.8 -2.0 

Botswana -30.8 -17.2 

Burkina Faso -10.5 -8.1 

Burundi -10.5 -6.5 

Cameroon -12.0 -5.5 

Central Afr. Republic -H.4 -10.3 

Chad -6.1 -5.3 I 
Republic of Congo -9.5 -7.9 

Oem. Rep. of Congo -7.1 -6.7 

COte d'ivoire -12.8 -8.0 

Eritrea -5.0 -2.8 

Ethiopia -10.5 -8.3 

Gabon -9.7 -5.0 

Guinea-Bissau -10.2 -4.4 

Kenya -20.2 -8.6 

Lesotho -10.6 -4.8 

Uberia -5.3 -2.0 

Malawi -16.0 -10.7 

Mozambique -24.9 -9.0 

Namibia -35.1 -12.8 

Nigeria -7.5 -3.8 

Rwanda -9.6 -10.7 

Sierra Leone -6.6 -6.1 

South Africa -24.9 -10.8 

United Rep. of Tanzania -14.6 -9.1 

Togo -10.6 -7.4 

Uganda -15.8 -16.3 

Zambia -2.3 -4.7 

Zimbabwe -29.4 -19.7 

S~UIre: ILq POPILO~arrl.labau forreprrjruim, 2000; UN PqmlatimDi'lisim, World 
PqmlatimPmp«ts, The 1988 Re'1i.sim, Vel III, Arn1;tic-alRepon 



were falling with the increasing neglect of cultivated land and some cattle died or were stolen 
because they could no longer be properly herded. Some farmers also reported that they had 
sold animal traction and farm implements in order to meet medical and funeral expenses. 

Impact on education 

In three of the eight countries with prevalence rates of 5-10 per cent, more than 1 per cent of 
pupils experienced the loss of teachers due to HIV / AIDS-related deaths. In four countries 
with prevalence rates over 10 per cent, more than 2.5 per cent of students lost a teacher due to 
HI VI AIDS in 1999. Projections indicate that worse is to come. 

It was reported that AIDS was already the leading, known cause of death among teachers in 
Central African Republic, and an estimated 12 per cent of teachers in South Africa were HIV
positive in 2000, while over 40 per cent of education staff in Malawi could die from AIDS by 
2005. 

Due to such death and sickness rates, training needs had increased. In order to keep services 
at 1997 levels in Swaziland, the Education Ministry estimated that it would have to train more 
than double the number of trainees. To replace Zambian teachers who died of AIDS-related 
causes by 1995, the cost of recruiting and training replacements teachers was expected to rise 
by 25 per cent. 

According to a 1990 study in Uganda, 47 per cent of households with orphans lacked the 
money to send children to school compared with 10 per cent of households without orphans. 
Similarly, school attendance in Tanzania by students aged between15 and 20 fell by half in 
households that had lost an adult female due to HIV / AIDS. 

School enrolment in several countries has also been increasingly affected by the impact of 
HIV / AIDS. According to a simulation model, there was a 0.5 per cent fall in 6 year-old 
children entering school in Swaziland by 1994, increasing to 5 per cent in 2000 and 16 percent 
in 2006. As seen above, the impact on orphans has been worse. In Central African Republic, 
for example, only 39 per cent of orphans are enrolled in school compared with 60 per cent 
enrolment of non-orphans in the same age group. 

Indeed, studies in Uganda have shown that after the death of one or both parents, an orphan's 
chances of going to school are cut in half. Those orphans who did attend school spent less 
time there because of the pressure of having to rely increasingly on their own efforts to 
survtve. 

Impact on health 
By the late 1990s, patients with HIV / AIDS-related illnesses occupied 41 percent of hospital 
beds in Abidjan, COte d'Ivoire, 43-47 per cent in Zambia and at least 50 percent in Swaziland, 
Bwkina Faso, Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda and Tanzania. The fJgUres for Zimbabwe 
in the same period were 50-70 per cent and anywhere between 26 and 70 per cent in South 
Africa. 

These occupancy rates have brought increasing pressure to bear on national health budgets. 
By 1994, HIV / AIDS accounted for 13 per cent of the Health Ministry budget in Swaziland, 
while in 1998, around 10 per cent of total health spending in Rwanda was going to the same 
ends. By 1997, HIV / AIDS-related costs absorbed 11 per cent of the total public health budget 



in COte d'Ivoire, while a year earlier, Malawi's Health Ministry was allocating 20 per cent of its 
budget for curative care to H1V / AIDS. In Namibia, annual costs of care for AIDS patients 
are expected to take 13-17 per cent of the health budget by 2001. In Zimbabwe, AIDS-related 
treatment costs, excluding anti-retroviral drugs, are projected to rise to 61 per cent of the 
Ministry of Health and OUld Welfare budget by 2005. 

UNAIDS pointed out that economic data related to the impact of H1V / AIDS have not so far 
been collected systematically or annually. Having examined some 270 reports and studies, 
UNAIDS found no studies of the economic impact of H1V / AIDS on communities. It noted 
that further research at all levels and in key sector.; would help policy maker.; plan more 
adequate responses to the epidemic. 

Impact on business and labour 

Most people dying of AIDS were adults in their productive, sexual and reproductive prime. 
Some 80 per cent of new cases of H1V in Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia were 
between 20 and 49 year.; old. This meant that the impact of H1V / AIDS on the workforce has 
been even more severe than its impact on the general population. Table 3 shows projected 
labour force losses due to H1V / AIDS in 29 African countries. 

According to the International Labour Office (ILO) , the population of tile 29 African countries 
most affected by H1V / AIDS would be about 9 per cent smaller by 2020 than it would have 
been without H1V / AIDS, but the workforce would be more than 12 per cent smaller. 

The economic impact of H1V / AIDS, therefore, must also be measured in terms of the quantity 
and quality of the workforce. It was reported that many people already living with H1V / AIDS 
are experienced and skilled people on the farms, in the mines and also in white-collar office 
jobs. The prospect seemed to be general reduction in the average level of skill, experience and 
training of the workforce in several African countries. 

Certain sector.; of the workforce were seen to be at higher risk than other.;. These included 
miner.;, transport worker.;, security forces, teachers, healthcare provider.; and seasonal worker.; 
in agriculture, tourism and construction. One common denominator for most of them was 
their mobility - ranging from the constant journeys of long-distance lorry driver.; to the 
temporary yet regular migrations of mine worker.; - and separation from their families. One 
survey of lorry drivers in East Africa showed that 33 per cent of them were H1V positive. 
Prevalence rates among bar girls and sex worker.; at truck stops on their routes were between 
44 and 88 per cent. 

Concentrations of migrant, male worker.; - such as those found in mining or plantation 
agriculture - tended to have a higher incidence of H1V than the general population. Such has 
been the case for migrant mineworker.; in South Africa. The country's Medical Research Council 
estimated that a quarter of miners were living with H1V / AIDS, a prevalence rate expected to 
reach 30 per cent by 2005. South Africa's AIDS Society believed the true figure was already 
closer to 45 per cent. 

Another important category of workers at risk was said to be that of health worker.; where 
standard protection and sterilization procedures are not followed due to administrative laxity 
and widespread shortages of basic equipment. The death rate among the staff of one Zambian 
hospital rose 13 times between 1980 and 1990, due in significant part to H1V / AIDS. In 
Tanzania's Kagera district, 55 health worker.; died of AIDS between 1987 and 1993, a high 



proportion that led other workers to refuse postings there. Besides the specific risk factors, ' 
health workers have also been facing additional stress from the growing need for HIV / AIDS
related care, especially for ruben:ulosis, which affects around 40 per cent of people living with 
HIV. 

In 1999, in Tanzania, a survey of six firms found that as a result of HIV / AIDS, annual 
average medical and burial costs per emplo}l!e had risen 3.5 and 6.1 times respectively betv.een 
1993 and 1997. In an early 1990s survey, HIV / AIDS accounted for 53 per cent of all illnesses 
in five Ethiopian firms over a five-year period and pushed up absenteeism and medical costs. 
At Anglo Coal in South Africa, workshifts lost due to HIV / AIDS doubled bef\\.een 1994 and 
2000. 

Absenteeism has been rising as employees fall ill because of HIY, take time off to care for 
ailing family members or to attend funerals. Some srudies of firms in East Africa showed that 
absenteeism accounted for between a quarter and half of costs stemming from the disruption 
,of the production, under-use of equipment and temporary staff. 

Quality control and reliability of supply were also among the problems identified. When they 
persist, they could jeopardize the viability of an enterprise. For example, the amount of sugar 
processed from raw cane dropped by half bef\\.een 1993 and 1997 in a sugar estate in Kenya. 

Such signals of the direct impact of the epidemic on production have been reflected in actual 
and projected costs. While small enterprises are dependent on a few, key employees are highly 
vulnerable. Firms in labour-intensive sectors or that provide significant levels of benefits have 
been also affected. A 1997 srudy in South Africa found that the total costs of AIDS-related 
benefits would rise from 7 percent of salaries in 1995 to 19 percent by2005. Forfive firms in 
Botswana, AIDS-related costs were projected to increase seven times bef\\.een 1996 and 2004, 
to equal 4.9 per cent of the wage bill. In Zimbabwe, the cost of AIDS to the National Railways 
in 1997 was equivalent to 20 per cent of profits. 

HIV / AIDS has been increasing business costs in different ways. Where a firm was already 
committed to providing significant social benefits, the cost of such benefits has risen due to 
HIV / AIDS. The fewer the benefits received by staff, the greater the pressure to cope by 
themselves with their own HIV problems or those of family members. Such pressure had led 
to rising absenteeism 

Business costs included those related to insurance cover. Life and health insurance premiums 
were already rising with the possibility of big and early payments to policyholders, In Zimbabwe, 
the cost of life insurance premiums rose four-fold over a two-year period. 

Where firms provided some medical services, the direct costs have been mounting rapidly. 
Bef\\.een 1985 and 1995, health costs for employees of a flower farm in Kenya rose ten times, 
affecting profits so badly that the farm closed down. A similar imbalance bef\\.een profits and 
medical benefits also hit the INDENI petroleum refinery in Zambia, a firm that was also 
paying salaries to relatives of sick workers as well as funeral grants. Such grants have evidently 
been on the rise due to the normal outcome of HIV / AIDS, and funerals have been a factor in 
employee absenteeism 

With absenteeism - caused by individual sickness, caring for HIV / AIDS-affected family 
members, funeral attendance, etc - compounding actual losses of staff, firms have been facing 
new demands in terms of recruitment, training and retraining. Alreadya complex process, the 



matching of skills to production in the context of the HIV / AIDS epidemic has become ~re 
difficult as staff turnover increases. Not only have some firms had to replace lost staff, they 
mayalso have to restructure the different aspects of production, realign tasks and skills, sharpen 
the monitoring of human resources and train or retrain existing personnel. They have had to 
invest in new or different equipment or machinery, and this in tum has required more highly 
skilled staff seeking higher wages. 

Overall, the economic impact of the HIV / AIDS epidemic has to be measured at several 
levels. These must include the prospect of lower earnings, declining savings and disposable 
income, reduced domestic investment and a fall in market demand. Productivity and production 
in firms are \ikelyto fall along with skill levels, while absenteeism and staff turnover rise. With 
health care, social security and other social sector costs on the rise, there might be lower 
government reVenue from individuals and enterprises. Some countries could experience a 
clear decline in their stock of human capital through the death of experienced workers and 
managers, teachers and other transmitters of functional knowledge. This overall socia-economic 
climate would continue to act as a disincentive to already low inflows of foreign investment. 



ANNEX III 

ADF 2000 MEDIA COVERAGE 

Background 

TIlls ~ar's African Development Forum (ADF) took place on 3-7 December under the theme: 
"AIDS: The Greatest Leadership Olallenge". Approximately 1,500 delegates, including nine 
Heads of State and Government, civil society and private sector leaders, representatives of 
intergovernmental organizations and devdoprnent partners, researchers, academics and the 
media attended it. TIlls report gives a general idea of the way ECA's Communication Team 
implemented its communication strategy for the forum 

Pre-For~m activities 
The Communication Teams pre-forum activities focused on: 

• The Media; 

• Inviting and partly sponsoring approximately 250 African journalists and 
foreign correspondents (print, radio, television and electronic media) as 
well as journalists in the delegations and from the United Nations; 

• Facilitating the accreditation of local media and foreign journalists by liasing 
with the Ethiopian Ministry of Information; 

• Putting up a calendar of press releases (4); 

• Organizing a pre-forum press briefmg; 

• Putting up a list of press conferences; 

• Enhancing the capacity of ECA's Media Centre and radio and television 
studios; 

• Preparing media kits for distribution to journalists; 

• Producing conference documents: nine thematic and background papers and 
theme-related publicity material, including the main conference brochure; 

• Beginning the production of the ADF documentary, 

• Marketing: placing advertisements in the press, on websites and African Internet 
portals; setting up television, radio and poster campaigns; 

• A virtual dialogue: 

• Video-conferencing in collaboration with the World Bank. Nme countries 
(Benin, COte d'Ivoire, Ethiopia, Ghana, Mozambique, Nigeria, Senegal, 

Tanzania and Uganda) participated in a discussion around the theme: 
'National responses to HIV I AIDS'; 

• An on-line discussion on the ADF2000 Website; 

• Collaborating with a Sierra Leonean radio station on a live interactive radio 
programme on HIV I AIDS: call-in discussion on AIDS awareness in Veole. 



• Briefing the local media on ADF communication strategy and the 
Communication Team's media facilitation at a UNAIDS Workshop for the local 
media; 

• Pre- forum country-level workshops and seminars and; 

• A pre-forum civil society meeting. 

Forum activities 

During the forum, the Communication Team's activities consisted of: 

• Organizing daily press briefings; organizing press conferences for UNAIDS, 
UNICEF, UNFPA, World Bank, Artists Against AIDS and ECA's Executive 
Secretary, facilitating interviews with delegates; 

• Facilitating broadcast media: arranging access to the conference rooms for" 
1V crews, radio journalists and photographers; 

• Assisting the journalists, providing them with documentation, fax and phone 
lines and access to radio and 1V studios; 

• Assisting the journalists in the Secretary-General's delegation and assisting the 
Secretary-General's spokesperson: providing access to documents and to the 
Internet and conducting a daily review of the international and local press; 

• Producing a documentary on ADF2000: interviewing various participants, 
including ministers, WHO/ World Bank officials and civil society representatives; 
filming parts of the conference proceedings; 

• Contributing articles and human- interest stories, desktop publishing, translating 
and proofreading the daily newspaper, 

• Updating the conference proceedings daily on the ADF2000 website: 
disseminating speeches, statements, press releases, daily reports and summaries; 

• Recording the plenary sessions daily and making copies available to the 
journalists on demand; 

• Broadcasting Best Practices videos daily before each breakout session; 

• Covering the Staff Union Fundraising Dinner and editing a cassette for 
distribution; 

• Webcasting video and audio clips on the ADF2000 website; 

• Packaging and disseminating knowiedge: distributing to all journalists a media 
bag containing the major background documents for the conference; providing 
live access to transcripts of the major speeches at the Information Centre and on
line; designing and producing an archival CD-ROM, and distributing it on the 
last day as well as after the conference; 

• Producing badges, nameplates and signboards for UNc:q 

• Collecting press clippings on ADF2000 (hard and electronic copies); 

, . , 



• Artists Against AIDS: organizing a live concert featuring four African artists plus 
Channel 0 presenters, and live broadcasting on Ethiopian Television and 
OJannei 0. 

Post·Forum multimedia products 

The O>mmunication Team will continue its outreach thanks to: 

• A series of CD-ROMs to be distributed to member States, the ADF2000 
participants and the African Diaspora: 

• An update of the ADF2000 archival CD-ROM, to be distributed at the Abuja 
Summit in April 2001; 

• A multimedia CD-ROM on the ADF2000 Documentary, to be ready for the 
Ahuja Summit in April 2001. 

• A multimedia CD-ROM, to be readyin the first week of May2001; 

• The editing of the ADF2000 video documentary and its distribution to major 
television stations in Africa from mid-March 2001. 



ANNEX IV 

ADF 2000 Exhibition 

ADF 2000 provided exhibition space for featuring the work and the products of pharmaceutical 
companies, manufacrurers and service providers concerned with eradication of AIDS and 
treatment of AIDS patients, United Nations Specialized agencies, development partners, NGOs 
involved in AIDS-related training, education, and counselling, and information and 
communication technology (ICI) firms and projects vital for dissemination of information, 
panicularly in the health sector. Exhibitors had an excellent opponunityto bring some of thE 
products and services being developed to fight the AIDS pandemic to the attention of Africa' 
leadership. 

• list of Exhibitors 

African Aids Initiative International 

African Creative Consultancy Network 

Amba Pharmaceutical 

Association Fran<;ois Xavier Bagnoud 

African Women's Committee for Peace and Development (AWCPD) 

Dawn of Hope 

DKT 

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) 

Government of Egypt 

Equatorial Business Group 

Food and Agriculture Organization (F AO) 

Horizons Project 

International Labour Organization (ILO) 

J. Mitra &Co 

Network of African People Living with HIV I AIDS 

No Limit for Women Project 

Organization of African Unity (OAU ) 

Publications 

Qestmed 

The AIDS Suppon Organization 

Southern Africa AIDS Training Programme 

Southern Africa Network of AIDS Service Organizations 

Southern Africa AIDS Information Dissemination Service 

UNAIDS 



United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) 

United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) 

United Nations Fund for Women (UNIFEM) 

Women Fighting Aids in Kenya 

World Health Organization (WHO) 

World Bank 

Worlds pace Corporation 

• Art exhibition 

An exhibition of paintings by the University of Addis Ababa Art School was also on display. 



ANNEX V 

ADF 2000 Documentation 

The following documentation from ADF 2000 is available on the Web at: 

http:// www.uneca.org/adf2000 

A. Information documents 

• Programme at the glance 

• Small ADF 2000 Brochure 

• Information for participants 

• Conference Brochure/ Programme 

• Exhibition manual 

• Exhibition Guide 

• I..ist of ADF 2000 participants 
B. Substantive working documents 

• Theme 1: HIV / AIDS and economic development in Sub-Saharan 
Africa 

• Theme 2: Lessons Africa has learnt in 15 years of responding to HIV / AIDS 

• Theme 3: Scaling up the response to HIV / AIDS 

• Theme 4: Leadership role and approaches for an effective HIV / AIDS 
response 

• Summary of electronic discussion on ADF 2000 

• AIDS in Africa: Country by country 

• Partnership in leadership at the intemationallevel 

• Partnership in leadership at the national level 

• Partnership in leadership with People Living with HIVI AIDS 

• Cost of scaling HIV programme activities to a national level in sub-Saharan 
Africa: Methods and Estimates 

• The need for harmonized data and advocacy materials on HIV / AIDS in 
Africa with special reference to the PEDA advocacy Model 

• HIV / AIDS and education in Eastern and Southern Africa: 
The leadership challenge and the way forward 

C. ADF 2000 reports 

• The African Consensus and Pian of Action: leadership to overcome 
HIV / AIDS in Africa 

• The consensus annexes 

• The popular report: Leadership at allleveIs to overcome HIV / AIDS 



ECA: 

UNAIDS: 

UNDP: 

UNICEF: 

WORlD BANK: 

UNFPA: 

ILO: 

ANNEX VI 

Relevant web sites 

http}/www.uneca.org 

http://www.unaids.org 

http:// www.undp.org 

http:// www.unicef.org 

http:// www."Mlrldbankorg 

http:// www.unfpa.org 

http:// www.ilo.org 



ADF 2000 Sponsors 

ANNEX VII 

ADF 2000 Partners 

Canadian International Development Agency (aDA) 

Government of Japan 

Kingdom of Belgiwn 

Kingdom of the Netherlands 

Kingdom of Norway 

Kingdom of Sweden 

Organization of Petrolewn Exporting Countries (OPEq Fund 

Turner Foundation 

United States Agency for International Development (USAID) 

ADF 2000 Supporters 

Afric.OnIine 

AllAfrica.com 

Bank of Abyssinia 

Brasseries et Glacieres International (BGI) 

Channel 0 

Commercial Bank of Ethiopia 

East Africa Bottling 

Ethiopian Airlines 

Hilton Hotel 

Kenya Airways 

Lufthansa Airways 

MIDROCEthiopia 

MOM Soft Drinks Industries 

Mulcichoice 

Nice Insurance 

ORBIS 

Sheraton Addi.. 

Staff Union Committee - ECA (Suq 

United Bank 

United Nations Women's Association (UNWA) 

WorldSpace 



ANNEX VIII 

ADF 2000 Co-organizers 

1. UNAIDS and its seven co-sponsors 
The Joint United Nations programme on HIV! AIDS is the leading advocate for global action 
on HIV! AIDS. It brings together seven UN agencies in a conunon effort to fight the epidemic: 
the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP), the Population Fund (UNFPA), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Glltural Organization (UNESCO), the World Health Organization (WHO), the World Bank 
and United Nations Drugs Q>Dtrol Programme (UNDC1'). In its capacity as a secretariat, 
UNAIDS mobilizes the responses to the epidemic of its seven co-sponsoring organizations 
and supplements these efforts with special initiatives, by sharing knowledge, skills and best 
practices across boundaries. 

20, avenue Appia 
ill1211 Geneva 27 
Switzerland 
Phone: +41-22 -791-3666 
Fax: +41-22-791·4187 
E·maiI: unaids@unaids.org 
Internet: www.unaids.org 

2. International Labour Organization fllO) 

The International Labour Organization as a specialized T IN Agenc ywhich seeks the promotion 
of social justice through internationally recognized human and labour rights, is also active in 
cletermining the social and economic impact of HIV! AIDS on emplo~rs and emplo~es, 
labour law, social security, equality of opportunity and treatment as well as access to care and 
drugs. 

4. Rue des MorilJons 
ill 1211 Geneva 22 
Switzerland 
Tel.: +41-22-799-6111 
Fax: +41-22-798-8685 
E-mail: ilo@iIo.org 
Internee www.ilo.org 

3. Organization of African Unity 

In the context of its core mandate - promoting unity and solidarity of the African States, 
clefending the sovereignty of its members, and promoting international co-operation having 
due regard to the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human 
rights - the OAU has shown specific interest in HIV! AIDS issues in recent ~ars. Several 
OAU meetings, be they at the Summit level or experts level, have addressed HIV! AIDS. 

P. 0. Box 3243 
Addis Ababa 
Ethiopia 

Tel: +251·1·51 7700 

Fax: +251-1-51 2622 

E· mail: d.t.orjiako@telecom.net.et 
Internet: 'WWw.oau·oua.org 



SECRETARIAT CONTACTS 

For further information, please contact the ADF 2000 Secretariat: 

ADF 2000 Secretariat 
Economic Conunission for Africa 
p. 0. Box 3001 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
E-mail: adf@unec •. org 
Td.: 251-1-516513 
Fax: 251-1-516563 
~ite: http://www.uneca.orgl .df2000 






